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This invention relates to the design and con-

truction of surfaces to be driven through a fluid,

intended to produce a useful force component
lerpendicular to the relative velocity of the fluid

i'ith respect to the surface, knov/n in the art as

lift force," "side force," etc., and referred to

lereinafter as "lift."

In particular this invention relates to the de-

ign and construction of surfaces to be driven
jtirough the air, intended to produce an aerody-
.amic lift force perpendicular to the relative

7lnd velocity with respect to the said surface,

'hile minimizing the aerodynamic drag force

arallel to the relative wind. In the art such
lurfaces are known as "wings," "fins," "blades,"

jtc, and will be referred to hereinafter as "lift-

[ig surfaces." The closed curves resulting from
itersections of the lifting surfaces with vertical

•lanes parallel to the relative wind will be re-

lerred to hereinafter as "fluid-foil sections."

'he body to which the lifting surface is fastened
\rill be referred to hereinafter as the "craft."

Figure 1 illustrates the preferred embodiment
f this invention comprising a lifting surface de-
igned and constructed according to the m.ethod
utlined in the subject specification.

Figure 2 illustrates the spanwise distribution
f actually prevailing section lift coefficients and
he spanwise distribution of maximum attainable
ection lift coefficients on a typical lifting sur-
ace designed and constructed according to the
ubject method of this invention.
Figure 3 illustrates the typical inception and
rowth of the stall of a lifting surface designed
nd constructed according to the subject method
f this invention.
Figure 4 illustrates the procedure employed in

tie finding of the optimum spanwise location of
le third controlled fiuid-foil section in a lifting
jrface designed and constructed according to
le subject method of this invention.
Figure 5 illustrates the spanwise distribution

f actually prevailing section lift coefficients and
le spanwise distribution of maximum attainable
2ction lift coefficients on a typical lifting sur-
ice designed and constructed according to the
ubject method of this invention, the tip section
f said lifting surface having a thickness ratio
mailer than the optimum thickness ratio for
bsolutely maximum attainable section lift co-
fflclent for the series of fluid-foils employed in
tie lifting surface.
The general object of this invention is the at-
linment of good stalling characteristics of lift-
ig surfaces, said good stalling characteristics
elng achieved by the employment of three or

more controlled fluid-foil sections I, 2, and 3,

selected according to the method explained in the
subject specification of this invention, wherein
section 2, representing the additional controlled

8 sections interjacent between the root and the
tip of the lifting surface, is at variance with the
section 4 obtainable at the respective spanwise
stations by means of straight-line fairing between
the fluid-foil sections located at the root and the

10 tip of the lifting surface.

Another object of this invention is the elimina-
tion of the violent rolling moments ordinarily
produced by the unavoidable asymmetry of the
stalling process, because the aforementioned

15 method of fluid-foil selection suppresses the stall

inception at the tip of the lifting surface and
induces stall inception at a more inwardly lo-

cated panel of the lifting surface, thus reducing
the rolling moments acting on the craft for a

20 given asymmetry of lift forces on the two stalled
lifting surfaces.

Another object of this invention is the main-
tenance of adequate lateral-control effectiveness,
together with the elimination of violent unstable

25 control forces acting on control surfaces and de-
vices attached to the trailing edge of the tip
panel, during the critical stall-inception stage of
the lifting surface, because the aforementioned
method of fluid-foil selection induces stall in-

30 ception at a more inwardly located panel of the
lifting surface, so that the fluid flow over the
tip panel and hence over the said control sur-
faces and devices remains smooth, thus main-
taining effective lateral control as well as stable

35 and smoothly varying control forces throughout
the staU of the lifting surface.
Another object of this invention, through the

employment of the aforementioned method of
fluid-foil selection, is to reduce both the parasite

40 drag and the induced drag of the unstalled lifting
surface, and to shift the spanwise location of the
"center of drag forces" of the stalled lifting sur-
face inwardly so that the drag moment of the
stalled lifting surface with respect to a vertical

45 axis at or near the root is reduced to a value
smaller than that of a lifting surface having a
stall inception near the tip thereby reducing to
a minimum the power required to maintain the
rotation of partially or totally stalled lifting sur-

5Q faces of the "rotating-wlng" or "rotating-blade"
type.

Additional objects of this invention will ap-
pear hereinafter.

In the art the achievement of the objects of
65 this invention is recognized as one of the great

steps In advancing safety and efficiency In air-
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craft design. According to accident statistics of

the Civil Aeronautics Boards and other aero-

nautical aeencies most flying accidents, especially

those accidents occurring while flying in proxim-

ity of the ground, during take-off. and when
landing, are caused by the stall of the lifting sur-

face, the severity of such accidents being at-

tributable not so much to the loss of lift directly.

as indirectly to the adverse longitudinal and
lateral stability characteristics, to the loss of con-

trol effectiveness, and to the violent unstable con-

trol forces produced by the stall inception near

the tip of the lifting surface.

An Investigation of the fundamental reasons

for unsatisfactory and hazardous stalling char-

acteristics reveals that high plan-form taper and
sweep-back of the lifting surface create three

principal unfavorable effects resulting in a stall

inception near the tip of the lifting surface:

(Da reduction of the scale factor known in the

art as "RejTiolds number" In direct proportion to

the decrease of chord length from the root to the
tip; according to well-known experimental evi-

dence the maximum section lift coefficient attain-

able with a given fluid-foil section placed in the
tip panel of the lifting surface is smaller than the
maximum section lift coefficient that the same
section would be capable of attaining were it

placed in the root panel where the chord length
and hence the Reynolds number are greater;
(2) a deviation from the ideal "elliptical span-
load distribution" tending to Increase the lift co-
efficients prevailing over the tip sections and to
reduce the lift coefficients prevailing over the root
sections at any given total lift coefficient of the
lifting surface; (3) an outwardly directed span-
wise fluid cross-flow, especially on the suction side
of the lifting surface; this cross-flow at high lift

coefficients of the lifting surface in an additional
incentive for fluid-flow separation and stall near
the tip of the lifting surface.
In the art, prior to this invention, it was

customarily sought to counteract the aforemen-
tioned factors that contribute to the stall incep-
tion in the tip panel by resorting to the following
measures: (a) effective washout, that is, washout
of the zero-lift line of the fluid-foil section at the
tip with respect to the zero-lift line of the root
section, thus reducing the effective angle of at-
track of the tip section below the effective angle
of attack of the root section; (b) the employment
of a fluid-foil section with a more highly cam-
bered mean line at the tip of the lifting siu-face
than at the root, in order to enable the tip section
to attain higher maximum section lift coefficients.
These measures, however, have not been en-

tirely successful in suppressing the stall inception
near the tip of the lifting surface; the spanv/ise
distribution of the actually prevailing section lift
coefficients reaches a peak near the tip and there-
fore inevitably intersects the nearly linear span-
wise distribution of maximum attainable section
lift coefficients In this most critical portion of the
lifting surface.

As a rule the resulting stall patterns remain
unsatisfactory for all but the lowest of plan-form
taper ratios, and may become dangerously critical
for plan-form taper ratios in excess of 3:1 and for
any highly swept-back lifting surfaces. The stall
inception In the vicinity of the tip of the lifting
surface and a comparatively slow inboardward
progression of the stall with any further increase
of the angle of attack of the lifting surface re

10

16

25

30

little or no stall warning, violent rolling moments,
loss of lateral control, violent unstable control

forces, and unstable nose-up pitching moments
throughout the stall.

|

It was therefore customary in the art, prior to

this invention, to employ as much washout and
,

camber variations as was deemed permissible, and
j

to transfer the further responsibility for the]
avoidance of the admittedly unsatisfactory

,

stalling characteristics to the care of the pilots,

or to warning signals actuated by the stalled fluid

flow, or to a limitation of the elevator control

,

travel to prevent the attainment of the high 1

angles of attack at which stall occurs.

Techniques utilizing three controlled fluid-foil

sections, in which the section at the semi-span
center has either greater or smaller mean-line
camber than the sections at the root and tip, have
also failed to offer any substantial improvement

20 of the dangerous tip-stall characteristics of']

highly tapered and/or swept-back lifting sur- '

faces.

A preferred embodiment of this invention if

described in the following specification; the
broad scope of the invention is expressed in tht
claims concluding the instant application.
The invention consists of novel methods and

combinations of methods described hereinafter,
all of which contribute to produce a safe and effi-

cient lifting surface.

Figure 1 illustrates the preferred embodiment
of this invention, comprising a lifting surface
with three or more "controlled" fluid-foil sec-
tions, in which the section with the least mean-

35 line camber I is located at the root of the lifting
surface, the section with the greatest mean-line
camber 3 is located at the fluid-dynamically ef- >

fective tip of the lifting surface (the actual tip 1

fairing of the lifting surface may comprise a
40 faired three-dimensional body without any iden-

tifiable mean-line camber, which is not of any
consequence in the application of the subject
invention), and one or more interjacent fluid-
foil sections 2 are selected following the method
outlined below, said interjacent fluid-foil sec-
tions having values of the mean-line camber at
variance with the values 4 obtainable at the re-
spective spanwise stations by means of straight

-

line fairing between the fluid-foil section located
at the root and the fluid-foil section located at
the tip of the lifting surface, provided that the l

respective values of the mean-line camber of !

the interjacent fluid-foil sections neither exceed '

the mean-line camber of the tip section nor
fall below the mean-line camber of the root
section. It shall be understood that the preceding
considerations apply to all types of lifting sur-
faces regardless of the respective thickness ra-
tios of the root and tip sections. It shall also
be understood that additional considerations
relative to the respective thickness ratios of the
various controlled fluid-foil sections are pre-
sented herein for lifting surfaces wherein the
thickness ratio of the root section is the greatest,
and the thickness ratio of the tip section is the
smallest, respectively, of any fluid-foil section
employed in the lifting surface.
Figure 2 illustrates the preferred manner in

which this invention, through the employment
of the aforementioned method of fluid-foil selec-
tion, achieves the establishment of a curvilinear
polygon 5 describing the spanwise distribution
of maximum attainable section lift coefficients,
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suits in the most vicious ype ortfp sTariifh" 7« -f'^
^"fvilinear polygon being so shaped thatU5t VICIOUS type of tip stall, with 75 it envelops closely the curve 6 describing the
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spanwlse distribution of the actually prevailing

section lift coefiScients, except that beyond the

spanwise point 7 at which the highest actually

prevailing section lift coefficient occurs the maxi-
mum attainable section lift coefficient exceeds
substantially the actually prevailing section lift

coefficient, so that the stall inception occurs near
mld-semispan, spreads more prevalently inboard-
ward and to a smaller extent outboardward, and

6
pattern. Inasmuch as practical considerations
other than those pertaining solely to the control
of the stalling characteristics ordinarily prede-
termine certain design parameters of the lifting

surface, preferred embodiments of the subject
method of this invention are hereinafter ex-
plained for two typical combinations of prede-
termined basic design parameters:
In the first typical configuration the following

does not involve the extreme tip of the lifting lo design parameters, for example, are assumed to
surface prior to the breakdown of the fluid flow
over the entire remaining lifting surface.

As used herein the curvilinear polygon 5 de-
scribing the spanwise distribution of maximum
attainable section lift coefficients is established
by the respective values of the maximum attain-
able lift coefficients of the root section 9, the tip

section 8, and the third or additional control
section 1 1 , and by the respective maximum at-
tainable lift coefficients 5 of the sections ob-
tained by conventional fairing between each pair
of controlled sections 9— M, 11—8. etc.

The curve 6 describing the spanwise distribu-
tion of the actually prevailing section lift co-
efficients at the maximum lift coefficient of the
lifting surface is obtained by conventional meth-
ods of experimentally verified calculation for the
desired lifting surface, taking into consideration
the plan-form, effective aerodynamic washout,
section lift-curve-slope characteristics, etc.

The term "envelopment" as used herein signi-
fies the establishment of curvilinear polygon 5
on the convex side of curve 6, wherein each in-
dividual branch 9—M, M—8, and so forth of
the curvilinear polygon 5 is tangent or nearly
tangent to curve 6.

Figure 3 illustrates the stall progression re-
sulting from the employment of the subject
method of this invention. The curves 12, 13,
(4, 15, and 16 indicate, in their orderly progres-
sion, the extent of the stalled lifting-surface area
at angles of attack greater than the angle of
attack at which stall inception 12 first occurs.
This spanwise far-reaching yet gradual spread
of the stalled area prevents the formation of a
deep local stall in a chordwise or depthwise sense
at any one spanwise station. Steep spanwise
pressure differences between unstalled sections
and stalled sections, and hence deep spanwise
cross-flows, are thereby effectively prevented.
The prevalently inboardward development of

the stalled area not only produces the desired
timely stall warning in the form of a gentle tail
shake at a speed slightly in excess of stalling
speed, but serves also to reduce the downwash
of the fluid flow aft of the lifting surface in the
space usually occupied by the horizontal stabi-
lizer, so that an upwardly directed lift-force in-
crement is made to act on the horizontal stabi-
lizer, thereby imposing a nose-down pitching
moment on the craft that induces the craft to
return to smaller angles of attack and brings to
a halt any further progress and intensification of
the stalling process by precluding any Increase
in angle of attack beyond the stalling angle.
The following specification outlines the method

employed in the design of the subject lifting sur-
race of this invention, whereby to select the most
opportune values of fluid-foil section mean-line
camber and fluid-foil section thickness ratio re-
quired to achieve the objects of the instant in-
vention:

To apply the subject method of this invention

fJL ^^.'"^"y necessary to know only the plan

be given a priori: (a) the plan form of the lifting
surface, based on structural and practical design
considerations; (b) the series of fluid-foil sec-
tions to be employed, based on high-speed and
other performance requirements; (c) the maxi-
mum permissible effective aerodynamic washout,
based on drag considerations and structural
bending-moment limitations; (d) the thickness
ratio of the fluid-foil section at the root, based
on the critical-Mach-Number requirements and
structural weight considerations; (e) the thick-
ness ratio of the fluid-foil section at the tip, based
on practical space requirements for control-sur-
face balances, etc.; (/) the mean-line camber of
the fluid-foil section at the tip. based on the re-
quirement of adequate torsional lifting-surface
stiffness at high speed.
The subject method of this invention is em-

ployed firstly to design the lifting surface with-
out any effective aerodynamic washout, that is.

with the three or more controlled fiuid-foil sec-
tions placed at such an angle of incidence with
respect to the reference chord plane of the lifting
surface that the said fiuid-foil sections operate
at their respective zero-lift angles of attack when
the entire lifting surface operates at its angle
of attack for zero overall lift.

Based on fundamental experimental wind-
tunnel data available for the pre-selected series
of fluid-foil sections, graphs are plotted showing
the variation in the maximum attainable section
lift coefficient versus the mean-line camber,
thickness ratio, and Reynolds number, respec-
tively; similar graphs are plotted showing the
variation in the section zero-lift angle of attack
versus the mean-line camber, thickness ratio, and
Reynolds number, respectively.
The approximate maximum attainable lift co-

efficient of the entire lifting surface for appro-

g^
priate values of the Reynolds number is esti-
mated, for example, by dividing the maximum
attainable section lift coefficient of the tip sec-
tion 8 (obtained from the aforementioned wind-
tunnel data) by the highest spanwise value of
the "additional section lift coefficient

15
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(as defined in Army-Navy-Commerce ANC-Kl)
entitled "Spanwise Air-Load Distribution") as

60 follows:

C>

max tip

'hiEhsst

65 this equation yields that lift coefficient of the
entire lifting surface at which the most highly
loaded section 7 carries a section lift coefficient
substantially equal to the maximum attainable
section lift coefficient 8 of the fiuid-foil section

70 employed at the tip.

The spanwise distribution 6 of the actually
prevailing section lift coefficients is then calcu-
lated for the maximum lift coefficient Cl

form nf tv.«'n**r i "" "-""vv uiiijr wic iJiaii the entire lifting surface, followlne one "o'/^hpform Of the lifting surface and the desired stall 76 conventional calculation meZds fo? exampVe!
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d
the method outlined In the Army-Navy-Com-
mprce Manual ANC-Kl).
For the Reynolds number and the pre-selected

thickness ratio of the root section, the required

value of mean-line camber is determined from

the Rraph showing the experimentally deter-

mined variation of the maximum attainable sec-

tion lift coefficient with varying mean-line cam-
ber, selecting that value of the mean-line camber

maximum attainable section lift coefiacient II

is obtained, or until structural considerations in-

terfere with the continuance of this procedure.

If this process does not offer a conclusive result,

whicli is rare, a small amount of effective aero-

dynamic washout is then introduced, V2° to 1°

in each step of the application of the method,

wherein the total effective aerodynamic washout
is distributed In appropriate fashion between

that produces a maximum attainable section lift 10 the controlled sections and where the total wash-
cocfncient 9 equal to or slightly superior to the

section lift coefficient 10 actually prevailing over

the root section.

Por the spanwise location of the third and
additional controlled sections 2 and 1 1 , the sub-

ject method of this invention utilizes preferring-

ly locations between the spanwise point of the

highest actually prevailing section lift coefficient

7 and the root 10 of the lifting surface; the most
efficient interval wherein to locate the third con-
trolled section lies between the spanwise point of

the highest actually prevailing section lift co-

efficient 7 and the spanwise point located twice

as distantly from the tip as point 7, with a prefer-

able optimum at the point 17, where the tangent
to the inboard portion of the curve of spanwise
distribution of the actually prevailing section lift

coefficients 18 intersects the horizontal tangent
19 to the same curve, as shown in Figure 4.

It will be understood, however, that inescapable
practical design considerations may require that
the additional controlled sections 2 and ( 1 be
placed at spanwise stations located inside power
plant nacelles or at those spanwise stations where
the lifting surface is mechanically jointed for
sudden changes in plan-form taper, or sweep-
back, as is the case in craft with removable or
foldable outboard panels.
The Reynolds number is calculated for the

third controlled section; the thickness ratio ob-
tainable at the third section by straight-line in-
terpolation between the root section and the tip
section is also determined. Por the Reynolds
number and thickness ratio thus determined, the

out is less than the maximum permissible wash-

out as defined in the aforelisted initial design

assumptions. The entire heretofore specified

procedure including the establishment of a curve

15 6 conforming to the washout chosen, is then re-

peated for the selected amount of effective aero-
dynamic washout, until the desired results as
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 are attained.

A typical example of the application of the

20 principles of this invention to one v/ell-known
type of lifting surface is as follows: Here we as-
sume a planform taper ratio of three to one, an
a.^pect ratio of ten, a total effective aerodynamic
washout of zero degrees, a constant section thick-

25 ness ratio of twelve per cent along the entire
semi-span, the utilization of "64—" series NACA
"low-drag" fluid-foil sections, a mean-line cam-
ber of the root section I characterized by an
'ideal lift coefficient" Cij equal to 0.1, and a

30 mean-line camber of the tip section 3 charac-
terized by an "ideal lift coefficient" Ci; equal to
0.45. The term "ideal lift coefficient" is to be
interpreted as defined by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics nomenclature and is

36 herein used as a parameter characteristic of the
mean line camber of a fluid foil section. Calcu-
lations based on conventional methods will in-
dicate that a lifting surface having the above
general design parameters will experience, at its

40 maximum resultant lift coefficient, a distribution
of section lift coefficients as illustrated in curve $.
Following the procedures hereinbefore de-

cribed, we achieve in the above-outlined con-

^^ :_^ , , ,. ^ .

struction the desirable stalling characteristics
required value of mean-hne camber is found 45 taught by this invention through the use of afrom the graph showing the experimentally de- controlled fluid-foil section 2 or I ( at a stationtermined variation of the maximum attainable approximately 55 per cent of the semi-span from

Jfr!w 1 ^°.^®^itf^,
^^*;h varying mean-line the root and with an effective aerodynamic wash-camber, selecting that value of the mean-line out of zero degrees with respect to the root sec-

^i'!'^l^:'Jl^^?«=Pi°?y':?.^,'^^''^"'^^ attainable so tion, wherein the mean-line camber of the in-
terjacent controlled section 2 or H is charac-

section lift coefficient 1 1 and ( 7 equal to or slight-
ly superior to the highest actually prevailing
section lift coefficient 7.

Prom the foregoing, it will be readily seen that
the lifting surface obtained by the invention, and
defined by the curvilinear polygon 5, embodies
the combination of an airfoil section I or 9 hav-
ing the smallest mean line camber at the root,
an airfoil section 3 or 8 having the greatest mean
line camber at the tip, and one or more interja-
cent controlled sections 2 or II, having values
of the mean line camber at variance with the
values 4 obtainable at the respective spanwise
stations by means of straight line fairing between
the root section and the tip section.

If the required maximum attainable section
lift coefficient for the interjacent section 1 1 can-
not be obtained with a mean-line camber not
exceeding the mean-line camber of the tip sec-
tion, a value equal to or slightly less than the
mean-hne camber of the tip section is selected
The maximum attainable section lift coefficient
of the interjacent section is then increased by
changing the section thickness ratio in the proner

terized by an "ideal lift coefficient" Ci; equal to
0.35. In this structural example the mean-line
camber of the interjacent controlled section 2
or 1

1
is greater than that of the root section I

or 9, smaller than that of the tip section 3 or 8,
and greater than that of the interpolated section
4 obtainable at the 55-per-cent semi-span sta-
tion by means of straight-line fairing between
sections I and 3, and which accomplishes the
envelopment of curve 6 by the curvilinear
polygon 5.

In another typical example, a lifting surface
IS assumed as having substantially identical basic
design geometry as the preceding example, ex-
cept for a structurally desirable root thicloiess
ratio of twenty-three per cent, a tip thickness
ratio of seven per cent, a total effective aero-
dynamic washout of one degree, and a thickness

70 ratio of fifteen per cent at an interjacent station
located at approximately 60 per cent of the semi-
span.

Again following the procedure of this inven-
tion we achieve in the abovedescribed construc-

ts

flO

65

sen^a. u^uaUy downward, until either the re,ulfed » ti^n thVaSSrstamnTcrSSloTtrS

I
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by this Invention through the use of a controlled
fluid-foil section 2 or 11 at the station located
approximately 60 per cent of the semi-span from
the root and with an effective aerodynamic wash-
out of 0.5 degree with respect to the root section,

wherein the mean-line camber of the interjacent
controlled section 2 or M is characterized by an
"ideal lift coefficient" Ci, equal to 0.12. In this
structural example the mean-line camber of the
Interjacent controlled section 2 or 11 is greater
than that of the root section i or 9, smaller than
that of the tip section 3 or 8, and smaller than
that of the Interpolated section 4 obtainable at
the 60-per-cent semi-span station by means of
straight-line fairing between sections I and 3,

and which accomplishes the envelopment of
curve 6 by the curvilinear polygon 5.

(2) The second typical configuration differs
from the first in that the thickness ratio of the
tip section 3 Is not predetermined. Hence, the
following design parameters are assumed to be
given a priori: (a) the plan form of the lifting
surface: (&) the series of fluid-foil sections to
be employed and their fluid-dynamic charac-
teristics; (c) the maximum permissible effective
aerodynamic washout; (d) the thickness ratio
of the fluid-foil section at the root; (e) the mean-
line camber of the fluid-foil section at the tip.

In this case where the thickness ratio of the
tip section is not predetermined but is left to
the judgment of the fluid-dsmamical design en-
gineer, the subject method of this Invention em-
ploys to good advantage a peculiarity observed
In the variation of the maximtun attainable sec-
tion lift coefficient with varjang section thick-
ness ratio. Most series of related fluid-foil
sections reach their absolutely highest maximum
section lift coefficient (for a given mean-line
camber and Reynolds number) at a certain ex-
perimentally determined thickness ratio, usually
between 12% and 16%. Sections with thickness
ratios greater or smaller than optimum attain
less than the absolutely maximum section lift
coefficient. If, as Illustrated in Figure 5, a thick-
ness ratio smaller than optimum is used at the 45
tip 20 of a lifting surface, where the actually
prevailing section lift coefficients are greatly
below their highest spanwise value 22. the fluid-
foil section with the optimum thickness ratio can
be located at a spanwise station 2 f a small dis-
tance inboard of the tip, near the spanwise sta-
tion 22 at which the highest actually prevailing
section lift coefficient is encountered. Here it
jvill be understood that the mean-line camber of
the interjacent controlled section 2 may be greater
OT smaller than that of the aforementioned sec-
tion 4, depending on the range of section thick-
less ratios encountered between the root and
:he tip of the lifting surface.
In this case the subject method of this inven-

;ion is modified to the extent that, in calculat-
ing the spanwise distribution of the actually
Prevailing section lift coefficients 23. the maxi-mum lift coefficient Cl,,„ of the entire lifting
surface shall be determined not on the basis of
'he maximum attainable section lift coefficient
>r the tip section, but on the basis of the abso-
uteiy maximum attainable section lift coef-

m!2! ' *^^* ^^' ^^^ ^^^ section of optimum
hlckness ratio, as follows:
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max aba.

bisheat

Tie thickness ratio of the fluid-foil section at the 76

tip of the lifting surface is then so chosen that
the section 2 1 with optimum thickness ratio for
absolutely maximum attainable section lift co-
efficient lies between the spanwise station of
highest actually prevailing section lift coefficient
22 and the tip 20, unless structural and other
design criteria interfere by establishing a mini-
mum section thickness ratio.

If the designer intends to achieve positive stall
inception in a certain spanwise panel of the lift-
ing surface, the subject method of this invention
provides that in either of the aforedescribed
design procedures the mean-line camber and
thickness ratios, as well as the spanwise location,
of the sections comprised within or adjacent to
the panel for which stall inception is desired be
so selected that within the "stall Inception panel"
the curve of maximum attainable section lift
coefficients lies slightly below the curve of actu-
ally prevailing section lift coefficients, without
modifying the aforedescribed relationship of the
maximum attainable section lift coefficients and
the actually prevailing section lift coefficients on
the remainder of the semispan of the lifting sur-
face outside of the "stall-inception panel" proper.

If, in any of the aforedescribed cases, the lifting
surface under consideration is modified by excre-
scences such as, for example, power-plant
nacelles, or flaps that modify the local zero-lift
angle and the local maximum attainable section
lift coefficient, the calculation of the spanwise
distribution of the effective washout and the max-
imum attainable section lift coefficients takes due
account of the effects of these modifications by
introducing "equivalent values" of the effective
washout and section mean-line camber into the
subject method of this invention.
Upon completion of the procedure outlined for

the subject method of this invention, the zero-
lift angles of the fluid-foil sections selected thusly
are determined for their respective mean-line
cambers, thickness ratios, and Reynolds numbers,
and each fluid-foil section is set properly with
respect to the reference chord plane of the lifting
surface, so that the desired effective washout is
achieved.
By practicing my invention a lifting surface

can be designed and constructed to achieve the
objects heretofore stated.
Numerous flight tests and wind-tunnel tests in

reputable wind-tunnels such as the California
Institute of Technology, the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, the various wind tunnels of
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
and elsewhere have demonstrated convincingly
that each of the objects of this invention has been
fully achieved. The tests were performed on
numerous wing models, on sailplanes, and on
models of at least flve aircraft designs of widely
varying design scope employing a wide variety of
airfoil series. Force-test records, photographic
records, and cinematographic records of the tests
substantiate the attainment of the objects of this
invention.

The inventor wishes it to be clearly understood
that the greatly improved and generally judged
satisfactory stalling characteristics of the wings
(and other lifting surfaces) designed and con-
structed according to the subject method of this
Invention are directly attributable to the use of
three (or more) controlled fluid-foil sections
selected according to the hereinbefore specified
method of this invention, and to the aforede-
scribed method employed in the design of such
lifting surfaces.
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This invention accomplishes an important

improvement in the art. and the discoveries here-

in disclosed are of great value to all types of air-

craft (as well as to craft operating in other

fluids) . throughout their entire operating range, 6

and especially in the critical low-speed operation

where steadiness of lift and lift variation, stability

of the craft, control effectiveness, and smooth-

ness and stability of control forces are of vital

importance for the safety and efBciency of the 10

craft; also in violent maneuvers at high speeds

when high lifting-surface lift coefficients com-

parable with those occurring at the low-speed

stall are encountered and even temporarily sur-

passed. 15

I claim

:

1. A lifting surface with three or more con-

trolled fluid -foil sections, in which the first sec-

tion with the smallest mean-line camber is

located at the root, the second section with the 20

greatest mean-line camber is located at the fluid-

dynamically effective tip. and the third or addi-

tional fluid-foil sections are located at stations

interjacent between the root and the tip, where-

in the values of the mean-line camber of the 25

interjacent fluid-foil sections are greater than

the values of the mean-line camber obtainable

at the respective spanwise stations by means of

straight-line fairing between the fluid-foil sec-

tion located at the root of the lifting surface and 30

the fluid-foil section located at the tip of the

lifting surface.

2. A lifting surface with three or more con-

trolled fluid-foil sections, in which the first sec-

tion with the smallest mean-line camber is 86

located at the root, the second section with the

greatest mean-line camber is located at the fluid-

dynamically effective tip, and the third or addi-

tional fluid-foil sections are located at stations

interjacent between the root and the tip, where- 40

in the values of the mean-line camber of the

interjacent fluid-foil sections are at variance

with the values of the mean-line camber obtain-

able at the respective spanwise stations by means
of straight-line fairing between the fluid-foil sec- 45

tion located at the root of the lifting surface

and the fluid-foil section located at the tip of

the lifting surface, said three or more controlled

fluid-foil sections having values of the mean-line

camber selected in such manner that the result- 60

ing spanwise distribution of maximum attainable

section lift coefficients of the three or more con-

trolled sections forms a curvilinear polygon

enveloping a curve representing the spanwise dis-

tribution of section lift coeflBcients for a given fis

planform actually prevailing at the maximum
attainable lift coefficient of the lifting surface.

3. A lifting surface with three or more con-

trolled fluid-foil sections, adapted to provide stall

inception within a predetermined interval of qq
spanwise stations in which the first section with
the smallest mean-line camber is located at the

root, the second section with the greatest mean-
line camber is located at the fluid-dynamically
efifective tip, and the third or additional fluid- 65
foil sections are located at stations interjacent

between the root and the tip, v/herein the values

of the mean-line camber of the interjacent fluid-

foil sections are at variance with the values of

the mean-line camber obtainable at the respective 70
spanwise stations by means of straight-line fair-

ing between the fluid -foil section located at the
root of the lifting surface and the fluid-foil sec-

tion located at the tip of the lifting surface, said
three or more controlled fluid-foil sections hav- 75

12
ing values of the mean-line camber selected in

such manner that the resulting spanwise distri-'

bution of maximum attainable section lilt co-

efficients of the three or more controlled sections'

forms a curvilinear polygon enveloping a curve^

representing the spanwise distribution of section'

lift coefficients actually prevailing at the maxi-
mum attainable lift coefficient of the lifting sur-'

face, and that the said resulting spanwise dis-j

tribution of maximum attainable section lift co-

efficients for a given planform be so shaped that'

the first intersection with the spanwise distribu-;

tion of actually prevailing section lift coefficients

occurs in that interval of spanwise stations foi|

which stall inception is to be obtained.
;

4. A lifting surface with three or more oooi-'

trolled fiuid-foil sections, in which the first sec-|

tion with the smallest mean-line camber anc'

greatest thickness ratio is located at the root

the second section with the greatest mean-lini

camber and smallest thickness ratio is located a

the fluid-dynamically effective tip, and the thirc'

or additional fluid-foil sections are located at sta

tions intei'jacent between the root and the ti

v/herein the values of the thickness ratio of tl

interjacent fluid-foil sections are greater tha.

the values of the thickness ratio obtainable i

the respective spanwise stations by means c"

straight-line fairing between the fluid-foil sec|

tic-n located at the root of the lifting surface an/

the fiuid-foil section located at the tip of th'

lifting surface.

5. A lifting surface v/ith three or more con

trolled fluid-foil sections, in which the first sec|

tion v/ith the smallest mean-line camber an
greatest thickness ratio is located at the root, th

second section with the greatest mean-line cam
ber and smallest thickness ratio is located at th

fluid-dynamically effective tip, and the third

additional fluid-foil sections are located at sta

tions interjacent between the root and the til

wherein the values of the thickness ratio of th

interjacent fluid-foil sections are at variance wit

the values of the thickness ratio obtainable s

the respective spanwise stations by means c

straight-line fairing between the fluid-foil sec

tion located at the root of the lifting surface un
the fluid -foil section located at the tip Of th

lifting surface, said three or more controlle

fluid-foil sections having values of the thicknef

ratio selected in such manner that the resultir

spanwise distribution of maximum attainaible sec

tion lift coefficients of the three or more cor

trolled sections forms a curvilinear polygc

enveloping a curve representing the spanwise diJ

tribution of section lift coefficients for a give

planform actually prevailing at the maximui
attainable lift coefficient of the lifting surface

6. A lifting surface with three or more cor

trolled fluid-foil sections adapted to provide sta

inception within a predetermined interval v

spanwise stations, in which the first section wit

the smallest mean-line camber and greate

thickness ratio is located at the root, the secor

section with the greatest mean-line camber ar

smallest thickness ratio is located at the Unit

dynamically effective tip, and the third or add

tional fiuid-foil sections are located at statior

interjacent between the root and the tip, wherei

the values of the thickness ratio of the interjs

cent fluid-foil sections are at variance with th

values of the thickness ratio obtainable at tl"

respective spanwise stations by means of straigh

line fairing between the fluid-foil section locate

at the root of the lifting surface and the flui«
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foil section located at the tip of the lifting sur-

face, said three or more controlled fluid-foil sec-

tions having values of the thickness ratio selected

In such manner that the resulting spanwise dis-

Itribution of maximum attainable section lift co-

jjflacients of the three or more controlled sections

forms a curvilinear polygon enveloping a curve

jrepresenting the spanwise distribution of section

lift coeflflcients actually prevailing at the maxi-
[tnum attainable lift coefficient of the lifting sur-

jface, and that the said resulting spanwise dis-

Itribution of maximum attainable section lift co-

bflficients for a given planform be so shaped that

the first intersection with the spanwise distri-

bution of actually prevailing section lift coef-

ficients occurs in that interval of spanwise sta-

tions for which stall inception is to be obtained,

7. A lifting surface with three or more con-

trolled fiuid-foil sections, in which the first sec

the fluid-foil section located at the tip of the lift-

ing surface, and wherein the aforesaid fluid-foil

section at the tip of the lifting surface has a
thiclaiess ratio smaller than the optimum thick-

6 ness ratio for absolutely maximum attainable

section lift coefficient of the fluid-foil series em-
ployed, so that a fluid-foil section having the op-
timum thickness ratio obtained by conventional
interpolation between two of the controlled sec-

10 tions lies a short distance inboard of the tip of

the lifting surface, near the spanwise station at

which the highest actually prevailing section lift

coefficient occurs,

10. A lifting surface with three or more con-

16 trolled fluid-foil sections and having a highest

actually prevailing section lift coefficient at a pre-

determined spanwise station, in which the flrst

section with the smallest mean-like camber and
greatest thickness ratio is located at the root, the

tion with the smallest mean-line camber is lo- 20 second section with the greatest mean-line cam-

cated at the root, the second section with the

greatest mean-line camber is located at the fluid-

dynamically effective tip, and one of the inter-

jacent fluid-foil sections is located near a span-

ber and smallest thickness ratio is located at the
fluid-dynamically effective tip, and third or addi-

tional fluid-foil sections are located at stations

interjacent between the root and the tip. wherein

wise point where a tangent to the inboard portion 25 the values of the thickness ratio of the inter-

bf a curve representing the spanwise distribution

of actually prevailing section lift coeflBcients for

,a given planform intersects a substantially hori-

zontal tangent to the highest point of the same
jcurve, wherein the values of the mean-line cam-
iber of the interjacent fluid-foil sections are great-

er than the values of the mean-line camber ob-

tainable at the respective spanwise stations by
means of straight-line fairing between the fluid-

foil section located at the root of the lifting sur-

face and the fluid-foil section located at the tip

of the lifting surface.

8. A lifting surface with three or more con-

ItroUed fluid-foil sections, in which the first sec-

jacent fiuid-foil sections are greater than the

values of the thickness ratio obtainable at the re-

spective spanwise stations by means of straight-

line fairing between the fluid-foil section located

30 at the root of the lifting surface and the fluid-

foil section located at the tip of the lifting sur-

face, and wherein the aforesaid fluid-foil section

at the tip of the lifting surface has a thickness

ratio smaller than the optimum thickness ratio

35 for absolutely maximum attainable section lift

coeflBcient of the fluid-foil series employed, so

that a fluid-foil section having the optimum
thickness ratio obtained by conventional inter-

polation between two of the controlled sections

tion with the smallest mean-line camber and 40 lies a short distance inboard of the tip of the lift-

greatest thickness ratio is located at the root, the

second section with the greatest mean-like camber
and smallest thickness ratio is located at the fluid-

dynamically effective tip, and one of the inter-

jacent fluid-foil sections is located near a span-

wise point where a tangent to the inboard por-

tion of a curve representing the spanwise distri-

bution of actually prevailing section lift coeffi-

cients for a given planform intersects a substan-

ing surface, near the spanwise station at which
the highest actually prevailing section lift co-

efficient occurs.

11. A lifting surface with three or more con-
45 trolled fluid-foil sections, in which the flrst sec-

tion with the smallest mean-line camber is lo-

cated at the root, the second section with the
greatest mean-line camber is located at the fluid-

dynamically effective tip, and the third or addi-

tially horizontal tangent to the highest point of 50 tional fluid-foil sections are located at stations

the same curve, wherein the values of the thick

ness ratio of the interjacent fluid-foil sections are

greater than the values of the thickness ratio ob-

tainable at the respective spanwise stations by
means of straight-line fairing between the fluid-

foil section located at the root of the lifting siu*-

face and the fluid-foil section located at the tip

of the lifting surface.

9, A lifting surface with three or more con-

trolled fluid-foil sections and having a highest ac-

tually prevailing section lift coefficient at a pre-

determined spanwise station, in which the flrst

section with the smallest mean-line camber and
greatest thickness ratio is located at the root, the
second section with the greatest mean-line cam-
ber and smallest thickness ratio is located at the
fluid-dynamically effective tip, and the third or
additional fiuid-foil sections are located at sta-
tions interjacent between the root and the tip.

wherein the values of the mean-line camber of
the interjacent fiuid-foil sections are at variance
with the Values of the mean-line camber obtain-
able at the respective spanwise stations by means
of straight-line fairing between the fiuid-foil sec-

tion located at the root of the lifting surface and 76

interjacent between the root and the tip, where-
in the values of the mean-line camber of the in-

terjacent fiuid-foil sections are smaller than the
values of the mean-line camber obtainable at the

55 respective spanwise stations by means of straight-

line fairing between the fiuid-foil section located

at the root of the lifting surface and the fiuid-

foil section located at the tip of the lifting surface.

12. A lifting surface with three or more con-

60 trolled fiuid-foil sections, in which the first sec-

tion with the smallest mean-line camber and
greatest thickness ratio is located at the root, the
second section with the greatest mean-line cam-
ber and smallest thickness ra.tio is located at the

65 fluid-dynamically effective tip, and the third or

additional fluid-foil sections are located at sta-

tions interjacent between the root and the tip,

wherein the values of the thickness ratio of the
interjacent fluid-foil sections are smaller than

70 the values of the thickness ratio obtainable at the
respective spanwise stations by means of straight-

line fairing between the fluid-foil section located

at the root of the lifting surface and the fluid-

foil section located at the tip of the lifting surface.

13. A lifting surface with three or more con-
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trolled fluid-foil sections, in which the first sec- trolled fluid-foil sections and having a highest

tion with the smallest mean-line camber is lo- actually prevailing section lift coefficient at a

cated at the root, the second section with the predetermined spanwise station, in which the

greatest mean-line camber is located at the fluid- first section with the smallest mean-line camber
dynamically effective tip, and one of the inter- 5 is located at the root, the second section with the

jacent fluid-foil sections is located near a span- greatest mean-line camber is located at the fluid*,

wise point where a tangent to the inboard portion dynamically effective tip, and the third or addi>-

of a curve representing the spanwise distribution tional fluid-foil sections are located at stations

of actually prevailing section lift coefficients for interjacent between the root and the tip, wherein

a given planform intersects a substantially hori- 10 the values of the thickness ratio of the inter-

zontal tangent to the highest point of the same jacent fluid-foil sections are smaller than the

curve, wherein the values of the mean-line cam- values of the thickness ratio obtainable at the re-

ber of the interjacent fluid-foil sections are spective spanwise stations by means of straight-

smaller than the values of the mean -line camber line fairing between the fluid-foil section located

obtainable at the respective spanwise stations by 15 at the root of the lifting surface and the fluid-

means of straight-line fairing between the fluid- foil section located at the tip of the lifting sur-

foil section located at the root of the lifting sur- face, and wherein the aforesaid fluid-foil section

face and the fluid-foil section located at the tip at the tip of the lifting surface has a thickness

of the lifting surface. ratio smaller than the optimum thickness ratio

14. A lifting surface with three or more con- 20 ^^^ absolutely maximum attainable section lift

trolled fluid-foil sections, in which the first sec- " coefficient of the fluid-foil series employed, so

tion with the smallest mean-line camber is lo- that a fluid-foil section having the optimum
cated at the root, the second section with the thickness ratio obtained by conventional inter-

grea,test mean-line camber is located at the fluid- polation between two of the controlled section^

dynamically effective tip, and one of the inter- 2.5 lies a short distance inboard of the tip of the
jacent fluid-foil sections is located near a span- lifting surface, near the spanwise station at whicli

wise point where a tangent to the inboard portion the highest actually prevailing section lift co-

of a curve representing the spanwise distribution efficient occurs.

of actually prevailing section lift coefficients for MAURICE ADOLPH GARBELL.
a given planform intersects a substantially hori- 3Q
Zdntal tangent to the highest point of the same REFERENCES CITED
curve, wherein the values of the thickness ratio of The following references are of record in the
the interjacent fluid-foil sections are smaller jj^g ^f ^j^jg patent:
than the values of the thickness ratio obtainable

at the respective spanwise stations by means of 35
UNITED STATES PATENTS

straight-line fairing between the fluid-foil sec- Number Name Date
tion located at the root of the lifting surface and 1,547,644 Cronstedt July 28, 1925
the fluid-foil section located at the tip of the lift- 1,817,275 Soldenhoff Aug. 4, 1931

ing surface. 1,839,349 Sigrist Jan. 5, 1932

15. A lifting surface with three or more con- ;;» 1,890,079 Focke Dec. 6, 1932
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 12

[Western Union Message]

BY16 113 NT. Miami, FLO., Jul 20

F. H. Fleet, President Consair

Can You Offer Advanced Field of Activity of

Experienced Aeronautical Engineer. Well Versed

in Airplane and Engine Design, Performance Anal-

ysis and Research. Have Three Successful Original

Designs to My Credit. For the Past Three Years

Have Taught Applied Mechanics. Strength of Ma-

terials, Mechanism, x^dvanced Structural Design,

Aerodynamics, Aeronautical Meterology in Leading

Aeronautical Engineering School West Coast and

University of California. Am at Present Conclud-

ing Training Program in Transatlantic Airlines

School Here. Two Original Technical Text Books

Just Coming Off Presses New York Publisher as

Well as Many Articles Published in Leading News-

Papers and Magazines. Perfect Knowledge All

Important European Languages Including Russian.

Wire if Interested to Forestall Acceptance Other

Offer. 1801 Southwest 23 Terr., Miami.

DR. MAURICE A. GARBELL.
1801 23.

1114A

Admitted November 21, 1950.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 13

Western Union

[Telegram]

July 21, 1942.

Dr. Maurice A. Garbell,

1801 Southwest 23 Terr.

Miami, Florida.

Reference Your Telegram to R. H. Fleet We
Have Openings in Structures Preliminary Design

and Aerodynamics for Aeronautical Engineers. We
Are Interested in Knowing the Kind of Comiection

You Are Seeking, the Salary Expected and

Whether or not You Are an American Born

Citizen.

B. W. SHEAHAN,
Consolidated Aircraft Corpo-

ration,

cc: Employment Dept.

Engr. File

Admitted November 21, 1950.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 14 '

Maurice A. trarbell, D. Sc.

1801 SW 23rd Terrace,

Miami, Florida,

July 25, 1942.

Consolidated Aircraft Cori)oration,

San Diego, California.

Attention: Mr. B. W. Sheahan.

Gentlemen

:

I have for acknowledgment receipt of your tele-

gram of July 21st reading as follows:

"Reference your telegram to R. H. Fleet we
have openings in structures, preliminary de-

sign, and aerodynamics for aeronautical en-

gineers. We are interested in knowing the kind

of connection you are seeking, the salary ex-

pected, and whether or not you are an Ameri-

can born citizen."

I am primarily interested in being placed where
my ability may find its greatest usefulness in your
organization, namely preliminary design or re-

search engineering.

In order that you may gain some idea of actual

accomplishments, I respectfully refer you to "Avia-
tion," June, 1939, the lead article, showing photo-

graph of "Arcore," one of three successful designs

of which a series of fifty ships were built by me. To
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 14— (Continued)

summarize the technical value of such advanced de-

veloiJments for power plane design, I might men-

tion that all these ships had aspect ratio greater

than 15, single spar wings, and monococque fuse-

lages, stressed for aerobatics and thunderstorm

soaring conditions. M}' planes were fitted with self-

stabilizing wing-spoilers for emergency dives, zero-

yaw differential aileron control and other improve-

ments intended for added safety, maneuverability,

and ease of assembly. These planes were designed,

built, and successfully flown by a research institute

for motorless flight under my direction, guidance,

and supervision.

It is needless for me to digress further into the

detailed value of applying these principles to power

planes; Consolidated 's adoption and development of

the Davis wing, for example, indicates your recog-

nition of their importance.

Incidentally, in connection with citizenship, I

might mention that the United States Government

granted me full citizenship through spontaneous and

urgent intervention of the Office of the Chief of

Staff, Army Air Corps, War Department, Wash-

ington, D. C, with the Naturalization Bureau after

a rigid and thorough investigation. The recommen-

dation Vv^as the result of the complete knowledge of

my activities in this country and abroad by a mem-

ber of the Staff Office and the recognition of my
value to the present war effort:

As to salary expected, I prefer that you make an
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 14— (Continued)

offer to me, commensurate witli the j)osition avail-

able.

I shall look forward to your further advice, and

if you are interested an early reply will be appre-

ciated to forestall my final decision betw^een other

seemingly interesting positions offered me within

the past few days.

Yours very truly,

/s/ DR. MAURICE A. GARBELL.

Maurice A. Garbell, D. Sc.

August 7, 1942.

Consolidated Aircraft Corporation,

San Diego, California.

Transcript of subjects and courses studied :

Institute of Technology, Berlin Charlottenburg

:

(Technische Hochschule)

Differential and integral calculus,

Theory of numbers,

General Mechanics (elementary applied m(?-

chanics and kinematics),

Drafting,

Descriptive geometry.

General physics.

General and inorganic chemistry,

Technology of metals.

Economy,

History of industrial development.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 14— (Continued)

Institute of Technology, Milan:

(Regio Istituto di Ingegneria & Regio Politecnico)

Differential and integral calculus (2 years.)

Analytic and projective geometry (1 yr.)

Descriptive geometry (2)

Artistic sketching (1)

Architectural drawing (1)

Engineering drawing (1)

General and experimental physics (2)

Industrial physics (general and industrial

thermodynamics—1

)

Analytical mechanics (1)

Applied mechanics and strength of mate-

rials (1)

Structures (1)

Science of mechanism (1 yr.)

General and inorganic chemistry (1)

Organic chemistry (audited lecture course—1)

Qualitative analytical chemistry (aud. lecture

course, completed laboratory—1)

Industrial and agricultural chemistry (2)

Machine design (1)

Hydraulics (1)

Thermal and hydraulic engines (1)

Internal combustion engines (1)

Electro-engineering (1)

Building materials (1)

Metallurgy and metallography (1)

Industrial technology (1)

Topography and surveying (1)
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Geology (1)

Mineralogy (1)

Industrial planning (1)

Industrial economy (1)

Transportation (1)

Appraisal of industrial plants and ma-
chinery (1)

Highway and railroad engineering (1)

Aerodynamics (1)

Thesis for doctor 's degree

:

a) design of a 9-cylinder 750 HP radial

engine,

b) analysis of the possibilities for steam

turbines on large stratosphere airplanes.

Minor theses:

a) Geology: geological survey of a certain

area north of Milan, for a joint land and water

airport.

b) Ciyil structures: a wooden hangar for a

small chemical factory, and a concrete struc-

ture for a swimming pool,

c) Industrial planning: preliminary plan-

ning for a factory producing aluminum alloy

cylinders for aircraft engines.

d) Aerodynamics: a report on four years

of activity as a Manager of the Research In-
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Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 14— (Continued)

stitute for Soaring Flight, the designs brought

to completion, special projects, organization of

the experimental shop, and flying activities.

/s/ MAURICE A. GARBELL.

x\dmitted November 21, 1950.

PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 15

Form 182-R

Consolidated Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

Employment Agreement

I represent the statements made in my applica-

tion for employment, submitted to Consolidated

Aircraft Corporation on this date, to be correct to

the best of my knowledge and belief; that no at-

tempt has been made to conceal pertinent informa-

tion; that all facts in that application are open to

investigation and verification by Consolidated Air-

craft Corporation; and I agree to hold Consolidated

Aircraft Corporation and persons named in my
application blameless should the information re-

ceived from those persons result in my dismissal by

Consolidated Aircraft Corporation.

I also agree to read and abide by "Laws of the

United States and Proclamation of the President of

the United States Relating to Classified Air Corps

Projects" pertaining to espionage and sabotage

which is printed on the reverse side of this sheet.
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I hereby acknowledge receipt of Consolidated

Aircraft Corj)oration's employee handbook and

agree to abide by the rules and regulations set forth

therein.

/s/ MAURICE A. GARBELLL.

Date : 9-7-42

Application for Employment

Consolidated Aircraft Corporation

Industrial Relations Department

Employment Division

1845 Moore Street, San Diego, California

[Stamped] : Plant Protection Sep. 8, 1942.

This Application for Employment Is Submitted

to Consolidated Aircraft Corporation with Full

Understanding of the Following Listed Instruc-

tions and Information:

1. Application to Be Filled Out in Own Hand-
writing. (Do not Print.) (Do not Type.)

2. Make Sure That Each and Every Question Has
Been Answered In Full.

3. Make Sure the Employment History Section Is

Complete in Detail.

4. Make Sure Your References Are Persons Who
Have Known You for a Long Period of Time
and Are not Relatives or Previous Employers.
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5. It Is Understood That You Represent the State-

ments Made by You in This Application to Be

Correct to the Best of Your Knowledge and Be-

lief ; That No Attempt Has Been Made to Con-

ceal Pertinent Information; That All Facts Are

Open to Investigation and Verification by Con-

solidated Aircraft Corporation: and Further

That You Agree to Hold Consolidated Aircraft

Corporation and Persons Named Herein Blame-

less Should Such Information Result in the

Revocation of This Application, and/or Sub-

sequent Dismissal From Employment.

6. It Is Further Understood That if Accepted for

Employment, You Agree to Read and Abide by

the "Laws of the United States and Proclama-

tion of the President of the United States Re-

lating to Classified Air Corps Projects,"

Pertaining to Espionage and Sabotage, a Copy

of Which Is Printed in the Rules for Employees

of the Consolidated Aircraft Corporation.

7. Native Born Applicants Must Present Birth

Certificate or Other Official Documentary Evi-

dence of Citizenship.

8. Foreign Born Applicants Must Present Final

Citizenship Papers.

Date: August 7, 1942.

Name in Full: (Print) (Last) Garbell, (First)

Maurice, (Middle) Adolph.

Social Security No. : 062-14-8883.
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Local Address: (Street and Number) 1801 SW
23rd Terrace, (City) Miami, (State) Florida.

Phone Number: 48-1980.

Permanent Address: (Street and Number) 1714

Lake Street, (City) San Francisco, (State) Cali-

fornia.

Phone Number: BAyview 9186.

Former Address: (Street and Number) 1106

Sherman Street, (City) Alameda, (State) Cali-

fornia.

How Long There? Oct., 39—Nov., 40.

Former i^ddress: (Street and Number) 3026-84th

Street, (City) Jackson Heights, (State) New
York.

How Long There? Feb., 39—Oct., 39.

Former Address: (Street and Number) 16 Ham-
burgas iela, (City) Riga-Meza Parks, (State)

Latvia.

How Long There? 1933-1939.

Former Address: (Street and Number) 2 Jura

Alimana iela, (City) Riga, (State) Latvia.

How Long there? Family resid. for two genera-

tions.

Bate of Birth: (Month) May, (Date) 21, (Year)

1914.

Place of Birth: (City) Moscow, (State) Russia.

Nationality : Russian.
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This Line to Be Filled in by Foreign Born

Citizens Only:

Date of Entry : Feb. 28, 1939.

Port of Entry: New York City, N. Y.

Date of Second Papers: 5-5-42.

Where Issued? Superior Court, County of San

Francisco, California. No. 5029278.

Draft Board Location: (City) Alameda, (State)

California.

Draft Board No.: 62

Order No. : 728

Class: 2-B

Date of Class : 5-20-42

Please use following space for reason of your pres-

ent classification: Essential in defense work.

Are you a member of National Guard or Re-

serves? no. If so, what? —
Give military or naval service, U. S. or other

countries : none.

Have you ever used any other name? no.

If so, what? —
Have you ever been convicted of a felony? no.

If so, explain in following space: —
Male: yes. Female: —
Color : white.

Single: — Married: yes.

Divorced: — Widowed: —
Height: 511". Weight: 175 lbs.

Color of Hair: dark brown.
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Color of Eyes: brown.

Scars, Birthmarks, etc.: none.

Live with Wife: yes.

Live with Parents : no.

Live with Relatives: no.

Live Alone: no.

AVifeWork? no.

Number of Dependent Children: none.

Number of Dependent Parents: 1.

Number of Other Dependents : 1.

Own Home: no. Rent: yes.

Room: — Board: —
How long in California? Oct. '39-May, 1942.

What Counties? Alameda &: San Francisco.

How long in San Diego? —
Are Dependents in San Diego? no.

If not, where ? Wife with me, Mother at present in

British Mandate of Palestine.

Are you going to bring them here? no (except

wife)

Father's Name: Edward Garbell.

Birthplace: Goldingen, Russia.

Present Address: deceased 1919.

Mother's Name: Flora, nee Feitelberg.

Birthplace: Goldingen, Russia.

Present Address: 23 Ussishkin St., Jerusalem

(Palestine).

Wife (or Husband) Esther, nee Feitelberg.

Birthplace: San Francisco, California.
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Present Address: 1801 SW 23rd Terrace, Miami,

Florida.

Names and Addresses of Near Relatives now re-

siding in Foreign Countries: Mother (please

refer to above address)

Names and Relationsliip of Relatives Employed by

this Company: none.

Do you have Relatives working for other Aircraft

Companies'? no. Which Companies'? —
List Clubs, Societies, and Fraternal Organizations

of which you are a Member: Institute of the

Aeronautical Sciences, American Meteorological

Society, Soaring Society of America, Interna-

tional Research Committee for Motorless Flight.

What are your hobbies and other interests ? Sailing,

soaring, swimming, photography, meteorology.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 16

Consolidated Aircraft Corporation

3834

Invention Agreement

Agreement entered into by and between Consoli-

dated Aircraft Corporation (hereinafter called the

Company), and Maurice Adolph Garbell (herein-

after called Employee), Witnesseth:

In consideration of the mutual undertakings here-

inafter set forth the parties hereto do hereby agree

as follows:

1. The Employee agrees:

(a) To disclose promptly in writing to the

Company's Patent Department or to such per-

son as the Company may designate, all inven-

tions and improvements heretofore or hereafter

made, developed, perfected, devised or con-

ceived by the Employee either solely or in

collaboration with others during the Employ-
ee's employment by the Company, whether or

not during regular working hours, and includ-

ing a period of one (1) year after termination

of employment, relating to aircraft or parts

and the manufacture thereof, or relating in any
way to aviation or to the business, develop-

ments or products of the Company; and if so

requested by the Company, to assign, transfer

and convey to the Company all right, title and
interest in and to all such inventions and im-

provements
;
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(b) At the request and expense of the

Company, to make, execute and deliver any and

all application papers, assignments or in-

struments, and to perform or cause to be per-

formed such other lawful acts as the Company

may deem desirable or necessary in making or

prosecuting applications, domestic or foreign,

for patents and reissues and extensions thereof,

and to assist and cooperate (without expense to

him) with the Company or its representatives

in any controversy or legal proceedings relat-

ing to said inventions and improvements or

the patents which may be procured thereon;

(c) To regard and preserve as confidential

all information pertaining to the Company's

business or that may be obtained by the Em-

ployee from specifications, drawings, blue

prints, reproductions and other sources, and

not to publish or disclose either during the

term of employment or subsequent thereto,

without the written approval of the Company,

such or any other confidential information ob-

tained by the Employee while in the employ-

ment of the Company.

2. The Company, if it considers any invention

or improvement reported by the Employee pur-

suant to paragraph 1 hereof to be of substantial

value and patentable, will, after completing its in-

vestigation in regard thereto, award and pay to the

Employee the sum of Ten Dollars ($10.00).
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3. The Company, if it elects to acquire any

invention or improvement referred to in paragraph

1 hereof, agrees:

(a) To notify the Employee of its election

so to do within nine months from the date of

the complete disclosure of such invention or

improvement to the Company;

(b) To pay all expenses in connection with

the preparation and prosecution of patent ap-

plications in the United States of America and

all foreign countries wherein the Company may
desire to ol^tain patents;

(c) To pay the Employee an additional cash

award of Forty Dollars ($40.00) upon execu-

tion by Employee of applications for United

States letters patent upon such invention or

improvement, together with an assignment

thereof to the Company;

(d) To pay to the Employee an additional

cash award of Fifty Dollars ($50.00) if and

when the Company obtains a United States

patent on such invention or improvement, it

being understood that no such award will be

paid to the Employee in connection with the

granting of any foreign patent;

(e) To pay to the Employee for each of the

Employee's inventions additional compensation

consisting of a percentage of any income de-

rived by the Company from any sale of such

invention or part thereof, or from any royalties

which the Company may collect from licenses
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to others for the use of such invention, on a

sliding scale, as follows:

Of the first |1,000 or part thereof. . . 30%
Of the next $1,000 or part thereof. . . .25%

Of any further sums in excess

of $2,000 20%

4. It is understood and agreed that the obliga-

tion of the Company to make payments pursuant to

]^aragraph 3(e) hereof shall continue during the

life of any patent subject to this agreement not-

withstanding termination of the Employee's em-

ployment with the Company, and that in the event

of the Employee's decease, such payments will be

made to his executors, administrators or representa-

tives.

5. It is further understood and agreed that the

Company may report any such invention or im-

provement to Manufacturers Aircraft Association,

Inc., either with or without claim for compensation

therefor, or sell such invention or improvement, or

license the manufacture thereof for such price or

royalty as the Company in its sole judgment and

discretion shall determine, or if the Company elects

so to do, grant royalty-free licenses for the use of

such invention, or waive future royalties for a defi-

nite or indefinite period of time on any license

theretofore issued by the Company on a royalty

basis, and that in any of such events, the Employee

shall have no claim or claims against the Company,
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except to receive under the provisions of paragraph
3(e) hereof the percentages above set forth of swli

amounts as the Company shall collect through the

sale of such invention or improvement or the is-

suance of licenses to use the same.

6. If the Company shall fail to elect in writing

that it desires to prosecute a patent application on

any invention or improvement specified in para-

graph 1 hereof within nine months following the

complete disclosure thereof to the Company, then

all rights of the Company in and to such invention

or improvement shall revert to the Employee with

the exception only that the Company shall have a

free shop right with respect thereto.

7. Neither this agreement nor any benefits here-

under are assignable by the Employee, but the terms

and provisions hereof shall inure to the benefit of

the Company's successors and assigns.

Dated: September 7, 1942.

CONSOLIDATED AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION,

By /s/ H. EUGENE POSEK.

/s/ MAURICE ADOLPH
GARBELL,
Employee.

Witness

:

/s/ HILDEGARD H. WALTER.
Form 758A (Pat.)

Admitted November 21, 1950.
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Maurice A. Garbell, D. Sc.

Consulting Engineer

1714 Lake Street

San Francisco 21, California

Telephone Ba3^view 9186

August 5, 1946.

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation,

San Diego 12, California.

Attention: Mr. Isaac M. Laddon,

Executive Vice-President.

Gentlemen

:

It lias come to my attention that you have adopted

and are utilizing my well-known method of safety

Aving design in the maimfacture of certain com-

mercial and military flying craft.

I am therefore privileged to extend to you at this

time an offer to negotiate a license agreement for

your use of the aforesaid method of wing design;

application for letters patent on the aforesaid inven-

tion was filed by me.

I shall look forward to the pleasure of your early

reply.

Yours very truly,

/s/ MAURICE A. GARBELL.
MAG:ef

[Stamped] : Received Aug. 8, 1946.
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[Attached Envelope]

[27 cents in cancelled U. S. postage stamps.]

[Post-date] : Registered S.F. 8/5/46.

[Post-date] : San Diego 8/7/46.

[Return address] : Dr. Maurice A. Garbell, 1714

Lake Street, San Francisco 21, Calif.

[Addressee]: Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Cor-

poration, San Diego 12, California. Attention: Mr.
Isaac M. Laddon, Executive Vice-President.

[Stamped]
: Registered No. 45739. Return Receipt

Requested.

Admitted November 21, 1950.

Maurice A. Garbell, D. Sc.

Consulting Engineer

1714 Lake Street

San Francisco 21, California

Telephone Bayview 9186

August 12, 1946.

Registered

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation,

San Diego 12, California.

Attention: Mr. I. M. Laddon, Exec. Vice-

Pres.

Mr. G. T. Gerlach, Patent Di-

rector.

Gentlemen

:

Your letter of August 9th, 1946, is before me.

May I respectfully refer you to my paper "Effec-
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tive Control of Stalling Characteristics of Highly

Tapered and Swept-Back Wings," in the February,

1946, issue of the Journal of the Aeronautical Sci-

ences. This publication states the basic principles

underlying my invention concisely, lucidly, and sub-

stantially; it also conveys the general scope of my
patent application.

I trust that you will find the above-mentioned

material helpful in enabling you to evaluate my of-

fer of a license to you.

Yours very truly,

/s/ MAURICE A. GARBELL.
MAG:ef

[Stamped] : Received Aug. 14, 1946.

[Attached Envelope]

[27 cents in cancelled U. S. postage stamps.]

[Post-date] : Registered S.F. 8/12/46.

[Post-date] : San Diego 8/13/46.

[Return address] : Dr. Maurice A. Garbell, 1714

Lake Street, San Francisco 21, Calif.

[Addressee] : Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Cor-

poration, San Diego 12, California. Attention: Mr.

Isaac M. Laddon, Executive Vice-President.

[Stamped] : Registered No. 62578. Return Receipt

Requested.
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Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices

San Diego 12, California

August 9, 1946.

Dr. Maurice A. Garbell,

1714 Lake Street,

San Fraiicisco 21, California.

Dear Sir

:

Your letter of August 5tli directed to Mr. Laddon
lias been referred to the writer. Since we are un-

aware of any method of wing design owned by you
and utilized in the design of our airplanes, we are

unable to evaluate your offer of a license. If you
will let us know in detail the invention you believe

we are using, we will be glad to give the matter
our prompt consideration.

We will accept a copy of the patent application

to which you refer for the purpose of a disclosure,

on the basis that in so doing, the disclosure is made
to us without obligation based upon any kind of
confidential relationship, and that no expressed or
implied liability exists except to the extent that
the subject matter may later support valid patent
claims.

Yours very trulj^,

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

/s/ G. T. GERLACH,
Patent Director.

GTG:mm
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[Attached Envelope]

[Post-date] : 8/9/46.

[Cancelled U. S. 3 cent stamp.]

[Eeturn Address] : Patent Department, Consoli-

dated Vultee Aircraft Corporation, General Offices,

San Diego 12, California.

[Addressee] : Dr. Maurice A. Garbell, 1714 Lake

Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Admitted November 21, 1950.

PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 19

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices

San Diego 12, California

August 15, 1946.

Dr. Maurice A. Garbell,

1714 Lake Street,

San Francisco 21, California.

Re: Your letter of August 12, 1946 to Mr.

I. M. Laddon and Mr. G. T. Gerlach.

Dear Sir:

On December 19, 1944, during your employment
at CVAC, you submitted a copy of your paper
"Effective Control of Stalling Characteristics of

Highly Tapered and Swept-back Wings" to the

Patent Department of this company, as a Disclosure
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of In^'ention under the terms of the CVAC Inven-

tion Agreement executed by you on September 7,

1942.

Our investigation of this matter indicated (a)

that it did not contain material of a patentable

nature, and (b) the stall control techniques set

forth in the article were well known and amply
disclosed in many prior patents. A copy of our

Search Report is attached. In view of this, a de-

cision was reached to inactivate the disclosure from
the standpoint of CVAC's filing a patent applica-

tion, and our file indicates that you were verbally

informed of this decision.

Under the CVAC Invention Agreement:

Paragraph 6. ''If the Company shall fail to elect

in writing that it desires to prosecute a patent ap-

plication on any invention or improvement specified

in paragraph 1 thereof within nine months following

the complete disclosure thereof to the Company,
then all rights of the Company in and to such in-

vention or improvement shall revert to the Em-
ployee with the exception only that the Company
shall have a paid-up non-exclusive license with re-

spect thereto."

In view of our opinion that no patentability exists
in the matter disclosed in your article ; and since this

company has retained a non-exclusive license to any
claim that might be allowed by the Patent Office
under the appHcation that you have apparently
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filed, there appears no practical purpose in further

discussion of our obtaining rights from you. There-

fore, unless you believe there is some angle we have

overlooked, we will consider the matter concluded.

Yours very truly,

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

/s/ G. T. GERLACH,
Patent Director.

GTG:fe

cc: I. M. Laddon

(Copy)

Search Report

June 26, 1946

Re: Docket No. 1562-2,

Airfoil Design Having

Three Controlled Sections,

Maurice A. Garbell.

Report of Search with respect to the above iden-

tified disclosure relating to a design means for

effecting control of stalling characteristics particu-

larly of highly tapered and swept back wings in

which the wing design is based upon the employment

of three controlled sections, one located at the wing

root, another at the mid-span section, and the third

at the wing tip, each section being connected to that

next adjacent by straight lines. The desirable re-

sults from this design would be a stalling character-

istic for the airfoil in which the stall begins initially
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at the mid-span section and spreads progressively

and evenly inboard and outboard from that point.

The following references appear to present the

closest patented are with respect to the present

disclosure

:

1,246,010 Burgess 11/ 6/17 244-105xr

1,547,644 Cronstedt 7/28/25 244-35

1,729,970 Soldenhoff 10/ 1/29 244-35

1,792,015 Herrick 2/10/31 244-35

1,817,275 Soldenhoff 8/ 4/31 244-35

1,890,079 Foeke 12/ 6/32 244-35

2,165,482 Hovgard 7/11/39 244-13

2,281,272 Davis 4/28/42 244-35

2,298,040 Davis 10/ 8/42 244-35

2,329,814 Andrews 9/21/43 244-35

Br. 20,530/09 Vessey 9/ 8/09 B244-35

Br. 573,314 Armstrong-Whitworth .... 8/28/43 B244-83

The references Armstrong-Whitworth and Bur-

gess each disclose tapered wings having considerable

sweep back and which as appears in Fig. 1 of Arm-
strong and Fig. 4 of Burgess, at approximately the

mid-span position have a break in the wing plan

form with the outboard portion having at least a

different angle of sweep back. The root, mid-span

and outboard sections appear to be connected by

straight lines but what these sections are or how
they might differ from each other is not set forth.

The reference showings of Andrews and Davis

(Patent No. 2,298,040) are also illustrative of air-

foils in which there is a pronounced change, at least

in plan form, at approximately the mid-span sta-

tion.
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The references Cronstedt, Soldenhoff, Herrick

and Focke have all been noted as providing ex-

amples of airfoils in which the root section, mid-

span section and outboard section have been spe-

cifically set forth and which are of different profile.

In Soldenhoff; (Patent No. 1,729,970) the airfoil

arrangement of interest is shown in Figs. 2 and 2b

while in Herrick, the figures of interest are desig-

nated 5 to 8 inclusive. As far as can be determined

from the drawings, the various sections would ap-

pear to be connected by straight fines. None of these

four references sets up the definite object of prede-

termining a certain desired stalling characteristic

of the wing although it might be that one of these

designs might have the inherent characteristic of

stalling first at the mid-span station.

It is interesting to consider the potentialities of

the reference Focke in this respect. In the refer-

ence Hovgard, the object is to provide a means for

delaying the stall on an inboard section of the

wing so that the wing will have a more uniform

stall characteristic over all. To obtain this it pro-

vides an inboard wing section having one profile

and an outboard section having another profile.

The Davis Patent No. 2,281,272 may also be of in-

terest as it teaches that a fluid foil may utilize one

sectional profile at one point of the span and other

section profiles at other points; in the illustration

of Fig. 2 there being apparently a basic section

located at the mid-span station and root and tip
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sections which represent variations from the basic

section. Also noted as of possible general interest

is the reference Vessey which shows a circular air-

foil having a number of different sectional profiles

at radial stations about the circumference of the

whole unit.

The search has covered the following field:

Class 244, Aeronautics,

Sub-classes 13, Aircraft, heavier-than-air,

airplane sustained,

35, Aircraft sustentation,

sustaining airfoils,

Br.35, Aircraft sustentation,

sustaining airfoils,

45, Aircraft sustentation sus-

taining airfoils, arrange-

ment.

[Attached Envelope]

Registered

[32 cents cancelled U. S. postage.]

[Post-date] : San Diego 8/16/46.

[Post-date] : S.F. 8/17/46.

[Return address]: G. T. Gerlach, Consolidated
Vultee Aircraft Corporation, General Offices, San
Diego 12, California.

[Addressee]
:
Dr. Maurice A. Garbell, 1714 Lake

Street, San Francisco 21, California.

[Stamped]: 735809 Registered. Return Receipt
Requested. Fee Paid.

Admitted November 21, 1950.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 21

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

June 17, 1948

Stud}' of Garbell Patent No. 2,441,758 Filed July

16, 1946 and Issued May 18, 1948 Relative to

Non-Tip Stall AVing Developed by CVAC

Reference

:

(A) Docket No. 1562-2 Method of Airfoil Selec-

tion—M. A. Garbell.

(B) Effective Control of Stalling Character-

istics of Highly Tapered and Swept-back Wings,

by M. A. Garbell C.V.A.C. Dec. 5, 1944. Paper writ-

ten for presentation before January 1945 Annual

Meeting (Cancelled) of the Institute of the Aero-

nautical Sciences. Received by Patent Dept. Decem-

ber 20, 1944.

(C) Paper of reference (b) corrected slightly

and published in the Journal of the Aeronautical

Sciences, February 1946.

Summary
1. The only new items or statements in the

Garbell patent relative to references (B) and (C)

are:

(a) "Additional control sections over three"

is obviously design and not invention.

(b) "Greatest mean line camber at wing
tip" is a limitation in all claims which is not
necessary to the proper functioning of the sub-

ject development.
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(c) Curvilinear polygon of maximum lift

envelopes the spanwise lift distribution is dis-

closed by the reference (B) and (C) figures but

is not named as such.

(d) Errors in the figures of references (B)
and (C) have been corrected to some degree in

the Garbell patent.

(e) Rough tangent method of locating third

control section is only possible addition of "new
matter," but it functions only in some circum-

stances.

2. Claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 12 appear to be utilized

by the Model 240 wing.

The XP5Y-1 does not utihze any of the claims of

the Garbell patent.

3. The principle of stall control of tapered plan
form wings as disclosed in the Garbell patent is

completely shown by the simple addition of plan
form taper to the drawings of Cronstedt patent
No. 1,547,644 filed in 1921. Claims 11 and 12 of the
Garbell patent read on the drawings of the Cron-
stedt patent.

4. The teaching of the Garbell patent is not fol-

lowed in the design of the Model 240 wing. The
third control section is at 30.7% semi-span outboard
of the root section and the stall starts between the
fuselage and the engine nacelle at about ]5% semi-
span.
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Pertinent Points of the Development in Ref. (B)

Paper

This paper was so incomplete when submitted as a

disclosure by Garbell, that the present writer re-

quested that a complete disclosure as required by the

"Invention Agreement" be submitted to the Patent

Department before it would be accepted for docket-

ing. The paper while based on empirical studies

and research that effectively licks the critical wing

tip stalling problem of many years standing, does

not disclose how to apply the development in good

logical technical form as customary with engineer-

ing and scientific papers, but rambles on with the

faults of conventional wings and what is desired

and accomplished with the use of three control sec-

tions.

The pertinent points given by the paper follow

:

1. Three controlled airfoil sections.

2. The paper does not discuss the relative types

of airfoils at the three control sections, except that

the "Conclusion" specifies a typical combination

of NACA airfoils as follows

:

(a) Root Section NACA 2518—2% mean
line camber and 18% thickness ratio.

(b) Wing tip or second control section

—

NACA 4512—4% mean line camber and 12%
thickness ratio.

(c) Third control section—NACA 3515—3%
mean line camber and 15% thickness ratio. In
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this case the second or tip control section has

a larger camber than the third control section.

3. Page 7 and figure 9 describe a wing having

a wing tip airfoil with a thickness ratio smaller

than the optimum for maximum lift so that the op-

timum thickness airfoil occurs somewhat inboard of

the wing tip.

New Statements (Not New^ Matter) in Garbell

Patent Relative to Ref. (B) Paper

1. Additional Control Sections Over Three

It is an obvious design improvement to use

additional control sections if so required by the

wing configuration.

2. Greatest Camber at Wing Tip

Specification column 7, lines 54 to 61 and more
specifically lines 59 and 60 ''an airfoil section

3 or 8 having the greatest mean-line camber at

the tip." Each of the fifteen claims contains this

matter as a limitation and the papers (B) and
(C) do not discuss the relative cambers of the

mean lines of the three control sections.

3. Curvilinear Polygon

Specification column 7, lines 56 to 61 "defined

by the curvilinear polygon 5 (fig. 2), embodying
the combination of an airfoil section 1 or 9 hav-
ing the smallest mean line camber at the tip, and
one or more interjacent controlled sections 2 or
11." Claims 2, 3 and 6 contain this matter as a

limitation. The "curvilinear polygon" is not
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mentioned in reference (B) but figures 7, 9 and

10 disclose it.

4. Figures 2 and 5 Show Stall at Wrong Location

In figure 7 of reference (B) and (C) papers

as drawn, the stall would start at the point of

tangency of the two curves near the wing tip.

These papers state that the stall starts in mid-

semi-span but they do not show how. In figure 2

of the Garbell patent, the stall would occur simul-

taneously at the two points of tangency of the

curves, with the outer stall being localized and

the inner stall spreading more rapidly. Figure

3 (ref. specification col. 5, lines 37 to 50) does

not agree with figure 2 since it shows the stall

starting a little inboard of mid-semi-span. The
specification column 10, lines 9 to 25 and more
specifically linos 17 to 20, shows how the stall

develops at about mid-semi-span and thus cor-

rects the errors in figures 7, 9 and 10 of refer-

ences (B) and (C) and figures 2 and 5 of the

Garbell patent.

5. Specification column 7, lines 14 to 29 and figure

4 disclose a rough method of locating the third

control section. This method apparently has no
theoretical basis and when applied to figures 7,

9 and 10 of references (B) and (C) erroneously
locates the third control section close to the wing
tip. Claims 7, 8, 13 and 14 contain this "method"
of locating the third control section. The method
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fails to work on Model 240 wing since the third

control section is at 30,7% semi-span instead of

60 to 80% by this method.

Utilization of Patent Claims by CVAC Models

1. Model 240 Wing-

Root Section NACA 63,4-120 a=1.0

Mean line camber=.55% Thickness ratio=20%)

Wing tip section NACA 63,4-515 a=1.0

Mean line camber=2.757o Thickness ratio=15%
Third control section NACA 63,4-419 a=1.0

Located at 30.7% semi-span outboard of root sec-

tion

Mean line camber=2.2% Thickness ratio=19%
The mean line camber of the third control sec-

tion is larger and the thickness ratio is smaller

than a straight line fairing between the root

and tip sections.

Claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 12 appear to be utilized

by the Model 240 wing.

2. XP5Y-1 Wing
Root section NACA 1420

Mean line camber=1.0% Thickness ratio=20%
Wing tip section NACA 4412

Mean line camber=-4.0% Thickness ratio=12%
Third control section NACA 4417 at 60%) semi-

span

Mean line camber=4.0% Thickness ratio=17%
The mean line camber is constant from the third
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control section to the wing tip. Since each of

the fifteen claims contains ''the second section

with the greatest mean line camber is located

at the fluid dynamically effective tip," the

XP5Y-1 airplane does not utilize any of the

claims of this patent.
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Concluding Remarks

1. The teaching of the Garbell patent is not fol-

lowed in the design of the Model 240 wing. The
third control section is located at 30.7% semi-span

outboard of the root section and the stall starts be-

tween the fuselage and the engine nacelle at about

15% semi-span outboard of the root section.

2. It appears that in some wing designs better

stall characteristics can be had by the use of a

higher mean line camber for the third control sec-

tion than for the tip section.

D. A. HALL,

/s/ D. A. HALL.

Admitted November 21, 1950.

PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 22

Assignment

Whereas, the undersigned, Maurice A. Garbell,

Inc., a corporation organized, existing and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of California, is the owner of an invention

relating to certain new and useful improvements
in ''Fluid Foil Lifting Surface," for which appli-

cation for Letters Patent of the United States was
made on July 16, 1946, Serial No. 683815, and for

which said invention Letters Patent of the United
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States were duly issued to the undersigned on May

18, 1948, in Patent No. 2,441,758; and

Whereas, the undersigned is likewise the owner

of two (2) inventions coA^ering certain new and use-

ful improvements in (1) Fluid Dynamic Stabilizer

and Damper, and (2) Lifting Surface, for which ap-

plications have been made for Letters Patent of the

United States as follows:

(1) Fluid Dynamic Stabilizer and Damper

—

Serial No. 683814, dated July 16, 1946.

(2) Lifting Surface—Serial No. 697281,

dated Sept. 16, 1946.

and which applications are now pending; and

Whereas, Garbell Research Foundation, a gen-

eral non-profit corporation organized, existing and

doing business under and hy virtue of the laws of

the State of California, having its principal office

located in the City and County of San Francisco,

State aforesaid, and being formed for the purposes

of scientific research for the benefit of mankind, is

desirous of acquiring an undivided three-fourths

(%ths) xjart of the entire right, title and interest

in and to said inventions, and each of them, in and

through the United States of America, its terri-

tories and all countries foreign thereto, and in and

to the said Letters Patent, and in and to the said

applications for Letters Patent, and in and to any

and all Letters Patent of the United States of

America and countries foreign thereto which have

been or may be granted thereon

;
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Now Therefore, for and in consideration of tlie

sum of One Dollar ($1.00) and other good and val-

uable consideration, receipt whereof is herel)y ac-

knowledged, the undersigned, Maurice A. Garb(>ll,

Inc., a California corporation, by these presents does

sell, assign and transfer unto the said Garbell Re-
search Foundation, a corporation, its successors

and assigns, the undivided three-fourths (^ths)
part of the entire right, title and interest in and to

said inventions, and each of them, in and through-

out the United States of America, its territories

and all countries foreign thereto, and in and to said

Letters Patent No. 2441758, and in and to said ap-

plication for Letters Patent, Serial No. 683814 and
Serial No. 697281, and any and all Letters Patent
and extensions thereof of the United States of

America and all countries foreign thereto which
have been or may be granted on said inventions,

or each of them, or any part thereof, or on said ap-
plications or any divisional continuing renewal, re-

issue or other applications based in whole or in part
thereon, or based upon said inventions

;

To Be Held and Enjoyed by the said Garbell Re-
search Foundation, a corporation, its successors and
assigns, for its or their interest, and its or their

own use and behoof, and for its or their legal repre-

sentatives to the full ends of the terms for which
said Letters Patent, or any of them, have l)een

granted or may be granted, including the right and
any and all rights to commence, maintain and prose-
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cute any action and all actions for injunctive or

other relief against any infringement thereof, and

to recover any profits and/or damages arising out

of the infringement of said inventions and/or Let-

ters Patent, or either or any of them, as fully and

entirely as the same would have been held and en-

joyed by the vmdersigned had this assignment not

been made; and

The undersigned does hereby authorize and re-

quest the Commissioner of Patents of the United

States of America to issue any and all Letters Pat-

ent of the L^nited States of America which may be

granted upon the said applications above referred

to, or any of them, or upon said inventions or any

part thereof to the undersigned and the said Gar-

bell Research Foundation, a corporation, as their

interests appear in accordance with the terms

hereof; and

The undersigned does agree for itself, its succes-

sors and assigns, to execute Avithout further consid-

eration any further or additional legal documents,

and any further or additional assignments and any

reissue, renewal or other applications for Letters

Patent that may be deemed necessary by the as-

signee herein named fully to secure to the said as-

signee its interest, as aforesaid, in and to said inven-

tions, or any part thereof, and in and to several

Letters Patent, or any of them ; and

The undersigned does hereby covenant for itself

and its legal representatives, and does hereby agree
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with the said Garbell Research Foundation, a cor-

poration, its successors and assigns, that the undei'-

signed has granted no license to make, use or sell

the said inventions, or either of them, or any part

thereof; that prior to the execution of this assigii-

ment, its right, title and interest in said inventions,

and each of them, had not l)een encumbered; that

it then had and does now have good right and title

to the same, and that it has not executed nor will

it hereafter execute any instrument in conflict there-

with.

In Witness Whereof, the undersigned has here-

unto set its hand and seal this 15th day of Septem-
ber, 1949.

[Seal] MAURICE A. GARBELL, INC.

By /s/ ETTA FEITELBERG,
Vice-President and Treasurer.

/s/ LOLA J. FEITELBERG,
Secretary.

State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

On the 15th day of September, 1949, before me,
Theodore A. Kolb, Notary Public in and for the

City and County of San Francisco, State of Cali-

fornia, personally appeared Etta Feitelberg and
Lola J. Feitelberg, known to me to be the Vice-

President-Treasurer and Secretaiy respectively of
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the corporation that executed the within instrument,

and acknowledged to me that such corporation exe-

cuted the same.

[Seal] /s/ THEODORE A. KOLB,
Notary Public in and for

Said County and State.

My Commission Expires January 5, 1953.

Recorded, U. S. Patent Office Sept. 20, 1949. Liber

N221, Page 123.

Assignment

Whereas, I, Maurice A. Oarbell, of the City and

County of San Francisco, State of California, have

invented certain new and useful improvements in

(1) Fluid Dynamic Stabilizer and Damper, (2)

Fluid Foil Lifting Surface, and (3) Lifting Sur-

face, for which I have made application for Let-

ters Patent of the United States as follows

:

(1) Fluid Dynamic Stabilizer and Damper

—

Serial No. 683,814, dated July 16, 1946

(2) Fluid Foil Lifting Surface—Serial No.

683,815, dated July 16, 1946

(3) Lifting Surface—Serial No. 697,281, dated

Sept. 16, 1946

and which applications are now pending; and

Whereas, Maurice A. Garbell, Inc., a California

corporation, with its principal place of business in
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the City and County of San Francisco, State of

California, is desirous of acquiring the entire right,

title and interest in and to said inventions in and
throughout the United States of America, its terri-

tories, and all countries foreign thereto, and in and
to the said ai)])lications for Letters Patent, and in

and to any and all Letters Patent of the United
States of America and countries foreign thereto,

which have l)een or may be granted thereon:

Now, Therefore, for and in consideration of the

sum of One Dollar ($1.00) and other good and val-

uable consideration, receipt whereof is hereby ac-

knowledged, I, Maurice A. Garbell, do hereby sell,

assign and transfer unto the said Maurice A. Oar-
bell, Inc., its successors and assigns, the entire right,

title and interest in and throughout the United

States of America, its territories, and all countries

foreign thereto, in and to said inventions, said ap-

plications for Letters Patent, Serial No. 683,814,

683,815 and 697,281, respectively, and any and all

Letters Patent and extensions thereof, of the United
States of America and countries foreign thereto,

which haA-e been or may l)e granted on said inven-

tions or any part thereof, or on said applications

or any divisional, continuing, renewal, reissue, or

other applications based in whole or in part thereon,

or based upon said inventions:

To be held and enjoyed by the said Maurice A.

Garbell, Inc., its successors and assigns, for its oi-

their interest, for its or their own use and behoof
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and for its or their legal representatiA-es, to the full

ends of the terms for which said Letters Patent, or

any of them, have been granted or may be granted,

as fully and entirely as the same would have been

held and enjoyed by me had this assignment and

sale not been made ; and

I do hereby authorize and request the Commis-

sioner of Patents of the United States of America

to issue any and all Letters Patent of the United

States of America which may be granted upon the

said applications above referred to, or any of them,

or upon said inventions or any part thereof, to the

said Maurice A. Garbell, Inc.; and

I do hereby agree, for myself and for my heirs,

executors and administrators, to execute without

further consideration, any further legal documents

and any further assignments, and any reissue, re-

newal or other applications for Letters Patent that

may be deemed necessary by the assignee herein

named, fully to secure to the said assignee its in-

terest as aforesaid in and to said inventions or any

I^art thereof, and in and to several Letters Patent,

or any of them.

And I do hereby covenant for myself and my
legal representatives and agree with Maurice A.

Garbell, Inc., its successors and assigns, that I have

granted no license to make, use or sell the said in-

ventions, that prior to the execution of this deed my
right, title and interest in said inventions had not

])een encumbered, that I then had good right and
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title to the same, and that I have not executed and
will not execute any instrument in conflict there-

with.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand and seal this 16tli day of x\pril, 1948.

/s/ MAURICE A. GARBELL.

State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

On this 16th day of April, 1948, before me per-

sonally appeared Maurice A. Garbell, to me known,
and known to me to be the person described in and
who executed the foregoing Assigimient, and he

duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same
for the use and purposes therein mentioned.

/s/ VIOLET NEUENBURG,
Notary Public.

Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

My Commission expires January 3, 1951.

Recorded U. S. Patent Office April 20, 1948. Liber

S215, Page 545.

Admitted November 22, 1950.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 25

Intra-Company Correspondence

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices: San Diego, California

Aero Memo #604

Date : March 2, 1945

To : Mr. T. P. Hall

From: Mr. M. A. Garbell

Subject: Alternate Wing for the Model 37 Air-

plane

Reference: (a) Report entitled: ''A Study of Vari-

ous Alternate Designs to Improve the

Stalling Characteristics of the Model 37

Airplane."

Enclosure: (A) Report of reference (a).

The enclosed report presents the results of a study

that is intended to correct the now unfavorable stall-

ing characteristics of the XB-36 wing. The object

of the study is the attainment of good stalling char-

acteristics, with full lateral control through the

stall and adequate stall warning, but at no addi-

tional drag penalty over the present XB-36 wing.

The study was undertaken in anticipation of the

increasingly stringent stability and control require-

ments for the commercial 320,000-lb. version of the

Model 37 airplane, and in view of the structural re-

design required for the recently increased gross

v\^eight of that airplane.
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The ''tri-sectioii wing" priiicii)le which lias been

successfully applied to the Tailless design, the ex-

ecutive transport, and the XB-46 design, yields

several satisfactory wings.

None of the proposals requires a change in plan

form nor in wing-root thickness, but the airfoils

have been altered considerably. The following

synopsis correlates the present wing and the two

most promising proposals

:

Station

AVing Root 60% Span Tip

Original f
63,4-422 63,4- (.43) 20.6 63,4-517 Airfoil Section

XB-36Wing[ Basis 0.25° 0.81° Aerodynamic Washout
Proposal #6 63,4-222 65,3-518 65,3-514 Airfoil Section

(preferred) Basis 0.42° 0.42° Aerodynamic Washout
Proposal #2 63,4-222 63,4-518 63,4-514 Airfoil Section

(2nd choice) Basis 0.49° 0.49° Aerodynamic Washout

No attempt has been made in the enclosed re-

port to evaluate, in the light of the CAB require-

ments on proper stall characteristics, the advantages

gained by eliminating a vicious wing-tip stall and
increasing the maximum wing lift coefficient by ap-

proximately 0.1, because these advantages are self-

evident.

It is suggested that an alternate Aving be built

for the 1/26-scale wind tunnel model of the j\Iodel

37 airplane. This model should be tested in one of

our forthcoming Galcit or M.I.T. test periods, when-
ever the opportunity for one day's testing arises.

The brief test will provide preliminary information

on the improved alternate wing, should further
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wind-tunnel and flight tests confirm the unfavorable

stall characteristics of the XB-36 wing.^

/s/ M. A. (lARBELL.

MAG:jm
cc: Dev. Engr. File

[^Longhand note referring to this paragraph]:
Not at this time, /s/ P. T. H.

Admitted November 22, 1950.

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

Date: March 3, 1945.

Memo
R. L. Bayless

To : Mr. T. P. Hall.

This study was done over a period of time as

other work permitted.

The proposed changes are based on airfoil data

and theoretical analyses which were not available at

the time the XB-36 wing was established.

R. L. BAYLESS.
/s/ B.

[Marginal note] : Miss C pi bring up on my re-

turn plus 2 days.

/s/ T. P. H.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 26

Intra-Company Corresi3onden<?e

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices . . San Diego, California

Date: April 24, 1945.

To: M. A. Garbell, Development Engineering,

San Diego.

From : Patent Department.

Subject: Docket 1128-R

Hydrofoil

Docket 1129-R

High Speed Air Intake.

Dear Mr. Garbell:

We have been notified by our Accounting Depart-

ment that two checks each in the sum of ten dol-

lars ($10) have been forwarded to you.

This is in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3(a)

of the CVAC Invention Agreement and is notifica-

tion to you of the election of the company to accept

the inventions involved.

/s/ WALTER J. JASON.

WJJ:jn
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Intra-Company Correspondence

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

Genei'al Offices . . San Diego, California

Date : November 20, 1944.

To: M. A. Garbell—661-379745—San Diego

Development Engineering.

Prom: Patent Department.

Subject: Docket 1129-P

High Speed Air Intake

M. A. Garbell.

We have received your disclosure on the High

Speed Air Intake which has been assigned Docket

No. 1129-P. You will be advised of the results of

our investigation as soon as possible.

If you should have any further inquiries, sug-

gestions or additions, please contact Mr. Rolf Evers.

Division Patent Engineer.

/s/ GORDON GRENOLDS,
Patent Department.

GG/abh

cc : J. L. Kelley

R. Evers
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Intra-Company Correspondence

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices . . San Diego, California

Date : December 18, 1944.

To: Mr. Rolf Evers, Patent Engineer.

From: Mr. M. A. Garbell.

Subject: Docket 1129-P—High-speed Air Intake.

Reference: (a) Mr. Walter J. Jason's Memo of

December 9, 1944.

A study of the patents enclosed with the refer-

enced memo has been completed and the following

conclusions have been reached

:

Wagenseil 1,376,178

This patent refers to the now conventional air in-

take. The undesirable airflow characteristics of this

and similar intakes has been already discussed in

the subject disclosure. The bodies located in the

intake and exhaust of the duct, respectively, shown
in Fig. 6 of Mr. Wagenseil's patent application,

are merely control organs (valves). The valves are

evidently not intended to provide any favorable

pressure distribution for a more efficient air inflow,

free from airflow separation at moderate and large

angles of attack.

Newcombe 2,353,966

The small airfoil shaped body located in the lead-

ing-edge duct of radiator 25 in Fig. 1 of Mr. New-
combe's patent application does not have an appro-

priate shape to prevent separation at the duct lips.

It is totally contained in the basic airfoil shape,
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where as the subject invention utilizes the aerody-

namic pressure distribution and circulation around

a protruding airfoil to convey the air more effici-

ently into the air intake duct. Mr. Newcombe's

patent does not contain any claim regarding the

aerodynamic action of such an airfoil.

Townend 1,813,645

This patent describes an annular cowling about a

circular body from which individual cylinders are

protruding into the airstream. The device, known

as the "Townend ring" provides an external fair-

ing of an aerodynamically rough body, rather than

a guiding vane of an aerodynamically critical duct.

Vance 2,136,403

This arrangement, intended to achieve a large

angle-of-attack range for air intake ducts, attains

its goal at a substantial sacrifice in efficiency, be-

cause only one of the two branch ducts is fully ef-

fective at any large angle of attack (see lines 32 to

35 in the right-hand column of page 3 of the claim).

Dornier 2,249,984

The guide plate 4, shown in this claim, is mainly

intended to provide a fairly efficient intake shape

when the duct is only half extended. The guide

plate is not properly shajjed to produce the aero-

dynamic pressure distribution and circulation re-

quired to prevent airflow separation aft of the in-

take lips at moderate and large angles of attack.

The guide plate is fully contained in the duct.
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Oriswold 2,348,253

The thermal exchange elements 111 (Figs. 9, 10,

11, and 11a), 227 (Fig. 20), and 248 (Fig. 21), fully

contained in the duct and located well aft of the

air intake, exert no aerodynamic action other than

the thermodynamic transfer of energy from the

radiator into the airstream.

Conclusion

It is apparent that none of the patents enclosed

with the reference memo evidences any of the im-

portant aerodynamic features of the subject dis-

closure. The guide vanes or plates shown in some
of these patents are not aerodynamically integral

parts of the intake ducts.

No claim is contained in any of the aforemen-

tioned inventions that a high-speed air intake may
include a properly designed leading-edge airfoil to

prevent intake-lip separation while retaining full

duct efficiency throughout an ample range of angles

of attack.

It is suggested that the principle employed in the

subject invention is of sufficient generality to war-

rant ample patent protection.

The air-intake design proposed in the subject dis-

closure will be tested in a forthcoming wind-tunnel

test. It is believed that patent protection should be

secured prior to the wind-tunnel test in order to

avoid difficulties which may arise as a consequence

of manipulation of the duct by other than CYAC
personnel.

M. A. GARBELL.
MAG:ph
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High Speed Air Intake

M. A. Garbell (661-379745)—Inventor

This inA^ention relates to aircraft and particu-

larly to aircraft having air intake openings or

scoops in the leading edges of their wings or na-

celles.

Airplanes are designed with air intake openings

in the leading edges of their wings, and it has been

found that when such airplanes are flown in their

normal angle of attack the air will be effectively

rammed directly into the intake openings. When
the angle of attack is increased, however, the air

instead of being forced directly into the opening

with uniform pressure will flow across the lower

edge of the opening at an angle thereto. For exam-

ple, when the airplane is flown with a normal angle

of attack the air will be rammed into the intake

opening or scoop in the direction indicated by the

arrow in Figure 1 of the drawings. When the at-

tack angle is increased as shown in Figure 2, the air

will enter the intake opening in the direction indi-

cated by the arrow in this view. When this latter

condition exists the air will tend to separate within

the opening at the rear of its lower lip, causing tur-

bulent flow which reduces the ram recovery and

hence the pressure drop available for optimum

volumetric flow of the air used for oil cooler and

intercooler intakes and other purposes.

To overcome this condition the inventor has de-

vised means, in the form of an aerodynamic body

arranged within the opening or scoop, and adapted

to direct the flow of air into the opening in such a
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way that separation or turbulence is prevented, a

more appropriate pressure distribution obtained to

achieve efficient diffusion, and the required flow of

air through the ducts produced with the least loss

in ram efficiency.

Figure 3 shows the leading edge of an airplane

wing 2 having an elongate opening or scoop 3 for

receiving air which is transmitted through a duct

to the carburetor or supercharger. In accordance

with this invention, the opening 3 is made some-

what wider than ordinary air scoops and extending

across the opening from end to end is an intake

vane 5. Figure 4 is a cross section on line 4—4 of

Figure 3 and shows the intake vane 5 as of aero-

dynamic shape capable of producing favorable pres-

sure distribution. The aerodynamic body or intake

vane 5 is used for the purpose of directing the flow

of air into the scoop 3 in such a way that separa-

tion or turbulence is avoided. As shown in Figure

3, when the airplane is flown at its normal angle of

attack the air will flow across the aerodynamic sur-

face of the body 5 as shown by the arrows to ef-

fectively distribute the pressure and properly

supply the air ducts. When the angle of attack is

increased as shown in Figure 5 the air will be

rammed into the scoop 3 in the manner indicated by
the arrows in this view. Through the arrangement

and shape of the opening and aerodynamic body
the pressure of the air passing into the air duct is

properly distributed, and the air will thus flow at a

high velocity without the occurrence of separation

or turbulence adjacent the edges or lips of the air
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scoop. While the opening 3 is shown as substan-

tially rectangular in outline, it will be understood

that it may assume other shapes, and in this case

the aerodynamic body would be of corresponding

cross sectional shape.

Date : November 17, 1944.

/s/ MAURICE A. GARBELL,
Inventor.

Date : November 17, 1944.

/s/ W. J. STEVENSON,
Witness.
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lutra-Coiiipariy Correspondence

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices . . San Diego, California

Date : November 20, 1944.

To

:

M. A. Garbell—661-379745—San Diego

Development Engineering.

From: Patent Department

Subject: Docket 1128-R

Hydrofoil

Reference: M. A. Garbell.

We have received your disclosure on the Hydro-
foil which has been assigned Docket No. 1128-R.

You will be advised of the results of our investi-

gation as soon as possible.

If you should have any further inquiries, sugges-

tions or additions, please contact Mr. Rolf Evers,

Division Patent Engineer.

/s/ GORDON GRENOLDS,
Patent Department.

GG/abh

cc: R. Evers

J. L. Kelley
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Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices . . San Diego, California

19 December, 1944.

Mr. Rolf Evers, Patent Engineer.

Mr. M. A. Garbell.

Docket 1128-R—Hydrofoil Arrangement.

Mr. Walter J. Jason's Memo of December 14, 1944.

The patents enclosed with the referenced memo

have been studied and the following conclusions

have been reached

:

Diehl 2,255,046

The writer is in substantial agreement with Mr.

Jason's statement, with one important exception.

The subject invention relates to an airplane in

which the hydrofoils contribute little, if any, static

buoyancy. By far the greatest part of the static

buoyancy is contributed by the fuselage-hull. Mr.

Diehl's invention by contrast, refers to buoyant

floats.

Brush 2,073,864

Dyer 1,108,891

Kemp 1,728,937

and others.

These patents propose merely the use of hydro-

foils for hydrodynamic lift instead of floats and

hulls for static buoyancy. Hydrofoil arrangements

of the types proposed in these patents are unsatis-

factory, because the hydrofoils are unable to

"break" through the water surface owing to cavi-

tation.
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It is the expi'ess purpose of the subject inven-

tion to overconie this serious deficiency of the older

hydrofoil arrangements by means of the high trim

angle of the main fuselage-hull.

The high angle of attack shown in Fig. 1 of

Dyer's patent claim is not the trim angle of the

hull, but merely serves to illustrate a typical take-

oif attitude of the craft.

Parker 2,347,841

This invention refers to retractable hull steps

(not spoilers). There is no direct relation between

the subject disclosure and Parker's patent. Such

retractable steps have not evidenced the drag reduc-

tion anticipated by their inventor.

Additional Remarks on the Subject Disclosure

It is contended that the subject disclosure covers

a patentable field of considerable amplitude.

No immediate laboratory tests are contemplated,

nor are they believed to be required to demonstrate

the patentability of the fundamental principle cov-

ered by the disclosure. Airplane designs varying in

many secondary features may be developed to ac-

complish the fundamental intent of the disclosure.

It may also be argued that it may not be opportune,

in the interest of complete protection for the Com-
pany, to have designs employing the principle of

the subject invention tested in Government or Uni-

versity owned Research Laboratories prior to filing

a patent. It is therefore recommended that patent

protection commensurate with the manifest merit of
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the subject disclosure be secured before tests of any

specific design are initiated.

M. A. GARBELL.
MAG :1m.

Hydrofoil Arrangement for Airplanes

M. A. Garbell (661-379745)—Inventor

This invention relates to aircraft and particularly

to an improved seaplane having substantially the

same aerodynamic characteristics as a land plane.

Specifically, this invention relates to an improved

hydrofoil installation on fuselages with high trim

angles capable of overcoming the critical sub-sur-

face cavitation period which, heretofore, has pre-

sented a serious obstacle to the emergence of

hydrofoils.

One object of this invention is to provide an air-

craft of conventional type with hydrofoils of ap-

propriate contour mounted rigidly or retractably

on the fuselage and/or wings in the approximate

location of the ordinary tricycle landing gear.

Another object is to provide an aircraft of this

type which is designed to trim at a high angle of

trim when taxiing on the surface of the water, and

also having one or more spoilers attached to the

bottom of the fuselage afterbody.

Another object is to provide an aircraft of this

type in which the hydrofoils are adapted to emerge

from the water due to the high trim angle of the

fuselage, this movement being partly or totally in-

dependent of the dynamic lift of the hydrofoils.

Another object is to provide an aircraft in which

the spoilers, arranged in the lower portion of the
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fuselage afterbody, permit the ship to plane (float

dynamically) on two main hydrofoils and auxiliary

hydrofoil.

Another object is to provide an aircraft which is

adapted to land on the hydrofoils and thereafter

settle on its fuselage which forms the hull of the

ship.

In the accompanying drawings:

Figure 1 shows a conventional type airplane

equipped with hydrofoils and spoilers with the ship

shown floating on its fuselage-hull

;

Figure 2 shows the ship taxiing at the high trim

angle of the fuselage-hull and the spoilers operated

to break up the suction between the hull and water

in order to permit the transition to hydrodynamic
planing on the hydrofoils at a reduced trim angle;

and

Figure 3 shows the ship planing on the main and
auxiliary hydrofoils just prior to take-oft' of the

ship from the water.

The seaplane herein shown comprises a fuselage

2 of a shape similar to those of conventional air-

planes and constituting the hull. The ship may have

high wings 3 and engines 4 mounted on the wings

to position the propellers 5 (or other propulsion

devices) high above the free water surface. Pro-

jecting downwardly from the nose of the fuselage

2 in the approximate location of the usual nose-

wheel is an auxiliary hydrofoil 7 which, as shown
in the drawings, is of appropriate shape to produce
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high lift and low drag. This hydrofoil may be

supported in suitable manner. Below the wings 3

are main hydrofoils 8, also of appropriate contour.

These hydrofoils may be suspended from the sides

of the fuselage-hull 2 as shown or from the under

surface of the wrings 3. Arranged in the aft portion

of the fuselage are retractable spoilers 10.

Assuming that the fuselage-hull 2 of the ship is

floating on the surface of the water as shown in

Figure 1 with the engines rmming, when it is de-

sired to take off from the water the thrust of the

propulsion devices 5 is increased, and the ship will

move forwardly. Because of the high fuselage trim

angle, as the ship gains speed, the hydrofoils will

climb upwardly with the auxiliary hydrofoil 7

finally emerging from the water and the main hy-

drofoils 8 planing along the surface of the water as

shown in Figure 2. At this juncture the aft portion

of the fuselage-hull 2 will be in contact with the

surface of the water and to reduce the fuselage

trim angle the spoilers 10 are lowered as shown in

Figure 2. The spoilers 10 form, in effect, a step

similar to that usually provided in the bottom of

conventional seaplane hulls so that the suction be-

tween the aft section of the fuselage and the water

is quickly overcome and the ship thus permitted to

plane or float dynamically on the main and auxili-

ary hydrofoils as shown in Figure 3. The seaplane

is thus free to plane on the surface of the water,

and as its forward motion is increased to the neces-

sary degree, the craft will take off from the water.
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Because of the shape of the hydrofoils the resist-

ance or drag imposed thereby will be reduced to a

minimum, and the craft may be flown in a manner
similar to conventional airplanes.

When it is desired to land on the water the ship

is brought down in such a manner that the hydro-

foils 7 and 8 will plane along the surface of the

water, and by gradually reducing the speed of the

ship and trimming the elevators and other control

surfaces the hydrofoils will submerge and the fuse-

lage-hull 2 finally settle on the surface of the water
as showai in Figure 1.

It will be observed from the foregoing that the

present invention provides a seaplane having a hull

(fuselage) and planing surfaces (hydrofoils) of de-

sirable aerodynamic and hydrodynamic shapes,

thereby avoiding the use of large, heavy and drag-

producing hulls now used in seaplanes. In addition,

the high fuselage trim angle acts to overcome the

critical sub-surface cavitation of the hydrofoils, the

spoilers permitting the airplane subsequently to

continue planing on the hydrofoils, and the ship will

be able to take off from the water with minimum
travel.

Date : November 17, 1944.

/s/ MAURICE A. GARBELL,
Inventor.

Date : November 17, 1944.

/s/ W. J. STEVENSON,
Witness.
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3 Claims. (CI. 244—13)

present invention relates to the control
Icraft and like vehicles, and is more par-
tly directed to extensible control surfaces
bd for both longitud'nal and lateral control,
use of high lift flaps for take-off and land-
irposes has produced decided aerodynamic
bages, particularly in the operation of large

The use of certain types of such flaps,

er, presents a number of problems par-
•ly from their inherent disadvantage of

g a relatively large rearward shift in the
of lift of the wing when the flap is ex-

1. rearwardly. In aircraft of the conven-
type having rearwardly disposed horizontal
rfaces, this disturbance in the location of
inter of lift is readily accommodated by
nng a negative lift or downward force by
rizontal tail surfaces. In the conventional
nage type airplane the flaps usually pro-

. down-wash effect which acting upon the
ser tends to counterbalance the diving
it and thereby produce a stable condition,
legative lift in the tail surfaces, however,

the load, or to the lift to be developed
! main sustaining surface, and to this ex-
.
has been found objectionable and to de-
rom the aerodynamic efficiency and load-
aracteristics of the airplane.
mpts have been made in the prior art to
me these disadvantages by the provision
ciliary lifting surfaces located forwardly
espect to the center of gravity of the air-
or the center of pressure of the wing in
that this auxiliary lift assist the lift of the
sustaining surface, rather than to add un-
) its load.

ail-less, or flying wing, types of aircraft the
certain type flaps have presented problems
are not readily solved as by taking advan-
f the use of a conventional tail surface, and
iselage projection forward of the wing's

edge in tail -less models is not always
s to support a forwardly disposed auxiliary
surface. Several efforts have been made

l-less type airplanes to provide suitable
for balancing the diving moments created
use of these high lift flaps, but such prior
have either been relatively unsuccessful,

esulted in materially complicating the de-
f the control system or have been found
onable for other reasons.
present invention relates to an improved

1 means for providing a balancing force to
ract the diving moment produced in air-
provided with flaps and is particularly

10

adapted to the balancing of these diving moments
and the provision of longitudinal control and
stability in tail-less or flying-wing types of air-

craft. The improved surface comprising the pres-
ent invention consists essentially of a rearwardly
and outwardly extensible control surface which
is operable in both its retracted and extended, as
well as all of its intermediate, positions—both
differentially or simultaneously opposite for use
as an aileron in providing lateral control, and
simultaneously in the same direction, either up-
wardly or downwardly, for use as an elevator to
obtain longitudinal control. The invention fur-
ther consists in novel actuating mechanism by

15 means of which the control surface is extended
from its position- at the trailing edge of the main
sustaining surface and by which it is concurrently
or differentially controlled at the will of the pilot.

It is accordingly a major object of the present
20 invention to provide a control surface which is

extensible from its normal position at the trail-

ing edge of the wing, both rearwardly and out-
wardly away from the longitudinal plane of
symmetry of the aircraft. It is a fiirther object

25 to provide such an extensible control surface
which is particularly adapted for use with air-

planes of the tail-less or flying wing type and in

which the surface is controllable in both its nor-
mal retracted and extended positions. It is a
still further object to provide mechanism for the
concurrent extension of a pair of such control
surfaces which mechanism is such that these sur-
faces may be supported for their operation in
any position intermediate their retracted and ex-
tended positions.

It is also an object of this' invention to provide
an extensible surface which is capable of use as
an aileron for lateral control and as an elevator
for longitudinal control. It is a further object

40 to provide actuating mechanism for the differ-
ential operation of said surface as an aileron in
each of its extended positions and for its simul-
taneous operation as an elevator. A further ob-
ject resides in the provision of such a combined
aileron-elevator surface which is appreciably ex-
tended outwardly from the plane of symmetry df
the aircraft to improve its effectiveness as ah
aileron and which is extended rearwardly from
the center of gravity of the airplane to increase

50 the effectiveness of the surface as an elevator.
Other objects and advantages of this invention
will become apparent to those skilled in the art
after reading the present specification together
with the drawings forming a part hereof lit

65 which:

80

.35

45
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Pig. 1 is a plan view of a tail-less type airplane

to which the present invention has been applied;

Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view taken
through the wing, the flap and the extended bal-

ancing surface along the line II—II of Fig. 1,

showing diagrammatically the nature of the

forces developed by the flap and the improved
balancing surface;

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view, similar to

Pig. 2, showing the flap and balance surface in

their retracted positions;

Fig. 4 is an isometric view of the operating
mechanism by which the auxiliary surface is ex-
tended and rotated into its operating positions;

Pig. 5 is a similar isometric view of a form of

control mechanism by which the pair of auxiliary

surfaces is differentially or concurrently actuated;

and
Fig. 6 is an isometric view of a modified form

of the mechanism shown in Fig. 4 but in which
the rotation of the auxiliary surface is cable con-
trolled.

Referring now to Fig. 1, there is shown a plan
view of an airplane of the tail-less type provided

take-off, landing or other flight condition it

velops a positive lifting force or moment abou
center of gravity of the aircraft (C. of G.
cause the same to dive, but that this force ca

5 balanced by a relatively smaller downwan
negative lifting force acting through a longer i

ment arm developed by the control of the ball

ing surface A. In the neutral retracted posili

of the flap F and the auxiliary balance surfaa
10 they both form the trailing portions of the
W as shown in Fig. 3.

As indicated generally in Fig. 1 the mecha:i
for rocking the auxiliary balance surface A a;

its pivot comprises the push-pull and toi.

15 shafts 14 and 15, respectively, which extend i.

wardly through the fuselage B from the pilot

sition at C to a conversion unit 16 from w
torque shafts 1 1 extend laterally spanwise o;

wing to the actuating mechanism generally
:

,

20 cated at 10 in the region of the vertical pivr;

of the surface supporting bracket 13. The
ance surfaces A are preferably projected
their extended positions by means of a mo'*
controllable from the pilot position at C and 5

with a body or fuselage B, having a control cabin 25 ating the swinging brackets 1 3 through the #,
or cockpit C and a main sustaining surface or

wing W. While the present invention has been
shown and described as particularly adapted for

use with tail-less or flying wing types of aircraft,

it is pointed out that this invention is not limited 30
to use therewith. The airplane may preferably

be provided with power plants P driving tractor

propellers, as well as vertical surfaces R at the
wing tips for rudder or steeering control, and
high lift flaps F for landing and take-off purposes. 35
It will also be understood that the flaps F may
extend fully beneath the fuselage as a continuous
auxiliary lift member, or the airplane may be of

the flying wing type in which there is no fuselage

as such, and the pilot control position may be 40
housed entirely within the wing.
The improved control surface of the present

invention is indicated in Fig. 1 by the letter A as
shown in full lines in its rearwardly and out-
wardly extended position. Its operating mecha- 45
nism is indicated generally in dotted lines by the
numeral 10, with the mechanism for rocking the
surface indicated at M , and the mechanism for

extending the surface indicated as at 12. Both
the flap F and the balancing surface A are shown 50

in their rearwardly extended positions in Fig. 1,

as well as by the full line portions of these sur-
faces in the cross-sectional view in Fig. 2. In the
latter figure the C. of G., or center of gravity, is

indicated v/ith respect to the wing profile W and 55
the broken line Pa extending downwardly and
rearwardly therefrom indicates the moment arm
of the positive lifting force P/ developed by the
extended flap F. Similarly, the rearwardly ex-
tending line Aa from the C. of G. toward the 60
balancing surface A represents the moment arm
of the negative force A/ developed by the balanc-
ing surface.

The flap F is projectable in a well known man-
ner rearwardly and downwardly from the dotted 65

line position in which it is nested within an under-
surface recess in the wingW to the extended posi-
tion shown in full lines in Fig. 2. The balancing
surface A is extendable upon a bracket assembly
indicated generally by the dotted line 1 3 ; in which 70
extended position it is rockable about the axis of
its pivot Ap into the upper dotted position Au, and
through its neutral or normal position into its

lower or downward position Ad. It will accord-
ingly be noted that as the flap P is extended for 75

I

mentioned mechanism indicated generally i

and to be further described in detail below iE^'

nection with Fig. 4.

Referring now to Fig. 4, a rear spar or (

spanwise structural element of the wing is

cated at Ws and has fixedly attached to the
side thereof a pair of brackets 19 which are
tically bored to provide the journal for the bi

et pivot 17. It will be understood that th(

sembly shown in Fig. 4 represents the inli

portion of the surface A as indicated at the l<ij

Fig. 1. Two bracket arms 13 are providec
each balance surface A and a vertical bracks
is provided for the support of each bracket 1

13.

Rotary pilot forces transmitted throughf
torque shaft 1 1 are transmitted through'
sheave or sprocket 20, and the cable or chai
to the sprocket 22, which is similarly fixed tt

outer end of the shorter torque shaft 23. TI
inner end of the latter there is fixed a bevell

24 which is continually in mesh with the
bevel gear 25 fixed to the upper end of the
shaft n. The bevel gear 25 is in mesh w
like bevel gear 26 which is keyed or othe s

fixed to the shaft 27, journalled as at 28 ai 2

within the bracket arm 13. The outer er

the shaft 27 has keyed thereon a further
gear 30 which engages a like bevel gear 31

to the upper terminal of the outer pivot sh
journalled on a vertical axis within the oute Qi

of the bracket arm 13. The lower end o
shaft 32 has fixed thereto a control arm 33 i

versally connected at its outer terminal t( hi

push-pull rod 34 which in turn is similarly
nected to the control horn 35 of the ba ici

surface A.

It will accordingly be noted that with the il

ance surface A in its extended full line po; 01

of Fig. 4, rotation of the torque shaft 1 1 wil J'

part rotation in the same direction to the Jf'

23 and its gear 24 which will cause to r

through the idler gear 25 and the gears at
end of the shaft 27, the gear 31 and its attf

vertical shaft 32 to cause rocking of the ba w
surface A about its substantially horizontal
axis Ap.
Referring to Pig. 5, the conversion unit 1

6

prises essentially a differential gear assembly
sisting of a pair of opposed bevel gears 36 a i'

hi
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mailed for rotation upon aligned axes and
IWig a beveled pinion 38 interposed therebe-

en and in continual meshing engagement with

1 of the larger gears. A housing 39 encloses

three bevel gears referred to and is provided

1 hubs or journal portions 40 within which
shafts all are adapted to rotate. The hous-
39 is also provided vith a radially aligned

ring adapted to house the short shaft fl I upon
end of which is fixed the bevel pinion 38.

! forward or opposite end of the stub shaft 4:1

ttached to a universal joint 42, the forward
f of which is internally splined to slidingly

age the external splines 33 on the rearward
ninal of the torque shaft (5. On the upper
tion of the housing 39 there is formed a
Aet 44 which by means of a clevis connection
Is pivotally attached to the rear terminal of

push-pull rod 14.

ccordingly upon rotation of the torque shaft
in either direction the bevel pinion 38 will

se the bevel gears 38 and 37 to rotate in op-
Ite directions causing similar opposite rota-
L of the shaft portions M and Ha to thereby
se the mechanism shown in Fig. 4, to provide
osite or differential operation of the auxil-
' balance surfaces A for aileron action. If,

rever, it is desired that each of the balance
'aces A be rocked about their respective hori-
tal pivot axes in the same direction, either
rardly or downwardly for elevator action, it

nly necessary that the pilot prevent rotation
ihe torque shaft (5 and move the push-pull
ft 14 in the desired fore and aft direction,

gitudinal movement of the shaft (4 causes
ting of the housing 39 about the spanwise
3 of the shafts ( i and 1 f a, but inasmuch as
shaft i 5 is prevented from rotating, the bevel
on 38 serves as a locking gear to cause the
^rential gears 36 and 37 to rotate together in

same direction with the housing 39 and the
fts II and I la. It will be understood that
irther universal joint similar to that shown at
ivould be provided in the forward portion of
torque shaft 1 5 to permit this shaft to follow
rotary movement of the housing 39, either

rardly or downwardly, and to permit the spline

to compensate for the variation in distance
veen the centers of the respective universal
its.

.eferring again to Fig. 4, the mechanism gen-
ly designated as 12 for the extension and re-
;tion of the balance surface A will now be
iribed. A motor 18, which may be either of
electric, hydraulic or other type, is provided
1 a gear housing 18a and a drive shaft 46 to
ch is keyed a worm 47 in engagement with
worm gear 48. The latter is journalled upon
aforementioned vertical pivot shaft 17 and

ixedly attached to rotate with bracket lever
through its bolted connections to the lugs 49
reof. A double-arm yoke 50 is pivotally
rnted and freely rotatable upon the outer ver-
,1 pivot shaft 32 for guided horizontal move-
it about its vertical axis within the slotted
tion 51 of the bracket arm 13. It will ac-
iingly be seen that the pair of bracket arms
pivotally interconnecting the rear spar Ws of
wing with each pair of yokes 50 forms a par-
logram linkage with its corners defined by the
s of the vertical pivots 17 and 32. Accord-
ly as the motor 1 8 is operated by a suitable pi-
control its driven worm 47 imparts rotation to
worm gear 48 and outward parallel swing-
of the arms 13, the yokes 50 and the at-

H
tached balance surface A, which is at all time.?

maintained in positions which are parallel to that
which it occupies when retracted and nested
against the trailing edge of the wing W, while at

5 the same time it is displaced outwardly from the
longitudinal plane of symmetry of the airplane.
It should also be noted that the surface A is ca-
pable of being held and operated in any position

intermediate its retracted and extended posi-
10 tions.

It will also be noted that the mechanism for
the extension and retraction of the balance sur-
faces A is independent of the setting or control
of the mechanism or the rocldng of the surface

15 about its pivot axes Ap journalled within the
rearmost portion of the arms of the yoke 50. The
control for the motor 18 is, however, preferably
interconnected with the control means for the
extension and retraction of the flap F in order

20 that both the balance surfaces A and the flaps

P be extended and retracted automatically and
simultaneously unless such automatic intefcoja-
nection is deliberately overridden or eliminated
by the pilot. It should also be noted that the dif-

25 ferential gear mechanism 16 shown in Figure 5

can be operated either for elevator or aileron ac-
tion of the bala.nce surfaces A regardles of
whether the latter surfaces are in their retracted

or extended positions. Conversely it will also be

30 apparent that regardless of the position into

which these surfaces have been rocked, the ex-
tension and retraction mechanism 12 is effective

whether selectively controlled by the pilot or au-
tomatically actuated by his extension of the

35 flaps P for take-off or landing.
In Figure 6 there is shov/n a modified form of

mechanism for actuating the rocking of the bal-
ance surface A wherein cables and sheaves have
been substituted for the several bevel gear sets

40 shown in Figure 4. A generally similar bracket
arm 52 is pivotally supported for rotation with re-
spect to the bracket 53 supported from the wing
structure and carries at its outer recessed por-
tion a yoke 54 supporting the pivotal mounting

45 for the balance surface A. The bracket 53 car-
ries a vertical pivot shaft 55 upon which the arm
52 is adapted to rotate and the latter in turn
carries a vertical pivot shaft 56 upon which the
yoke 54 is adapted to similarly rotate. It will be

50 understood that suitable mechanism, of which
several types are known and available, will be
provided to selectively impart movement in either

the same or opposite directions to the cables 57,

the sheaves 58, and through a continuous cable

55 59, to the sheaves 60, 61 and 62. These cables are
preferably locked to their respective sheaves to

insure positive rotation thereof and since the
sheave 62 is fixedly attached to the upper termi-
nal of three pivot shafts 56 the desired rotation

60 of control lever 63 is obtained and the locking of

the balance surface A is accomplished to the de-
sired extent. The mechanism for projecting the
surface A may be similar to that shown in con-
nection with Figure 4.

65 The improved arrangement and mechanism
which has been shown and described herein ac-
cordingly provides an advantageous and eflBcient

means for balancing the diving moments which
are created, particularly in aircraft of the tail-

70 less type, by the extension of the flaps, and the
present invention accomplishes these results with
mechanisms which are positive acting, of a high
strength-to-weight ratio and relatively efficient

in their operation and results. Other forms and
75 modiflcations of the present invention both witlj
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8
tespect to the general details of the respective

parts are intended to come within the scope and
spirit of this invention as more particularly de-

fined in the appended claims.

We claim: 5

1. In a tail-less airplane a central fuselage, sus-

taining wings extending laterally from each side

of said fuselage, directional control means asso-

ciated with said sustaining surfaces, high lift flaps

associated with the inboard trailing portions of lo

said sustaining surfaces, balance surfaces asso-

ciated with the trailing portions of said sustaining

surfaces outboard of said flaps, means to simul-

taneously extend said high lift flaps and said

balance surfaces into their operating positions 15
rearwardly of said sustaining surfaces and con-

trol means for selectively adjusting the angle of

attack of said balance surfaces in both their re-

tracted and extended positions.

2. In an aircraft control system, means for ex- 20
tending and supporting a control surface compris-
ing a main wing, a laterally extending rear struc-

tural member carried by said wing, laterally

spaced pivotal supports carried by said structural

member, laterally spaced parallel arms pivotally 25
carried upon said pivotal supports, a yoke pivot-

ally mounted upon the outer end of each said arm
having pivotal supports to which said sui'face is

horizontally pivoted, means to rotate said arms
for the simultaneous rearward and laterally out- no

ward extension of said control surface and means
to rotate said control surface in both its retracted

and extended positions.

3. In a control surface operating assembly, a

main sustaining surface, a control surface dis- :^r>

posed adjacent the trailing edge thereof, pivotal

supports carried by said main sustaining surface,

a pair of arms pivotally mounted upon vertical

axes upon said pivotal supports for swinging in

substantially horizontal paths, a vertically dis- 40

posed pivot carried at the free end of each of said

arms, a yoke pivotally carried upon said verfi

arm end pivots for rotation in a horizontal j

and having a horizontal pivotal connection at'

outer terminals for the pivotal support of !

control surface, means to rotate said arms fi

aligned spanwise positions adjacent said susts

ing surface trailing edge, and control meansi
eluding rotatable transmission elements co-axl?

mounted upon said vertical pivot axes to i

said control surface in its retracted and exten
position.

HARRY A. SUTTOI
ROLF EVERS.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 30

This report constitutes a patent disclosure which

Don Hall received 12/20/44. Before docketing this

disci, a lormal written disci., signed by Dr. Garbell

was requested by Don Hall. Garbell was under the

impression that this case was under consideration

by Pat. Dept. D. A. H.'s request was made to

Evers. I didn't know such a case existed.

This case relates to a '^method of determining

the airfoil sections to be used in new airplanes" and

it is questionable whether this is truly an invention

and whether it is of a patentable nature. This ques-

tion would have to be determined first. If it is

believed to be of a patentable nature, a signed dis-

closure should be requested from D. A. H. and the

case docketed.

This method of determining the shape of air-

foils (at 3 different points along the span) has been

used in designing the models 107, 110, XB46 and has

been proposed for the model 37.

[In margin] : Date ? Addressee ?

/s/ STEVE.

Admitted November 24, 1950.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 31

Consolidated Vultee

Aircraft Corporation

General Offices

San Diego 12, California

March 26, 1947

Mr. Maurice A. Garbell

1714 Lake Street

San Francisco 21, California

Dear Mr. Garbell:

We have completed onr investigation of the above

referenced disclosure and have decided to inacti-

vate it.

An extensive search of the prior art was made

and in our opinion the existing patent art has a

very definite limiting effect on the patent coverage

that could hope to be secured. We do not feel that

the coverage that might be obtained warrants us in

prosecuting this disclosure through the United

States Patent Office.

CVAC is not utilizing your invention and in-

quiries to our engineering force indicate that there

is no contemi)lation that it will he used in the fu-

ture. We have been informed that considerable

research by our wind tunnel and aerodynamic

groups would be entailed before the utility and effi-

ciency of your construction could be determined,

and until such research w^as performed it would not

be considered for use in any of our designs.

Thus since your invention is in the paper stage

and there is no use made of it and no contemplated

use in mind and the extent of patent coverage
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doubtful, the Patent Department is inactivating this

case.

Very truly yours,

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

/s/ WALTER J. JASON,
Patent Department.

WJJ/jp

Consolidated Vultee

Aircraft Corporation

General Offices

San Diego 12, California

April 7, 1947

Dr. Maurice A. Garbell

1714 Lake Street

San Francisco 21, California

Dear Dr. Garbell:

In my letter of March 26, 1947, the docket being

discussed was inadvertently omitted from the head-

ing of the letter. The reference which was omitted

is as follows:

High Speed Air Intake Docket 1129-P.

Yours very truly,

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

/s/ WALTER J. JASON,
Patent Department.

WJJ :mm

Admitted November 24, 1950.
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT No. 32

S. D. Dev.

Garbell, M. A. 661-379745 SDD

234-A-22 Slotted Armor Plate . .3/30/43 Inactive

301-D-19 Retractable Tail

Surfaces 4/ 1/43 Inactive

1129-C High Speed Air

Intake 11/18/44 Inactive

1128-R Hydrofoil 11/18/44 Inactive

1144-P Droppable Jet

Aiigmentor 12/ 1/44 Inactive

1237-D Wing Tip Fin for

Tailless x\irplane 3/ 1/45 Inactive

1336-D Longitudinal Control

for Jet Aircraft 4/30/45 Inactive

1562-Q Method of Airfoil Sec-

tion 1/24/46 Inactive

Admitted November 24, 1950.

DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT B

(Exhibit 11 (Answer to Interrogatory XXXVI))

Confidential

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

Development Engineering, San Diego, Calif.

March 7, 1944

Summary of Wind-Tunnel Tests of a Power-Off

0.058-Scale Model of a Proposed

Two-Engine Tailless Design

Preliminary tests of a proposed Two-Engine Tail-

less Design were made on a 0.058—scale power-oft*
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

model in the Galcit 10-foot wind tunnel during the

period of February 28 to March 5, 1944.

These tests indicate the revised wing described

in Reference 1 is satisfactory from the viewpoint

of static longitudinal stability even though the

stall, with elevator zero and deflected up for trim

at high CL's, and from the viewpoint of elevator

effectiveness with flaps up (dCm/dSe == —0.004;

see Figure 1).

The characteristics of turl^ulent separation near

and at the stall, as indicated by tuft surveys and

three-component force data obtained during the

present tests are greatly improved on the new wing

over those of the old wing summarized in Refer-

ence 2. This is evidenced by:

1) The stall begins at the 35 per cent span point

near a CL of 0.9 (elevator zero) and spreads slowly

spanwise along the trailing edge (Figure 2).

2) The lift-curve slope is straight up to CL =
0.9, as compared to a separation bend near CL =
0.7 encountered with the old wing.

3) The pitching-moment curve is stable through

the stall as compared to the unstable separation

kink found in Reference 2. From miscellaneous

wind tunnel data on various recent tailless designs

it is found that similar desirable stall character-

istics are not obtained on other tailless designs with

flaps retracted. A compai'ison report on these data

is being prepared.

Figure 1 shows that the relatively enlarged fuse-
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

lage and nacelles on the new model have a greater

destabilizing effect on the static longitudinal sta-

Inlity of the complete configuration than on the old

model. Steps are being taken to reduce the fuse-

lage and nacelle overhangs ahead of the wing lead-

ing edge, and a modified model will be tested before

the conclusion of the present Galcit test period

(March 13, 1944).

The first runs of the present test series had in-

dicated an adverse effect of the fuselage on the

pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift (in a diving

sense) and hence on the trim lift coefficient with

zero elevator (toward lower trim). A reduction of

the wing incidence at the fuselage from 5° to 2°

eliminated this disturbing eft'ect of the fuselage on

the trim lift coefficient without any other undesir-

able consequences, as shown by Figure 3.

The drag of the new model does not differ sub-

stantially from that of the previously tested model,

as shown in Table 1. It is interesting to note that

the value of the span efficiency e is greater on the

new model.

Directional stability tests made during the pres-

ent test period are held in doubt as the fin airfoil

section, which is critical for proper stability through

zero yaw, has been found to be in error. The San

Diego model shop is building a new set of fins with

the proper section (NACA 4306), and the new fins

will be tested on the revised power-off model and

on the power-on model which is in the tunnel now.
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

References

:

1) Report on Selection of Airfoils for the Re-

vised Wing of the Two-Engine Tailless Airplane.

C.V.A.C., Dev. Eng., Report ZA-101; February,

1944.

2) Report on Galcit Wind Tunnel Tests of a

0.0639—scale Model of a Two-Engine Tailless Air-

plane. C.V.A.C, Dev. Eng., Report ZT-021; De-

cember, 1943.

By /s/ M. ROGERS,

By /s/ W. E. STROHMEYER,

Checked

:

/s/ M. A. GARBELL.

Approved

:

Prepared at Galcit.
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TABLh I.

omJ.l.'VRY OF DllvJ VaLU:.o.

Old model

GALCIT 422

Present model

GiiXCIT 437

Confi^ration Cdp
at Cl-.3

1

^'dp

at Cl— 6

e

average
Odp

at Cj^-.3
^UP

at Cl=.S

e

average

W .71ng .0086 .0103 .835 .0087 .0092 .933

WB V/ing +

Body

- - - .0100 .0105 .935

Body +

Nacelles

.0119 .0133 .855 .0122

1

•0134 .055

Body

Nacelles

JiiV'-tip

.0137

fins

.0142 .945 .0139 .0K7 .900
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(a) lit. T. P. UaUU bmbo «yl922, dated tteroh 2^, 19U
(b) CVAC Report #2T.3>-001, •Clnd Tjnnel Tast of ZD-32|

Part VII| Pohar t«3t with 5® •nd 3<> wing Inoldenco"

Frtarottry 10, 19ai f'«f • iidoit 2S7-E

(o) CV.C lisport T-3>>3Sl "Ke x>rt on UWAL Wind Tunnal.

i'otst to 3tuJy flow oonditlon at tail location of tba

B-32 olrpl«»." lotobar 2}, 19/;3«

In ooaiilianoa with laferanoe (a), the foUowia; iiifomiition

oa tha hiatoiy of th. winr: incidanoo on the subject aixT^lano hea been eom-

piled«

The original dociaion regfvrdJjug the win;: Incidence was based
on th'-- conclwiona of ..efaronoe (b). The tiio criteria for the .lecision

to use 39 incidorioe were static loni^it^idintJ. stobilit,- .>it;i >ower on and

d2t!«. The Tollowin • auawurizo'l vnli a iri'icrite the effect of win- inci*

danoa on these t-. itansi

v.ijv:: Inoidanoa

__—
Static Lone* .tabilitv

(0.0» -.2:: iii^C)

I^fco'aaito TTt^c ^^i)p

'owor off i.Lo'i Jo .- r 0^ « .3 C^ .75
!i -h ipd- 'r^i^e

13" (l.jai 121 £-nd 127
of ;C1'. (b))

5^ {i.xa\3 7 ii^n t 125 of
>c^f. (b))

.0299 .on') i

.0102 .J333

TVie incree.^G u\ Iro • wtvi comi! -ro) u .'co ~!y:.\blo| '.v.^ov^:', t/- *3;

.T«<^tor .!o.:tabilizin: oJf ot o" .a.-t ••ti.? ccn.;^ ::?r')'l •:-o'v.'\U.i\'T!.

Vako 3UPV07 5 nrr.ionU^i In . oi' t-G 'CQ ( c.' jv^^l-i'' -'i • c i

'

'.'tc :

tho 3** iiiclience. In L L refcre co it i- c-.^c; i <• i I'. '-, 1:' o.lc: .V)!"!

buffe till,; "tlic iov-st tiiil »3i-i^r. -•. ctical)l -i i- :- -^ > n-mWl". . c . ri >i

win- Licllorico fro 3° to 5^ v/lix offoctiv.^iy riu.. o t •': t 11 1;. ino'v.c, i •:'!

inarouie t .o e^tont of -/i.: b-Lf.;' tiv. rtj\ *o«

Checked Jn^,.
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Aero Memo—#238
April 13, 1944.

Mr. T. P. Hall

Mr. M. A. Garbell

Wind Tunnel Tests of Two-Engine Tailless Air-

plane at M.I.T.

Enclosure: (A) Three (3) Plots of Preliminary

Wind Tunnel Data.

The power-off tests of the two-engine tailless air-

plane were conducted from March 28 to April 7.

The wing was modified from the wing tested in Gal-

cit. The present wing has 14° leading edge sweep-

back as against the 11° and 15° sweepback pre-

viously tested during the early part of March. The
fuselage was shortened and the wing incidence set

at 2°.

The elevator effectiveness and stall character-

istics with flaps up (Fig. 1) are impared by the

faulty model (there is a slight difference in wing

incidence as borne out by unsymmetrical stall pat-

terns) and by the angularity of the wing airfoils

caused by the rotation of the wing about an ar-

bitrary point on the root chord to obtain the desired

sweepback. The effectiveness of the outboard eleva-

tors (extending from the outboard end of the pres-

ent inboard elevators to the wing tip) is almost

twice that of the retracted high-aspect ratio aft sur-

face elevators.

The elevator control available at the stall with
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flaps extended is shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

original high aspect-ratio aft surface (A=17) was

tested in two horizontal positions along the root

chord line (142 inches and 166 inches aft of the re-

tracted position). At the shorter tail position, the

lower elevator effectiveness was offset by the re-

duced static longitudinal stability so that elevator

control, with either configuration, is powerful

enough to stall the airplane. However, both hori-

zontal positions of the high-aspect ratio tail show

the same tail stall and marginal longitudinal stabil-

ity at low lift coefficients with large up elevator de-

flections.

A lower aspect-ratio tail of 7, with approximately

20% more area, was tested 182 inches aft of its re-

tracted position (Fig. 3). The elevator control is

powerful enough to stall the airplane at CL max==

2.3 (full scale) and the tail stall experienced with

the high-aspect ratio tail is eliminated.

M. A. GAEBELL.

MR:EML
cc: Dev. Engr. File

Aerodynamics Ofc. #16
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Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Aero Memo #250
April 15, 1944

Mr. M. Rosenbaum

Mr. M. A. Garbell

Longitudinal Stability and Control Data for

Structures. XB-32 Airplane with B-29 Single Tail

Installation.

(a) A.V.C. from M. Rosenbaum to C. Blake

dated March 10, 1944.

(b) Aero Memo #206 dated March 23,

1944.

In accordance with your request, reference (a),

and superseding the data given in reference (b),

aerodynamic data for the XB-32 airplane with the

B-29 single tail installation is presented in the en-

closed table. All data were estimated from the last

Calcit test of the airplane, as little flight test data

are available.

M. A. GARBELL.

cc. Dev. Engr. File

Aerodynamics Ofc. #16
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Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Aero Memo #260

April 19, 1944.

Mr. C. B. Carroll

Mr. M. A. Garbell

B-32 Intercooler Exit Flap and Effect on Tail

Buffeting.

Enclosure (A) One (1) copy Intercooler Air Spill-

way Installation on B-32 Airplane drawing.

The attached figure shows the approximate rela-

tive location of the proposed intercooler flap instal-

lation on the B-32 and the present installation on

the XB-32. It is expected that the introduction of

the intercooler air into the upper portion of the

wing wake, together with the disturbance caused

by the exit flap, will intensify the tail shake to a

similar degree as the upper engine cowl flaps.

It is believed that, from the standpoint of tail

shake, the XB-32 intercooler exit arrangement is

preferable.

M. A. GARBELL.

WSS:EML

cc: Dev. Engr. File

Aerodynamics Ofc. #16
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CONSOLIDATED VULTtE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
aEHEBAL OFFICES . SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNUA

WIND-TUTTIiEL TSST OF Tllg SKJfGQACH

1u
(

Page X of 2

Aero #261

April 19^, 1944

C'j
J

Reference: (a) Mr^ A.G. Tsonga, l". i-eino to Ifr, T.P- Hall| da^^M-
April 8, 1944 ••

(b) Engineering Report No. 1486- CVAC atin^on Divi-
sion dated Dec* 31, 1943 ^

'
_ . .

The suggestion to change th« geometric washout of the Skycoach
model wing from 0^ to 3^ (contained in Reference (a) ) has been .

studied, and the followin,^ comrnents are made:

lo The original washout distribution as shown on t^age 5'

of Ref o 2 had zero washout from the wing ro^^t to the tai.1 boom
juncture and 1.9^ washout at the wing tip, . .Our -earlier studies -

of the Skycoach showed that this wing design would have satisfactory
stalling -characteristics. The wing stall with this washout dis-
tribution and the latest planform should start at the booms. The
outboard. 30 percent wln^-span portion of the V7ing containing th«
ailerons should remain unstalled until the flow over the entire
inboard Dortion of the v/ing is stalled.

2o The change to 0^ washout, in the oresent design is not
understood. We were informed of this change only whan the model
drawings arrived here for the construction of the model. The stall-
ing characteristics of this wing are anticipated to be somewhat ^on-
favorable. The stall will probably start simultaneously at' the tail
boom-wing Juncture and the inboard end of the a"!! rons and will spread
evenly toward the wing root and tipo It is believed that the wash-
out distribution of the original design should be used

o

3o A further study of the airfoils to be employed shows
the questionable value of the five-digit airfoils proposed for the
Skycoach, Both the root airfoil (23015) and the tio airfoil (43012-A)
have stall characteristics of the type •*A** shown below, that Is, have
different stalling and unstalling lift curve peaks, as shovm.

^l.

TYPl^ A STAL.I-

c<
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CONSOLIDATED VU^TEE AIRCBAFT CpRPORATIQN
GENERAL 6FRCt3 SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA AQTO i^6l

age 2 r>f 2

ro #261
4-19-4-4

If -the airplane is brou^t to a, etail, a temporary nrena-ture
separation will Aake one wing follovr the lower stalled lift cmrve
(a«j abofe sketch) while, the othor wing follows the unper tmstalled
lirt curve ^ A aecldad dive is then necessary to put an end to the '

ensuing rolling raomeot, as corrective aileron action contributes
only to aggravate the uasyannetrio stall and the auto-rotative tend- •

oncy of th0 alrpl^Ji^, - ,
y
*^

The use of the MCA 241^' section at the wing root and the 44l2
'Section at the tip would' Inro rove the stallin^^^ characteristics and the.handling characteristics at the stall substantially, because bpth
airfoi^ls have a smooth «D" -tyne stall^ free of any unstaXling hysteresis*
aa shown below: '

<^L

(X
The geometric washout with these four-digit airfoils, because ofthe greater difference in aero lift angles, should.be 3<^ at the tip

wl^th-zero washout at the wing boom Juncture.,

.T.^* l^^
increase of drag of about

. A Cn^ ^^ o0015,as obtained froffl
NACA^ToR»'s 4-60 and 661, caused by a change from the present five-
SJ^lL^ ^^^^-^^ ^"^ ^-"^^ °^^® desirable four-digit airfoils Ib ouroly
fictitious inast-iuch as the greater se3;is'itlvii^of the five-digit air-
foils to s^orfact roughness equalizes tne drag, of t?/o wings ©f com-
Darable normal manufacturing quali;by. The theoretical loss in
section Cj^ax ^^ about .15 is also not, believed to be renresontative
of the actual C^ ^ftx c>f the airolane because the tall booms have a
greater detrimental effect on the yrlng stall on t: e five-digit air-

'

foils (as evidenced by the tuft ohotos in Reference (b) ) than wouldbe the case on a four-digit airfoil wingo

/o^itr^^i^^AnT^^®^
^^® ^ direct comDarlson of a five-digit ^.ving and a

U415-4409) wing on trie same tyoo high-nerformance sailolane in 19^7oThe results as observed and measured inflisht confirmed fully the"
above considerations. Another examole of Fomewhat undesirable hand-
ling characteristics^ at the stall due to lift hysteresis i*-: the DG-3,

4o A second wine block for a revised win?: ir, re^dy in tl^e Jtodel
Shop. It is suggested that a revised wing be built and tested.

iMmM/,
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Consolidated Viiltee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Aero Memo #278
May 3, 1944

Mr. T. P. Hall

Mr. M. A. Garbell

Camber in Horizontal Stabilizer—B-32 Airplane.

(a) Memo # 1955 to R. L. Bayless from
T. P. Hall dated April 3, 1944.

(b) Aero Memo # 188 to T. P. Hall from
C. L. Blake dated February 25, 1944.

(c) Memo to R. C. Sebold from R. H. Wid-
mer dated March 23, 1944.

Enclosure: (A) Doc. Aero 33-107. Revised May 1,

1944. Plot of elevator deflection for trim versus

center of gTavity position.

The change in camber of the horizontal stabilizer

from a negative cambered section which is now on

the airplane to a symmetrical section will decrease

the down elevator required to trim by approxi-

mately 0.8°. This value is in agreement with Wid-
mer's data quoted in Reference (c) when considered

in terms of the effective change in stabilizer

incidence.

The second paragraph of Reference (c) states

that the Boeing horizontal surface was cambered

to prevent the lower surface from stalling with

flaps fully deflected at low lift coefficients. Our
wmd-tunnel data on the XB-32 with the cambered

Boeing surface and with our earlier symmetrical

surface show no stall even down to negative lift
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coefficients. Therefore, reforming the stabilizer

nose to give a synunetrical section is considered to

be permissible on our airplanes.

Enclosure (A) is similar to the chart included

with reference (b) except that the CL for start of

long range flight was changed from 0.9 to 0.85 to

agree with recent information received from Fort

Worth. Also the velocities corresponding to differ-

ent gross weights and lift coefficients have been

added to the original chart.

/s/ J. E. A., for

M. A. GARBELL.
VHGidh

cc: C. B. Carroll

J. B. Jewell

Aerodynamics (2)

Dev. Engr. File
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INTRA. COMPANY CORRESpondSce

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICES . . SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA

Aero I.Teno #320
DATE I;:ay 22, 1944.

TO Mr. M, A. Garbell

FROM Mr. R, L. Bayle ss

SUBJECT Two-Engine Tailless Wing Fairing

REFERENCE

Ut, Sutton sugr^ested v;e fair wing cut-out on tailless
as follows:

V/ing Trailing Edge

Cut-out with Tail
Extended i

fairing

:^ lease work with Preliminary Design on this and include
in next wind tunnel model if feasible.

R. L. IBftyless

RLB:E:i:L

720





CON^ DATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CO^
5an Diegu Division

Model Airplane Report No.

STUoOM S^iTCOACH

j^r<ATiON , A ,^ / i u\

"D"." ;Li::ii'.iuY rcpoat Xiv) oi: t-:3T3

« -1 «

-

•

.v.i: Oil

1 noro

JTIMT: 3, 19-1

4

,

The fairly satisfactory v;in;i-iusGla.^;e Dlasticer.o fillet,
us develoned during the nust tvo da;^3, has been i-enlacod bv
ur-ible Tvood fillet. Uo\2t of the 'Jbbreviated schedule has no
:>molctod.

The maximum lift coefficlonts

^Lnax " ^'-^ Flaps un

^I^ax
"^ ^•'^^ Fla:3S deflected 30°

Ct =1.84 Flaps deflected JO^

idicate normal flap effectiveness except for 50° deflection. Adli-
L')nal future research and testing -ill be required to obtain a
3tter flaD effectiveness at largo angles.

^^^ aileron effectiveaoss y fla^s un, is adequate to give a
?lix ancle pb/2v = O.OSp. There is no loss in aileron effoctiveness
) to t-ie total wing stall.

The static directional stability after the installation of
^-54 tyne dorsal fins is satisfactory through the entire range of
iv/lng angles. The numerical value of the directional stability
privative is dC^/(l/y= -.0020. There is no rudder stall uo to
le maximum rudder deflection of 20^.

Other data are still being computed.

The Stinson test should be completed today ^vith the remaining
n-^er runs for the three flap coiifigurations.

In compliance v/ith Mr. Sutton's request a few r^ans will also
!
made to obtain constant trim C^ ''/ith the various flap deflections.

The subsequent brief tests of the Tailless Ivlodel are intended
I investigate a 6° v;ing incidence, rolling contrpl effectiveness
th tne nev; aileron-spoiler combination (designed tc give rolling
•ntrol without any pitching moment disturbance), and additional
'oblems of the extended aft sux-^face. Our tests are scheduled to
Ld on Saturday, June 10, 1944.

Checked

Approved
\
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Model AIRPLANE Report No,

srr^soN 3-fYcoAC.i

Ph^aiMIN.iRY REPOiiT (III) ON "HSTS

M.I.T .

1/5 SCALE y'lI^T) TUITlJqL IIODEL

Jinr, 7. 1944 .

A continuGd enlarcenient of the aft wing-fusolajo fillet clld

tot innrove the critical wing root stall any further. Careful

.'.)3Grvat:io:a of the tuft- pattern near the v/ing leading edge,

;ubsequeatly, lead to the conclusion that the basic reacon for

he nronature flow sooaration consisted in the critical sensitivity

if tho airfoil leadin-- edre to the unfavorable -)ro5sare distribu-

,ioa caused bv the fuselage intersection. A fairly larje leading-

jd e fillet, combined vritli the original small aft fillet delayed

;he undesirable uirg-root separation to the^augle of attack for

;he maximum lift coefficient (Cl j^^,.^
= 1.25).

The installation of small dorsal fins on the vertical surfaces

^trai:-htened the ya'.^ing moment curve up to the highest angles of

ra-v tested (21°).

The attached abbreviated test schedule is being run at present

:o obt->in comnleto information on the cleaned -un configuration
vith flaps retracted, oartly and fully extended, power-off and

vith rated power.

At the comDletion of this schedule, Drob.ibly Thursday after-

loon. the Tailless Ilodel 'vill enter the tunnel for about four

lays' testing.

I

"T

By

Checked

J
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12. iCONSC JATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT COh ^ aTION PA-.t
-?'

San Diego Divisior

Model . Airplane Report No.

Attachment to:
ST INSON SKYGOACH

PRELLMINARY ;^.EPORT ClII) ON TESTS

1/5 SCALE V/iriD .TUTJl^IEL MODEL

JUNE 7-8. 1944

1, Flaps up - Pov/er-off and Rated r>ov;er.

(a) H)'^^ e = +10^, 0<^, -IQo, -20o
(nov/er runs
are P^ ) (stabilizer set to trim at Cj^ = .3 with e = (

(b) Y^ e = 0^ r = 0°, 10^, 20°

(c) ^^ a = +20^

P.. Flaps 25'^-25o - poxver off and rated power

(a) P^ e = qO, -IQO -20O

(b) Y^^ 6 = 0^^, r ^ 0^, IQO, 20^

3. Flaps 50^ "50^ " Dov-er off and rated nov/er

('O P^ e = QC, -100, -20O

(b) Y^ 6 = 0^, r = 00, 10'^ 20O

(c) P^ a = ±20^

llotc: Runs (a) yield i'-iiorn- tion on static lo--^L'';itudiaal :-tabilitv
and elevator effecti^'eness ,

Runs (b) Indicate sta'-.ic dir'^ctional and rollin;-.: sta^-.ilitv
and rudder of^ecti^oness.

Runs (c) together '-.n'th -.^ae run jl series (a) .^'jt; ailerDii
effectiveness

•

By

Checked
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Model Airplane Report No.

STIM30N SKYCOACH

' P^CLL:iNiU;Y :G:^0;1T (II) OM 7::oT3 AT

. T . T

.

1/^ SCALS '^VI'Tp'TUIiriSL :vTODEL

Jmrs 6^ 1944

Klojt of the ri-iniiin^; tiiTie, durin,^- tlie past two days, uas
5dicated to the Improvc-nGat of the oVgectionable wing root
:.all. Although tlio enlarged fillets rai^^od the break of the
ift curve, pov/Gr-off, from Cl - oSn to C^ = I.IC, the final
[-ea-.down of t'le airflow over the vring root could not be avoided,
lall chm^es in the fillet and the installation of a siall
;r5al fin on the fuselage ton v/ould shift the root stall from
10 -.ving to the other, but in any case the sudden local stall
>ald cover a comparatively large area.

AttoMats wore also nado to imorove the flap effectiveness
iich jhowod an increase in C^, . from lo40 (flaps uo) to only

.6? (flaps 29^) and a lift decrease with further flap deflec-

.on. Change.:, of the flap gap did not show any aoDreciable
liti in Ct

•'-'max

.

Dorsal fins similar to those emnloyed on the XP~54 are
ling tested today in an effort to improve directional stability
: large angles of yaw.

ne 6, 1944

By

CHECKED-

Approved Rf
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

July 1, 1944

Mr. T. P. Hall

Mr. M. A. Garbell

Free-Flight Tests of Two-Engine Tailless Design

The following is a summary of a telephone con-

versation between Mr. Shortal, of the N.A.C.A.,

and Mr. Rogers, of the Aerodynamics Group of

C.V.A.C., held June 30, 1944.

1. Free-Flight Tunnel film of the Aspect Ratio

12, Tailless Flaps-Up model, in flight, is now being

reviewed at The Bureau of Aeronautics. A copy

should arrive in San Diego sometime during the

latter part of next week.

2. Preliminary data on the dynamic damping
derivatives obtained experimentally on the original.

Aspect Ratio 10 Tailless design, have already been

forwarded to this company. These data were dis-

cussed with Mr. Rogers on his recent visit to

Langley Field and show good correlation with the

theoretical values given in C.V.A.C. Report ZA-095

on the dynamic stability of the Two-Engine Tail-

less Design.

3. The flaps-down model of the Aspect Ratio 12

design arrived at the N.A.C.A. in good condition.

Force tests on the six component balance have

already been made. At present, tuft surveys of the

model are being made. The model should be flown

sometime during the middle part of next week

(about Julys, 1944).

4. Mr. Shortal suggested that, in view of our
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interest in aileron-spoiler combinations and the

general interest of the aeronautical industry in

such data, it may be possible for the Free-Flight

Tunnel to run a series of research tests to deter-

mine the time response of an airplane with this

lateral control system, as well as general flight

characteristics. To help him get authorization for

such a general research program, Mr. Shortal sug-

gested that this company write a letter to Dr. Lewis

of the N.A.C.A. recommending that such a program

be undertaken by the N.A.C.A. It is felt that owing

to the basic nature of such data it may be possible

for the N.A.C.A. to initiate such a program should

some manufacturer request information or data of

such general interest to the industry.

5. Mr. Shortal again will try to send us some

Free-Flight film on the flights of another tailless

design, either a basic N.A.C.A. research model or

the Kaiser-Koppen Design. Permission to send us

this film previously was not granted by the

N.A.C.A. on the gromids that they, in all fairness

to the rest of the industry, would also have to send

the film to all other manufacturers. However, Mr.

Shortal feels that a short term loan of the film

might be arranged.

M. A. GARBELL.
MR:ms

cc: Aero. File (3), Dev. Engr. File

[In margin] : Filed, Hall.
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CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
? GENERAL OFFICES . SAN DfEGO. CALIFORNIA

Aero Doc. #Misc.-12d

July 5, 1944

Subject: Recorrinended Design Modifications to Single Engine
Pusher Design.

•'> •

• • ,

Referencej (a) CVAC Report #ZA-C30 - Wind Tunnel Test of a 1/5
Scale powered Model, Single Engine Pusher Design.

iinclosurej (A) Sketch of present and proposed Flap Slot and Path *-

(B) Three view of Single Knglne Pusher Design with
recoiiraended modifications. #

(C) Sketch of engine air intake

The following modifications to the single engine pusher
design are recommended on the ba^ls of the M.I.T, wind tunnel, test
summarized in reference (a)t '.

1, The flap slot and flap path should be Modified, as
indicated by enclosure (A) , in order to obtain a^maximum lift in-
crement of at I'^est A:j^jj^g^^ = 0.3c between the 25^ and ''the ^QP flap •

-''

deflection. Only AC^jna^ "" 0,10 was obtained in the test. The slot
f

aYid path used on the model of reference (a) are those designed by '^ S
Jhe N.A.a.A. for -use on the 23012 airfoil, and they are not suitable
.for the 23018 eirfoil used on the design. The flap slot and optimun .

path shown by enclosure (A) are derived from the configuration 2(b>
of N.A.C.A. T.H. 6^9^, which was originally desirned for the' 23021 ^

airfoil and which Is believed to be equally effective for the 23CI8
airfoil.

*' •

'

2. The tail length should be increased approximately 27 ^'

inches {\% increase in tail length) and the horirontal tail chord
increased 7 Inches (1^^' increase in tail area) to give adequate ; '

longitudinal stability at the probable most aft C .G . of approximately'
32^ M.A.C* The vertical tall area may be decreased 15^ with, this
Increase in tail length as the present directional stability" and
tfontrol ar^ considered satisfactory.

Note:
The probable most aft C.G. of 32^ is based onDrawing 3-43-045 which
shows a design rearward CO. of 28.2^ M.A^C. It is estimated that the
C.G. will move aft to approximately 30^ M.A.C. with a light load acid
a light pilot (9C-1C0 lb.) for' the present design. This figure cannot
be accurately determined due to lack of data, but appears reasonebie
based on earlier studies summarized in Report ZA-099f The irtcreaisd
in tall length and tail modification will result in a C.G. jghift aTt
of approximately 2% M.A.C. due to the Increase in weight moment. The
resulting most aft C.G. is therefore 32$^ M.A.C.

(\
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s.«^^ ^n ^vl^%
criteria for satisfactory longitudinal stability areDased on the following datet

dCM
^H

dC;
as tested = - .245 (C.G, 25%)

MJi (Incrdased tall length and area)
L

= --245 X 1.15 X 1.15 = - ,325

A^rJl (C.G. 25^)

(a) C.G. to 32f, MAC + .0?
(b) Power on +02 (test)

/^^ ^f^®,^l^^«t<^r ^ .04 (estimated)
(d) Airplane tail off + ,145 '

Total + .275

(C.G. 32^), power on =

= --325 + .275 =
. . .05

«f^.ro.^ '^^^f.^ul^^? ^^ static stability is considered adequate foratisfactory flight characteristics. w o lui

ao4.- 4. -,?*. ^^^2^^ ^i^s, similar to those used in the wind tunnel
^ ..r^ ^: v^^?^^ vertical surface stall at angles of yaw greater than
5 ,

Should be incorporated in the design (see end. (3")).

n nht'nir. t'
The leading edge fillet^ used in the wind tunnel tests

?t?.f?^?^r^^''?®5}>' ^^^^ aerodynamic charecteristics , is not a very
;nf f?^?

^' solution to the wing fuselage interference and premature
?P Pn^^if

problem as described in reference (a). It is possible that

t th^^to^
cooling air intake could be moved from its presqnt position

t the top of the fusolage to tv/o side ducts in the vicinity of the

inl ^k^^In J!.?^
^^® wing.fuselage intersection (approximate Iv 305?inp chord). This should relieve the unsatisfactorv root stall' by
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removal of the boundary layer. If the exit air was expelled at the
end of the fuselage fairing below the drive shaft to relieve the
bluntness of the desired fuselage fairing it appears that the ducting
arrangement would bQ unsatisfactory, and a special fan, now provided
on the propeller shaft, would be required at this exit. (See find.
(C). If the air was expelled around the propeller spitmer, as now
planned, the fan would absorb greater power than at present, as the
duct entrance would be at a lower pressure than the duct exit.
Insufficient airplane design details are available at San Djego to
investigate this modified duct arrangement. Also, air expelled
below the drive shaft would probably cause objection^ae interference
with the propeller.

This root s\all condition could probably be relieved
else by use of less critical wing airfoils similar to the NACA four
digit series airfoils (i.e. 25l8 root and 4412 tip as compared to
the present 23C18 root and 43012.A tip). Although no pressure
distribution data are available for the four digit series airfoils,
these airfoils basically have lower peak pressures due to the
further aft position of the maximuai cambdr point. Therefore, they
should be less sensitive to wing-fuselage ipte rfere nee . However,
a trailing-edge fillet will still be necessary to relieve the fast
expansion along the rear portion of the fuselage which causes flow
separation and (3rag . The particular four-digit airfoils specified
were selected to give maximum lift and low drag for the thicknesses
used on this design.

Checked"

f'/
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Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation
San Dieoo Division

Pa. 1 oTi^

Model Airplane Report No

Aero Doc. ;:iGc. y/llS
Jul;- 15, 1044

oemter-of-(;::avity li''its

Aerodynamic C.C. , Units Jiavc bean eshinntod fpon wind-
timnol and flirht-tost data.

Definit ions

Aft CCr. Limit

ThG sj*t C.O. limit is dofinod as that C,(}, position (in r^er
cent II. A. C.) at v/hich the static longitudinal stabilitv deriva-
tive, dCm/dCL, eq^aals -0.04 v/ith flaps up and stick free. Lix-:lts
are shov/n for lvvo fli£;Iit conditions:

a. Cruise pov/cr ( approxiraatcly 50;' normal rated pov/cr),
level rii,::ht, 0^ = 0.7 approx.

b. Mo2\m'~,l rated power, ollrib, Cl = 1.0 approx.

The nuTiieric:.! value, dCm/clCL = -0.04, hac been found to
indicate fairl;' reliably the ninimum static lon-itudlnal sta-
bility mar-in for s&t isf c.ctory fli^^ht. Tl^e 3babii:t'.' ar-l Con-
trol Research Jection of the N.A.C.A. (Lan^ley Piold) }^.ar: con-
firmed this value by correlation with froe-fliy!it wind-tunnel
and full-scale fli^dit tests.

T?orward CO, Limit

The forward C.d. limit is defined as that C.G. position (in
per cent M.A.O.) at v/hic?i full un-elevator deflection will trim
the airplane at th.e maximum lift coefficient at landin^^. nowor

Hydrodynamic and .ground handliny C.n. limits are also shown.

APKROVKD
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plnne

MK

5l ''.O

"yclro-
uynai;ilG

or C-round
Handlinn;
C.a. Limit

7^ A

34

34

Aoi'oJ'^nanic
Aft. C.G. limit

Stick Proo
Criilrc Power
Level Pli-ht

12

-glnal
? Horll
;al

.)

•5

t)

5 A

— •7

t]

35

40

38

31 Ilyd.

34 Gnd.H,
31. Hyd.

34 Hyd,

30

33

33

''. '?

42

20

29

32

•-lorir.al .i-ted
Pov/or Clirib

20

31

31

31

31

28

28

30

A irodynanic
Porv/ard

C.a. Limit
at Landing
Power Off

H^'Coriimunded

C.G. Liinit

s

10

!0

^vd.

23

20

]0

or\20

20.

26 2G

21 Aerob
(24 Hydro.)

21 Aero,
(24 Hydro.

)

23 Aero.
(24 Hydro.)

24

24

24

Aft.

28

31

31

31

31

30

28

28

30

: The basic for the above Aerod^mamlc aft. C.C. Units is shown
on the following pa-e

•

By

Checked

Approveu
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Aero Memo #474
July 29, 1944.

Mr. T. P. Hall

Mr. M. A. Carbell

Wind Tunnel Tests of a 0.058 scale powered wind

tunnel model of the thin wing Two-Engine Tailless

Navy Design.

Enclosure (A) Plotted Data on Static Longitudinal

Stability Flaps Up.

Wind tunnel tests of a 0.058 scale powered wind
tunnel model of the thin wing Two-Engine Tailless

Design (Aspect Ratio 12, Maximum wing root

thickness 17%) have been in progress at Galcit

since July 27, 1944. The purpose of the test is the

determination of the general aerodynamic char-

acteristics of this design with the revised wing. To

date, power-off tests flaps up, including tuft photo-

graphs, have been completed.

Preliminary data indicates the same degree of

static longitudinal and directional stability for this

model as obtained on the previous 0.058 scale model

of the tailless design incorporating the 22% thick

wing (Enclosure (A) ). Power tests are now in

progress and the first data should be available dur-

ing the first part of the coming week.

M. A. GARBELL.
WES/Iks
Aerodynamics Offc. #16
Dev. Engl*. File

[In margin] : Filed, Hall.
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

Consolidated Viiltee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Ref.—Memo #2423
August 2, 1944

Mr. C. F. McCabe
Mr. T. P. Hall

Pressure Distribution—XB-32 Airplane.

(a) Aero Doc. #33-119 dated July 20, 1944.

XB-32—Consideration of Pressure Distribution

Measurements in Flight.

Enclosure (A) Copy of reference (a) to addresses

only.

Mr. Sutton this date approved the referenced re-

port and requested that we proceed with obtaining

pressures as shown therein.

T. P. HALL,
Chief Development Engineer.

TPH/dmc

cc : R. L. Bayless

J. B. Jewell

C. B. Carroll

C. A. Phillips

D. K. Friday

Dev. Engr. Files

August 3, 1944 — To Garbell for work — not

scheduled.

[In margin] : Garbell work to follow no schedule.
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Defendants' Exhibit B—(Continued)

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego Division

Page 1 of 6

Model 33 Airplane Report No. Aero Doc. #33-119

July 20, 1944

XB-32

Consideration of Pressure Distribution

Measurements in Flight

1. Wing

The possibility of determining the character of

the airflow over the wing, in the region of the

nacelles, by measurement of spanwise and chord-

wise pressure distributions have been studied.

Available information indicates that pressure dis-

tribution data alone will not show up areas of flow

separation. Figure 1 shows pressure and force

data for a 66,2-414 airfoil section. The break in

the lift curve at 6° angle of attack indicates trail-

ing edge flow separation; however, the chordwise

pressure distribution does not indicate this condi-

tion except possibly at 12° angle of attack where

some loss in lift occurs over the trailing edge

where the flow separation is very pronomiced. The

association of trailing edge flow separation with

the break in the lift curve is based on previous tuft

tests of the NACA 66 and 65 series sections.

xis part of this study, a pattern for pressure

orifices on the wing was laid out as shown by

Figure 2. These orifices substantially cover the

critical portion of the wing with a minimum num-
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

ber of pressure lines. An alternate method of ob-

taining pressure data is described in NACA report

"The Belt Method for Measuring Pressure Dis-

tribution" dated February, 1943. This method re-

quires the construction of a %" wide pressure belt

containing approximately 20, .040'' dia. copper

tubes. The belt would be placed at about four

spanwise stations on four ditferent flights. This

alternate method saves considerable work as com-

pared to placing pressure orifices in the wing and
also has the advantage of being readily adaptable

to other areas if desired after analysis of the first

preliminary data.

Pressure tests with this belt in conjunction with

tuft observations should indicate the value of pres-

sure data in determining the character of the flow.

The tufts will show up the areas of flow separation

or stall and it can be definitely determined if cor-

responding indications are present in the pressure

distribution.

If the pressure data appear to be useful, a series

of measurements may be made for several speeds

varying from high speed to minimum cruise in

level flight by 10 mph increments including climb

with rated power. These data would be plotted as

spanwise and chordwise distributions for study.

2. Fuselage

Pressure distribution measurements have already

been made over the bomb bay doors of the XB-32
in flight as given in report ZA-33-023. Page 10

from this report is attached as a sample of the data

obtained in these tests.
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Defendants' Exhibit B—(Continued)

Other desirable pressure data on the fuselage

may be obtained by installation of 16 pressure

orifices around the pilots' enclosure, 6 orifices over

the nose wheel door and 3 orifices on the fuselage

side, as shown by figure 3. The data for the pilots'

enclosure and the nose wheel door will be used to

check structural analyses. The 3 orifices on the

fuselage side will be used to investigate a position

for a static orifice for the airspeed indicator. Pres-

sure measurements may be recorded during other

flight tests or a flight program similar to that pro-

posed for the Model 39 in report ZA-39-021 may be

used.

By /s/ C. L. BLAKE.

Checked /s/ BAYLESS.

Approve
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CONSOLIDATED VULT5E AIRCRAFT CORP.
3AN iJ^tiiO

Aero Doc. #33-119
July 14, 1944
Pag^ 4 of 6

Proposed Lccation Pressure OnaFicES
FOR XB-32 Flight Test^

(UPf-en SURfACE ONLY)
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

Intra-Conipany Correspondence

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Aero Memo #481
Date 6 August 1944

From: Mr. T. P. Hall

Subject: Mr. M. A. Garbell

Reference: Preliminary Comments on Wind-Tun-
nel Tests of 0.058 Scale Powered Model of Two-
Engine Tailless Design (Aspect Ratio 12, Thin

Wing)

Enclosure: (A) Summary Table of Aerodynamic
Characteristics

A .058 scale model of the two-engine tailless

design was tested with and without running propel-

lers and with no airflow through the nacelles. This

new, higher-speed version of the design compares

favorably with the thick-wing version tested at

Galcit and M.I.T. (ref. CVAC Report ZT-029 and

Appendices). As no tunnel tares were made for

these tests the drag values obtained are not reliable.

The new thin aft extendible surface is inadequate

because the modified aft-surfac airfoil did not

equal the high-lift characteristics of the one previ-

ously tested.

The model should be reworked before it is sent

to Moffett Field. Suggested construction changes

are being analysed and the final recommendations

will be given to the model shop as soon as possible.

The model should be ready to go to Moffett Field

at the end of August.

Preliminary G-alcit plots of the tests should be
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Defendants' Exhibit B—(Continued)

available at San Diego by the 10th or 11th of Au-

gust. The data on the following summary table of

the test results were obtained during the test and

are unchecked. A report will be written within a

week after the Galcit data reach San Diego.

[In margin] : File misc. PL don't return to T.

Hall.

/s/ MAG.
M. A. GARBELL.

MR :hes

cc : Aerodynamics

Devn. Engr. File

[In margin] : Memo.

[In margin]: Memo tail camber status.

HAS from TPH.
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Xnolomro (a)
•ro Umo #481

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
OENERAL OPPICKS SAN DIEOO. CALIFORNIA

SUMBCARY TABLE OP ABRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

ixlmiim Lift Coefficient
^ax (^Cl = 0.6 added for extrapo-

laitlon to full flnnlA^

Flaps po
I
Flaps 40

atlc Longitudinal Stability
rlvatlve dcVdCL

G. © IS;*^ Flaps up
G. @ 19^;^ Flaps down

atlc Directional otability
rlvatlve, dCn/dvfO, (props off)

d-span trimmer effectiveness
ai/d6t°

.evator effectiveness
Im/dSeO

Props off
w
uruise jfower
(.40 NRP)

Normal Power
Take-off Power

^—^s off
oi'uxse Power
(.40 NKP)

Norma.

Props off

Props .Vindmill-

(.40 NRP)
i^ormai ii'ower

Take-off Power

S**--^

-.074

-.OLO w*^'»'

'aLa no'
Available

-.0006 Data not yet>^ Available

-.0055

-.0055 '

lata no
available' I

>an Efficiency, "e" between
,
= 0.3 & Gl = 0.6 (high speed & cruise)

leron Conlrol Crltorion
)b/2\' (obtained with no change Antrim)
ruise power (.40 NRF);with full control
leflection ;f 20° aileron and spoiler

Data not yet
'Available

-.0016

Data not yet
Available

jata no
Available'

,925 '^^

.08 c,^.'"





Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation
San Diego. California

Pagf 1 of 5

(itd

Model. *->* AlRPLANt

July i::, 1C44
Report No AgI'O Jo C . ,-'32-10r;

rcGvinod Au.:ust 18, 1044

:3-:34D

TAIL LOApn i^i l ::;v^:i, v]ia'^o::u::i kr 'iiD i^liuIit

ri::;uro 1 shov/n tbo tall loads for tlie 3-240 in Icvol un-
oloratod rii-:ht betv/eon 'jI;;''-. cpood an', tl^e izpcod for i:;axl...v^.-. ra.i ,o .

loads arc positivo (i.e. up) oxcopt for i i^:i nnecl .^d. very low
• ;ht. The data rire ol'iown fcx^ 25,000 ft.

?l;-:ui-».i 2 A shows the tall losdr, in terni: of (tiUl lor>d/n )

ipu!

ttod v^ . Cl« Flp;urc 2Z s^iovvn tliC pitcliin,; r:o2.:ont v.. . Cl '•'l th tt.il
Yrc toil load Is conipubed froL. the unbalanced nil-;. in : ..o::ient

follows:

:

Tail load (lbs,) = nj./.Cn

•Vhere f. = \7in._'; aroa = 1,048 sq. ft.

C = MAC a 10.3 ft.

It = tail lGn^?,th = 30. 5 ft.

q .= dynar.iic pressure

= .0025 Vv

'/here V^ = true indicated airspeed in raph.

FlcU^'O 3 shows CO. data for the -3-240. A valu.e of 32.,'

assumed to be ropre Tentative for the comput at lo;-. c)f tail lo.^ids.

?i;^'ure 4 shows C^ ^^» true indicated airspeed for several
:jhts. Those data ara for refci'oncc only.

3TATIC loncitudi::al ^t a :^iiity i:: lkv:^, uNAccdi. hxAT:;"; r^Lio^TT

The actual value of the tail-loads has no effect on the
,'2-itudinal stability of the airplane. The iiiportant element is the
1-load slope. V.ith increasing: anylo of attach t'le tail-loads on
B-24 airnlane increase in a positive (up) sonr^c, thus producing;

ater divinr mor.ients ; this variation is stable as shov/n in Fi ;. 2 3.

By

Checked

^^^tl^O'/

Approved iir
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San Diego. California

July 13, 1944
Model 32 Airplane Report No AgTO DoC. //32-109

STRUCTURAL CRITERIA FOR TAIL LOADS

The D-24 tail surfaces aro desi.r^ned for the loads arising
in four DrinciDal fli.p;ht conditions as follows:

1. Balancing loads at the four corners of tho V-g
dia.-^^ram, i.e. the design load factor at

(a) HifTh anf^le of attack (un tail load)
(b) Low ancle of attack (un tail load)
(c) Inverted flight, high an.-^le of attack (dov/n tail load)
(d) Inverted flig'.it, lovr angle of attack (do\m tail load)

2. 'ii-h sneed, one -":" flight \7ith a 30 ft/sec.
UD or dovvii gust. (Tail load ud or dov/n de-
nendiivg on direction of '--ust.)

3. , Pullout (tail load first dov;n and then ud).

4. Placard soeed ^.-ith flaas dov.Ti and 30 ft/sec.
gust (tail load dov;n).

The B-24 tail i? designed^ hy the critical ud and dov/n
tail loads. The tail loads for other designs may be in the
onnosite sense in so!ie cases defending on the desim conditions.

By
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Approved
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J

OKNKRAL QPPICKS . . SAN OICGO. CALIFORNIA

Aero UoBio #537
; ;// October 10, 1944

^'^
t )ly# T# P. Hall

Current nincl Tnim«i Tests on the a-Eyiglne fcx#outlv«
1/e-Gcalo FrQl4^im;ry Pottr-Ofr Ijodel at Galclt,

iol08«rei U) A^ro Doc. Uimc. 15*136 dated October 10, 1944.

'M^-

Thd attached, sheets shorn a susazwiry of
the te^ts to b€' eondnctod Rnd sketches of the various
fijlots to btj triad ir. oalecting the basic airplaive /
configurution,

111!

,^^

C. X« Blake

oc t Dev .Engr .Flia

p\ ( (coy ^ f" "^ ""''*

..i^--- v^- •>^/ . / 7 ,
..^J

.'nw.-. •-?-.. •>.'•• ij I Ji^K^-^
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

1 of 2

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices San Diego, California

Aero Doc. Misc. #138
October 10, 1944

Test Outline 2-Engine Executive

1/8 Scale Wind Tunnel Model

1. Strut tares and flow inclination determina-

tion-

a. Wing alone, NACA 44 and 63 section

wings.

b. Complete model using each wing.

2. Wing alone study: Selection of either the

NACA 44 or 63 section wing.

a. Tuft studies—stall hysteresis analysis.

3. Model build-up drag analysis.

4. Flow investigation near Wing - fuselage,

Wing-Nacelle and Fuselage-tail intersections. Tests

of necessary fillets to improve flow conditions will

be made.

5. Total head survey, wdth flaps extended and

retracted, to locate best tail position.

6. Longitudinal stability and control, elevator

effectiveness, flaps zero and fully deflected for final

selected wing and complete model including fillets

(and tail off).

7. Directional stability and control, rudder ef-

fectiveness for complete final configuration fla])s

0° (and tail off).

8. Stabilizer effectiveness using both wings.

9. Test of a larsrer dorsal fin.
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Defendants' Exhibit B~( Continued)

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

Page 1 of 4

Aero Doc. Misc. #142
November 3, 1944

Model Airplane Report No.

Comments on Stinson Report No. 1551

Series II Wind Tunnel Test of 1/5 Scale

Powered Model Single Engine Pusher Design

(Reference: MIT Report #651)
October 14, 1944

A study of the subject report indicates that,

despite the installation of the large leading-edge

slot, the stalling characteristics of the airplane re-

main unsatisfactory, especially with flaps deflected.

This is particularly borne out by the data plotted

in figure 14 of the subject report (figure A attached

to this Aero Document), which shows that even a

small deflection of the elevator causes a breakdown

of the airflow about the wing and a loss of lift of

ACL = —0.4. A typical satisfactory airplane is

shown, for comparison, in figure B. The airflow

conditions with flaps retracted are also unsatisfac-

tory as indicated by the following test material:

1) Figure 11 (page 19)—Most curves show

objectionable discontinuities in the static longi-

tudinal stability slopes.

2) Figure 13 (page 21)—The sharp varia-

tions of the rolling and ya\\ing moments, as

well as side forces, indicate asymmetric local

stall phenomena which would contribute to

make the stall of the airplane vicious and difli-
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

cult to control. A comparison with the char-

acteristics of the original model with the lead-

ing-edge fillet, shown in figure C, indicates a

deterioration in this respect.

3) Photograph on page 49—Despite the in-

stallation of the large slot, a distinct cross flow

appears between the fuselage and the tail

booms, indicating the existence of turbulent

separation at the wing-fuselage intersection.

Conclusion

:

The new model with the slotted inboard panel

shows no substantial and consistent improvement

over the optimum previous model configuration

with the leading-edge fillet which was not con-

sidered a satisfactory basis for further design and

construction work. The drag difference of .0010

between slot and leading-edge fillet is not represen-

tative of the actual drag difference between the

two modifications, because of the high surface drag

of the leading-edge fillet which consisted of a basic

w^ood structure and a large amount of plasticene.

By /s/ M. A. GARBELL.
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

Page 1 of 2

Aero. Doc. # TL-105

December 26, 1944

Model iVirplane Report No

Preliminary Proposal for a Scale Model of the

Two-Engine Tailless Airplane

The construction of a s<^ale model of the two-

engine tailless airplane, large enough to accom-

modate a pilot as well as a radio control and re-

corder, is proposed to obtain additional information

on the stability and control characteristics of the

tailless design at a scale which approximates more
fully that of the actual airplane. The model should

be tested in free flight and as a static wind-tunnel

model in the "full-scale 80' x 40' tunnel" at Moffett

Field.

It is proposed to use existing Navy radio equip-

ment if radio controlled flight testing is desired.

Model Characteristics

0.4 Scale—No Power

This model, geometrically similar to the full-scale

design, would yield valuable information on stall,

stability and control characteristics at a high Reyn-
olds number as well as the "feel" of the airplane,
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Defendants' Exhibit B—(Continued)

and would permit the investigation of the most

desirable path and hinge moments of flaps and con-

trol surfaces. It would also serve to study and de-

velop additional means of obtaining greater

directional stability at a minimum cost and risk.

General Data

Scale 0.4

Span 58.8 ft.

Wing Area 288 sq. ft.

Fuselage Diameter 41.6 in.

Gross Weight 1440 lb.

Type of Construction All wood

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

Page 2 of 2

Aero. Doc. #TL-105

December 26, 1944

Model Airplane Report No.

Estimate of Man Hours

Item Man Hours

Structural layout and design

4 men for 4 weeks 800

Structural analysis

1 man for 4 weeks 200

Shop time (mostly in model shop)

12 men for 10 weeks 6,000

Total 7,000



vs. Maurice A. Garbell, Inc. Ibl

Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

This number of man hours is equivalent to that

of two power-off wind-tunnel models of nmch
smaller scale.

Provisions should be made to incorporate fittings

for the balance of the Moffct Field "full-scale"

tunnel.

Any airplane of the 100-150 HP class will be

sufficient for towing this model.

Additional Consideration

If the power off tests give reliable and encourag-

ing data, it is suggested that the tests be extended

to include a dynamically similar 0.4 scale model
powered with two Lycoming 0-290 engines (130

BPH each which will simulate full take oif power).

This model would be suitable for complete wind
tunnel and flight tests and for presentation to the

trial boards of potential customers.

By /s/ M. A. GARBELL.
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Consolidated Vultee aircraft Corporation

Model.

Page 1 of 2
San Diego. California

AIRPLANE Report NO AerO. DOC • #11-106

December 26, 1944

In

TWO EKGIKE TAILLESS

Study of keans to Increase

Directional Stability

Theoretical ^studies show that Increased static directional
stability may be obtained by use of a horn balance or a lalrge leading
edge balance which will produce overbalance of the rudder in yaw.
The resulting anti-trail of the rudder will Increase the static direc-
tional stability as shown below.

Normal yawing moment
^urve slope. ^

Yawing moment curve
-^^op.e_ jviiii jtIltlr^&.U,.

The inherent fault of the above system is the hunting charac-
teristic for which no satisfactory corrective means has been deter-
mined.

The static directional stability may be increased also by
enlarging the wing tip surfaces; however, it does net appear feasible
to increase the area of these surfaces beyond 15>^ of the winr area
(Kote: Present two-engine tailless design has 12;.' surfaces).' The re-
sulting dCn would re only -.0008 with 1^/, surfaces as compared to the

present -.0006, This value is about one-half of the dCn for the PB4Y-'2and E-32

,

J
,
,0

17 3
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Approved
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Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

Page 2 of 2

Aero. Doc. #TL-106

December 26, 1944

Model Airplane Report No.

Two Engine Tailless

An effective increase in the directional stability

may be obtained by an increase in the directional

damping of the airplane. This may be accomplished

by connecting the rudder control permanently to the

yawing velocity channel of the automatic pilot. The
rudder will automatically counteract a tendency to

yaw by building up a restoring moment at a rate

equal to the magnitude of the disturbance. The
resulting effect will be to increase the directional

stability in the same manner as would be obtained

with greater fin area. It has been calculated that

this arrangement can be adjusted simply to give

a directional stability equivalent or possibly su-

perior to a dCn——.0018 which is representative of
d

current conventional airplane design. This arrange-

ment may be tried on a twin tail B-24 to determine
the degree to which the directional stability can be
improved.
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Defendants' Exhibit B— (Continued)

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego, California

Page 1 of 15

Model Airplane Report No.

Aero Doc. # Misc. 192

May 10, 1945

Report on

Conferences at Ames Aeronautical Laboratory

Moffett Field, California

May 4, 5, and 7, 1945

A series of conferences were held at the Ames
Aeronautical Laboratory, between representatives

of NACA and CVAC, on 4, 5 and 7 May 1945, to

discuss the forthcoming tests of the XB-46 design

in the Moffett Field wind tunnels and to exchange

opinions and ideas on certain aerodynamic high-

speed problems relating to this design.

NACA Representatives

D. H. AYood

C. W. Frick, T x 10'

R. Jackson, T x 10'

M. J. Hood, 16'

W. T. Hamilton, 16'

J. Allen

(Others were met in informal conversations)

CVAC Representatives

M. A. Grarbell, Development

G. L. Shue, Aerodynamics, San Diego

By /s/ M. A. GARBELL.
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SUllIARY OF SUBJECTS DlSCITS.qf-.n

"^'

liodel'^'
VVind-tunnel test of 0.075-Scale pov;er-on

II. 7' X 10' yind-tunnel Test of 0.3-Scale Semi-SpanHorizontal Tail. '
^i^^i

III, 16* Wind-tumel Ki-h-speed Test of 0.09-Scale
Power-off j.odel.

IV. \:ing Airfoils,

V. Tail Airfoils,

VI. Effects of Jets on Longitudinal Stability.

VII. Interference between Jets.

Til. Nacelles and ducts.

IX. Flush scoops.

X. Effect of Nacelles on Span-Load Distribution.

XI. Lateral Control.

KII. Dive Recovery Devices.

III. Canopy.

KIV. Photographs of Compressibility Shock Fronts.

XV. Effect of Wing and Tail Shock Fronts on Control
i'orces.

C/l. Airflov; Uirongb. the Boi.b Bay at iiich Speeds.

^"*
ai^^Pn^inf^^"^' f-

^''-^ Critic..! llach nm-.ber of three-uiiienslonal Bodies.

^'^*
^nr1"^^''^^^^''^^

""^ ^-^"^^ nenorandiui Reports for AaF

By
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San Oieoo. California

Model Airplane Report No AeTO DOC ^UlsO 192

1 . 7' X 10' Wlnd-Tunn&l Test of O^oy^-Scale Power-on
IIodeTT

1. The v/ind tiinnel v;ill be available for testing the
XB-46 model beginning 21 Ilay 1945*

2. NACA expects to start the test 2 v/eeks after arrival
of the model at Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
(Estimated 15 May 194-5).

3* The test Dcriod is expected to last for 3-4- weeks .

^* I^odel drawing s should be sent to HAGA at once,
for inspection and structural check

«

5« Jet unit should be sent to NACA at once, for bench
test alone and in conjunction v/ith rear-strut attach-
ments.

6. Use data at various yj ratios to obtain "pov;er-off"
and " Idling poT;er" •

7o Corainents on CVAC test prof^ram (Aero Doc. #109-114,
Revised May 1, 1945):

a-. Ref. I, A (Purpose): A ne\4 AAF Spec. C-l8l5a
is being distributed to replace Spec. C-I815.

b. Ref. I, D (Tests'), par. 1: Tab effectiveness
should not be included on this small model.

c. Ref. I, D (Tests), par. 5. Omit tl is test,
use cross-plots of hinge-moments instead.

8. NACA is fully equipped to take tuTt movies If
necessary.

9. Small lift and pitching noment tares with Jet-power-
on are anticipated (approx. 2 lb. AL and 0.5 ft.
lb. Am).

lOp Perfect alignment of all control- svirface hinges is
an absolute prepequisite to the attainment of good
hinge -moment data.

11. KACA recommends that the nacelles be painted in
the customary manner despite the fairly higJi
temperatures of the primary jet air.

By_.

Chicked.

A DDBnVFn
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-c • It was agreed that the tests be conr.ienced with
the KPormd board runs, power on and power off,
in order to determine tlie adequacy of the
horizontal tail and the behavior of the jet
close to the ground. Great inportance is
attributed to this phase of the test, the first
of its kind ever performed on a multi-jet design.

7' X 10
Horizonta

1.

/^Mnd-Tumicl Test of O.^-Scale Seni-^P^:n
tal Tail. ^-^

2,

This test is expected to start ap roxiniately 4
v/eeks after the start of the 0.075-scale model
test, and to last approximately 2 v;eeks.

Drawings should be completed and sent to the IJACA
Es soon as possible. 'Actual construction of the
model, however, shoi. Id await the results of the
ground-board test of the three-dimensional model.

3. The model must have steel spars in both the stabilizer
and elevator and must be designed for q. = 80 lb/ sa ft
(ultimate load factor 5). ^ / 4. <-•

4. T\vo alternate internally sealed nose balances (see ,

sketch below) shall be tested to provide means of
calculating the characteristics of any intermediate
balance

•

O^PS; .0^-^05 Ce (o^ff»^ i^fwH $ca*«)

1

I^ose balance scale consisting of dental
dam as enclosed here will be furnished
and installed by NACA, but CVAC must

By_

Checked.
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Page ^ Of l^

7H4

5.

6.

provide for ir.eans of installation . Tie seal gap
should be very small to avoid non-linear luLips
in the hinge-moment curve©

Balance cell nrer.F.urp.g shall be taken at four
span-v/ise stations.

External pressure tubes shall be taken on both
sides of the airfoil and shall extend as close
as possible to the trailing; edce.

Control tabs shall be aerodynanlcally balanced.
The MCA prefers to install their own hinge

ttpment strain gaces; CViiC, however, is
expected to install the electric leads from the
tab strain gace location to the elevator torque
tuDe and along the torque tube 6'enter line through
the wind-tunnel wall. ^

!• IJLJand-

t

unnel hij-h-speed tes t of 0.09 Scale power-off
i.Iode 1 ^^— =^

1. At present, the 16» high-speed tunnel is scheduled
for high-priority tests through 15 September 1945

.

2. The new suspension system consists of four tension-only struts to support the wing and one. ordinary
strujf for the tail support. ^'

3.

4.

m^
This new system eliminates local choking at
moderately high ^lach nmibers.

The wing cannot be supported without faired biunps
at the trunnions. " ""^"

rr!-^^^^?^^
rolling momenta are not accurately measured

Jvf^
this suspension system. High-speed vertical tailCharacteristics must be determined from pressure

distribution data in the Co-op tunnel^

Checked_

Approved ->/
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5c The t^Xl trvmr^lQp must be accessible both up and
down for tare runs v/ith the vertical tail off.

^» The principal problems arising in all tests in the
16

» high-speed tunnel are:

a^ buffeting and shaking of the models,
especially at high speeds.

b, a very large temperature range, affecting
the strain gage readings.

c. the ample range of o's.

7. Specifications for strain nages :

working stresses (with ultimate load factor 5)

Steel
Bending gages

Alo Allojf

1!

Torsion Gages

Sf = 32,000 Ib/sq.in

Sf = 17,000 Ib/sq.in

Sf = 12,000
lb/sq,in

I

Sf = 7,000
Ib/sq.in

All strain gages shoiad be supplied at least in
duplicate

8. I'linimum size of strain pa^es:

a. Bending gages Approximately constant-
stress beam (with straight
sides). Strain gages on
both sides forming the
opposite branches of the
bridge in order to minimize
temperatui-e effects.

b. Torsion gages:

1/8" diameter 1/2" length

By.
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Approved
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9- A2:.£-:lo indicator drives must have their ov/n link
systems not attached To the strsln ,g^.fc;es.
Temperature effects should be eliminated by
connecting all four branches, or by using selsyn
drives (for example, Kollsman #845-01)

o

10. All hinf^es must be perfectly aliened and nust be
built very sturdily to resist the considerable
shaking of all control surfaces at lar^^e deflections.
Control surfaces must be mass balanced.

11. Remote-control drives and position indicators should
be considered to replace manual positioning. The
desirability of the various remote controls is
expressed by the following order of priority:

1. elevator
2. rudder
3« ailerons (if possible)

Special note on elevator and rudder: One actuating
m.otor (for example, a Learavla actuator) located far
aliead Inthe fuselage (perhaps in the boub bay) to
avoid interference with the tail trunnion, may
alternately drive the elevator and the rudder merely
by sv/itching the driving links.

The tv/o elevator halves majr be controlled separately;
hinge moments may then be measured on one semi
elevator, v/hile the other semi elevator is used for
pressure distribution measurements.

All actuating mechanisms must be very rigid.

12. notes on pre ssure distribution measurements o

a. Approximately 150 tubes can be easily
aecoEunodated simultaneously (more if necessary).

^* ^Q^r wing pressure distribution stations should
suffice

.

c. All copper tubing must be annealed to avoid
cracking,

d. Schematic view of NACA type connection plugs:

I (? I

by_.
-r
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13. note on induction air flov; through nacelles:

No po\7Gred blovver is needed for vr up to t^nnroxi-
mately 0.8. Baffle j)later, should be provided
for loT/er inlet-velocity ratios.

14-. Notes on CVAC prelininary schedule:

a. Three stabilizer settings eve considered to
be fully adequate.

b. Gef.r hinge u^onients should be i.-ieasured with
the landing gear extended (it is also
suggested that an outside pressure distribu-
tion on the tires be run, if the Ic^nding gear
is to be extended at higri speed).

15. The stress analysis of the riodel should be based on
the follovjing design conditions: ,

<^ = 80c Ib/sq.ft.
Li in excess cf 0.85
r^ult = 5

This will necessitate an all steel wing (or similar
strong naterial). A complete flutter analysis will
be required by NACA. The two extreme solutions for
the design of the wing support trunnion are shovm in
the following sketch:

CrOOO Pdft FLuTriiTt '."Aji. i

0000 poa Ae«^.
"'/r^5^Ai''''
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16 <, For tare runs the wing must be supjorted as follows:

17.

The two thin tie-rods intended to restrain any

lateral motion of the model require fittings in

the wing approximately as follows:

L'C •H.|i
y.

._ 1 i LLi ^ /{^

^/6
TO P''«'

The NACA is eauipped to ta).e tuft movies . The

interference of the bumps at the strut-wing inter-

section, however, will reduce the significance of

any tuft studies greatly.

[V. Viinp, Airfoils

1, IJO serious objection against -the " straigh t- sided"

fairing of tie XI^-46 wing airfoils was voiced by

any r.ACA representative,

2, r;o inforu&tiun un the physical laws governing the

development of two connressibility shock fronts__ on

an airfoil in the deflected flap (aileron) is

avrilablc ,

3, NACA representatives have no kn'>v;ledge on o-timur.i

flr i) Kaps for tMn 6^' sections, A new liemo Report

Lofr.wl.ev on 66-216, a = 0.6, witb flaps, by

holtzclav;, sj.ow's an optimum cliordwise position of

the flc3P iL'Ji ahead of the physical wing trailing

By
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Approved
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edge (scine as out G^ Iclt test) but indicates
iLVzev ^i.i'A less cr'tilccl Cc.v, values. At hi =
:> X 10^ the BiiAer test s};ov.s the sai;e Ct,,.^
v;ith flops deflected for tl e follov.inc;
tv.o conf i,^;:iiratio]is:

Vo Tall airfoils

1. The following fairly recent report, not available
at CVAC, sliould yield the needed information:

Henry Jessen: The Lffect of Various Horizontal
Tails upon the High-Speed Longitudinal Control
of tlie P-51B Airplane from Wind Tunnel Tests.
IIACA Cl^li for AAF, 24- Jime 194-4

o

Also request preliminary data on a P-47 test with
spoilers on the horizontal stabilizer from the
Army.

2. It v;as agreed that a 64i - 010 or 64i - Oil should
replace the 66i - 010 airfoils on the :CB-46 tail
surfaces, in order to minimize t]ie* adverse
compressibility effects due to control surface
deflections and to reduce tlie sensitivity of the
tail surface airfoils to surface roughness. (it
may be necessary to i aintain higher-than-static
pressures inside the movable surfaces in order to
minimize hinge-moment troubles due to skin deflection.
K.A.G.)

3. No data on y due to control surface deflection are
available for t})e 64 airfoils. Sor.e information
may be gleaned fror- J. Allen's TR 637, Allen also
suggests that tl:ese increm.ents may be estimated from
the increments measured on the 661 - 010 airfoils by
using tlie followir g exprei.sion:

By^
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Approved . . ' _._i.i '
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This expression neglects the change due to difference
in airfoil thickness at the control surface hinge
line,

4. The 64 section may require raore 3io sc. balance than
the 66 section because of its sirialler T.L. Angle.

5. NACA recoFiinends ribbed construction on balance
shroud with balance nose notcheg to clear, thereby-
permitting greater deflections v;ith large balance
noses^

6. MCA reconriends tests with and 40>a balance , with
pressures taken in the balance cell.

!• Effect of Je ts on Lonf:ltudinal .St„ab_ility

1, NACA recommends use of the liethiOd by Squire and
Trounce

r

presented intheir report on "Round Jets
in a General Stream",

2, Our ov/n estimate of
h:

d Cm
due to tlie Jets = 0.08

d Cl
is found to be slightly conservative. Measured
values on similar models v/ere between 0.04 and 0.05.

I • Interference between Jets

1. Although no experimental data are available at
KACA, it is generally agreed that a parallel arrange
ment of t}.e let exhaust stacks

is preferable to the convergent arrangement.

By.

CHECKED-

Approved
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Nacelles cr.d Ducts ;

1, Attention of the NACA representatives was drawn
^ / to several incorrect assuriptions in the nacelle
/, designs of TShSE-^-l, such as 65-inch total

nacelle height for the 65-inch wheel, the
excessive width of the NACA nacelle., and the
retention of the cooling shroud ahead of the
turbine,

2. Jhe NACA has foimd that there is no need for
pressure relief doors in the c ir intalre ducts.
On the basis of previous experiraental data they
estimated an efficiency of 95/:' for our duct, even '

at stand-still. '

3* ^i^e NACA nacelle desl,?ns have shown good duct
characteristics with one unit inouerative

.

4. A report on tlie optimum lip sha^e is being released
Comments on the CVAC type nr^opliP forebody were ouite
favoraoie, except that the lip radii and the seoarator^
lip radius should be apiToximately doubled in order
to minimize angle of attack effects, and the effective
yawing angle existing during one-unit-inoperative
operation,

NACA representatives agreed v,arnly v/ith the CVaC air
intahe duct (Ref, Aero Doc, 109-115) and especially"
wit}] the conservttisn shown in the slow initial
expansion close to theMntare leading: edge where
separation due to high, angles of attack nay occur
most readily,

5. NACA recoi;:mends that vq introduce a rake of hypodermic
neeale tpUl-heed tubes at the locc^tion of the blower
to determine the rai- efficiency of the intake duct,
and another set at the Jet exit to r.i^.asure the total .

drag losses due to the power-nacelle when running
IDP's without ]^9wer.

6. The Cleveland Laboratory is testing various let
exhaust shapes. —

,1
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IX. Flush Scoops

1. An NACA report on flush scoops is bcinc v;riiten:
release is expected \;ithin approxini&tely j inonths.

An iBiportcnt feature of efficient subr.ierced (or
flush) scoops appears to be the "gutter".

,J-

.C^tu^L^

Xo Effect of -Nacelles on Span Load PAsJ^lA^u^ion*

1. NACA has observed a shift in zero lift an^le of 1°
on the two-dimensional section panels vith^ nacelles,
i.e. less than our II.I.T. and Galcit values. Our
attempts to reduce this undesirable effect by
cambering the nacelles are believed to be steps in
the right direction.

2. NACA succcsts that we measure pressure on lower
. flanks of nacelles and fuselage to detect mutual

cor pressibility and interference effects.

I. Lateral Control

No nev; data available pending the release of generalized
NACA wind tunnel data.

I. Dive Recovery Devices

1. No recently released reports exist (see item XI).

2. A P-80a pulled to C^ = 0.7 at M = 0.85 without usir^
any dive recovery devices. by

Checked.

AppRovFn *> ^
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II • Canopy

1. no canoIri^-vnT£^^ of conpreL^sibility rJ.ockfronts IS expected in the design range of flvine
speeds because of tiie favorable sbape of the" canopyand Its great distar.ce from the v/ing.

^^' P^'Oto,<:rarhs cf Compressibility Sliock Fronts,

1- P>^enor::e.na observed at CYaC are probably condensation

^"^ £.".51 ^'p'-^^^t riovies at Wright Field were riade byFarsoni.^ Condensation fronts appear there too.oaltech nas a print of tJie liovie

.

:Vo yTects_of Win^ and TalJ^^Shock Fronts on Control Forces ,

1- "V|lkin̂ " of tail controls on P-51 and P-80 resultseither fron irregular chordwise motion of the shockfronts over the control surface or from the variations
^hno^T'-'t-

^^^ ^^ ^^'^ ''^^'^ resulting from analogousshock-front noveinents over the wing (M near 0.80).

2. " BuzzinfJ * of ailerons (an. rox. 200 to 400 cycles per
n ?c.hf''f^.^^'' ^^^o2

°^served on the P-80a airplane inflight at h = 0.76. (Previous 16 » v;ind tunnel
observations had indicated a frequency of 20 cyclesper sec.) ^ ^ j^ -u^o

I. Air Flow through the Bomb Bay »t Hip:}i Speeds ,

''''

v.t^L^'^l^n^^^.^^^t^J^ develop several satisfactory
tit^

at lo^ Ji, before spending high-speed tunneltime on further developments

«

2. Mr. Allen has heaCd from Boeing representatives thatsome serious trouble .<. have been encountered on the^^ with bombs tumbling and colliding when released
.,^J^}^^

at high speed. Ke has seen the newsreels
^^^l, ^l ^^^ Boeing engineers and believes the

rni^i^l?]"^ ^2 ^^ ^^^y ^^^^^ ^^* ^o^s niDt know whatcorrective steps Boeing has .imdertaken.

By

Checked.
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.
^e nni^atiOA o^^^^ Ijunbersof Three-piLiensional Bodies .

-^^i^^e

1. In vie;v of the leek of a satisfactory cor..pressibilitvtheory for t^ree^._dirierLs.i^ Illcn su ccststiiat the critical I.:ach number of a t) rep-dJmensionn?body be estimated fror. an increment onllhalf of ?heGlauert increment, i.Co

^^^3
= C

^ 2 \jl^ I?
a

I. 43Leil^bJiitX.ctf_.NAC^..J^LrioraM

^/^'-''^Y^''^ '^''^^' oftentires, reno^ Reports for the
^, ;

;
" SyAe£ t.re not irsucd to cvlc nor ..relTelr titles

r orts tl.^/""'^" '-^^ ^^^^^ °^ reports; that such
^nr^fjf' '^'•^'V^r' ''re readily released to CV..C if a

rcLs 5^/f.?Hf^?' ^r"'^^ °" ir,formtion obtained "by d-vio„s..C...1.S, is r/sdo to The Arr,!y or Uavy respectively.
"•^^°"-

I'ACA repre-entatives f re aware of tiii- n j tn-it-i,,n - nH

rr.T°
'""^na^d ti.at CV;.C contact i.ajor oay Auv.erter (y.rny-

'V.',n p; r^' '-'^ '^'^"'^ *-'«^ *"° a-encies : ai e a li'^t of
released! *' ^"^'^^^^^ ^° CVAC as soon as t:.; roporfs are

By

Chf -^fp

Admitted November ZZ, 1950. !
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT D

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices—San Diego, California

Page 1 of 14

December 5, 1944

Effective Control of Stalling Characteristics

of Highly Tapered and Swept-Back Wings

By Maurice A. Garbell

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

Sunuuary

A tested new method of airfoil selection con-

ceived :

To assist the designer in overcoming present

hazardous stalling tendencies on highly tapered and
swept-back wings:

To control stall at inception and through pro-

gression.

This practicable method eliminates high drag-

penalties and other undesirable characteristics which
develop with large washout and highly cambered
wing tips when employing two controlled sections.

Three controlled sections, one located at the wing
root, another at a midspan station, and the third

at the wing tip, are connected by straight lines. The
principal parameters affecting the maximum section

lift coefficient, viz.: the section thickness ratio and
camber are chosen to satisfy the section lift co-

efficients required by the computed span load dis-

tribution at the Reynolds numbers of the three span-

wise control stations.
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Tlie resulting spanwise distribution of maximum

lift coefficients permits the designer to exercise close

control over the progression of the stall from its

inception, and thus reduce washout and camber

variation to a minimum. This method also achieves

a favorable distribution of critical section Mach

niunbers along the span. A small but appreciable

increase in maximum wing lift coefficients is also

obtained.

Page 2 of 14

Reasons for the Study

The need to overcome hazardous stalling char-

acteristics of highly tapered and swept-back wings

has given rise to the present study.

An investigation of the fundamental reasons for

these unsatisfactory stalling tendencies reveals that

the planform taper of the wing creates two un-

favorable effects on the stalling characteristics:

1. The highly tapered planform leads to a de-

viation from the elliptical span-load distribution in

the direction of higher loads at the wing tips for a

given wing lift coefficient. Sweep back accentuates

this phenomenon. (Fig. 1).

2. The decrease of chord length from the root to

the tip reduces the Reynolds number and hence the

maximum lift coefficient attainable for a given air-

foil.

These two unfavorable developments have been

universally counteracted by two measures

:

1. Aerodynamic washout, that is, washout of the
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zero lift angles, produced by twisting the tip chord

with respect to the root chord.

2. The employment of a more highly cambered
airfoil at the wing tip than at the wing root.

For manufacturing simplicity the corresponding

airfoil stations of the root and tip sections are cus-

tomarily connected by straight lines. The resulting

spanwise variation of aerodynamic washout, camber,

Page 3 of 14

and thickness ratio is hyperbolic inasmuch as they
vary as

„^ a -\- bx

c -|- dx
Where

:
a, b, c, and d are constants depending upon

wing geometry x is the spanwise station y is the

variable to be determined (aerodynamic washout,
camber, and thickness ratio respectively).

Typical spanwise variations are shown in Fig-
ure 2.

The principal effect of washout consists of a re-

duction in the loads at the wing tip and an increase
of loads inboard, as shown in Figure 3. The result-

ant improvement in the stalling characteristics,

however, is gained at a penalty in induced drag
through the prevalance of positive and negative
basic lift over the wing span at zero wing lift

(Reference 1).

Washout does not change the section maximum-
lift coefficients attainable at the various spanwise
stations.

Camber and thickness variations do not affect the
spanload distribution (if their slight influence on the
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section lift-curve slopes is disregarded), but modify

tlie spanwise distribution of the maximum attainable

section lift coefficients.

The -straight-line variation of airfoil chord also

results in a linear decrease of the Reynolds number

from wing root to tip. A nearly linear reduction

of section maximum lift coefficients along the span,

for a given airfoil section, ensues consequently from

the typical maximum lift variation with Reynolds

number shown in Figure 4.

A typical spanwise variation in section maximum
lift coefficient resulting from the linear fairing of a

wing root section and a more highly cambered wing-

tip section is portrayed in Figure 5. It is evident

Page 4 of 14

that the line of maximum lift coefficients is concave

upward and may even have intermediate stations

below the two extremes, because the favorable effect

of camber ( and thickness) following a hyperbolic

law is insufficient to compensate for the unfavorable

effect of the linearly disminishing Reynolds num-
ber.

As a rule the resulting stall pattern is unsatis-

factory for any but the lowest taper ratios and may
become critical for taper ratios in excess of 3:1 (see

Fig. 5). The stall inception close to the wing tip

and the comparatively slow progression of the stall

farther inboard produce the most undesirable type

of stall, with little or no warning, violent rolling

moments, and neutral or unstable pitching moments
through the stall.
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Any attempt to improve these stalling character-

istics by flattening the actual span-load distribu-

tion through aerodynamic washout, or raising the

curve of the available maximum lift coefficients

near the wing tips through adequate amounts of

mean-hne camber, or by both of these measures, in-

troduces a large drag penalty. In addition, the span-

load distribution at the high lift coefficients and
Mach numbers occurring during pullouts and steep

turns is greatly disturbed by a large spanwise varia-

tion of camber. The peak pressure coefficients at

high section Hft coefficients increase more rapidly

over the sections with small camber than over those

with large camber, and result in a premature shock

stall at the inboard sections, followed by an out-

board shift of the air load and a consequent increase

in the wing bending moment.

The aforementioned inadequacy of the linearly

tapered wing with two controlled sections has led

to the development of wings with three controlled

sections to permit the designer to obtain the desired

Page 5 of 14

stall inception and progression with a minimum of

washout and camber variation.

Definition of Desirable Stalling Characteristics

From the pilot's viewpoint a desirable stall is pre-
ceded by a gentle but reliable warning in the form
of a mild tail shake some 5-10 mph above stalling

speed. The stall should be free from sudden roll,

aileron snatch, or severe premature tail buffeting
and should be accompanied by a rapid negative
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increase of the static longitudinal stability deriva-

tive, dCm/dCL.

In order to achieve these desirable characteristics

it is advocated that stall separation should start

approximately at mid-span, outboard of the hori-

zontal tail (to prevent premature tail shake), and

should spread, fairly evenly, inboard and outboard,

(Fig. 6). The tail shake then coincides with a

ready decrease in the lift-curve slope and the ap-

proach to the actual lift-curve peak. The rapid yet

gradual spanwise spread of the separated area,

simultaneously, prevents the formation of a deep

local stall in a chordwise or vertical sense at any

section ; steep spanmse pressure gradients and hence

spanwise cross flow are thereby effectively pre-

vented.

The inboard expansion of the stalled area, aside

from producing the desired stall warning, will re-

duce the downwash at the tail; the increased static

longitudinal stability and lowered trim CL provide

the nose-down pitching moment which is required

for prompt recovery after the stall.

Page 6 of 14

Stall Characteristics of AA^ings with Three Con-

trolled Sections ("tri-section wing")

The subject method is based on the use of three

controlled sections, at the wing root, another at a

mid-span station, and the third at the wing tip, with

straight lines connecting the corresponding coordi-

nates.
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By judicious selection of the camber and thickness

ratios of the three controlled sections it becomes

possible to obtain spanwise distributions of maxi-

mirni section lift coefficients similar to that shown
in Figure 7. A comparison of the spanwise dis-

tributions of actual and maximum attainable sec-

tion lift coefficients discloses that the previously

postulated requirement of a midspan stall progress-

ing evenly inboard and outboard is met.

A convenient procedure for the selection of the

most appropriate parameters (camber and thickness

ratio) for the three controlled sections is based on
the fundamental information of the variation of

maximum lift and zero-lift angle with camber, thick-

ness ratio, and Reynolds number for a given airfoil,

required for the respectively selected airfoil family.

A preliminary selection of the three controlled

airfoil sections is undertaken, mainly on the basis

of past experience. The camber and thickness ratios

of several intermediate stations are then determined
and the variation of CL max. vs. Reynolds number
is plotted for these representative airfoil sections

(Fig. 8). Assuming the approximate airspeed at

which the stall is expected, the Reynolds numbers of
the various spanwise stations are computed and
plotted on the CL max. vs. Reynolds Number graph.

Page 7 of 14

The resulting curve of maximum lift coefficients

is then transferred to the graph of CL max. versus
span. If the resulting relation between the CL
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max. available curve and the spanload distribution

is not satisfactory, minor adjustments of the camber,

thickness ratios, and the washout will modify the

two spanwise distributions until the desired result

is obtained.

The variation between maximum lift coefficients

and thickness ratio shows a certain peculiarity which

can be employed to good advantage. Most airfoil

families reach their absolutely highest CL max. at

a thickness ratio between 12 and 16 per cent. Thick-

ness ratios greater or lesser than the optimum value

result in lower maximum lift coefficients. Conse-

quently, if a thickness lesser than optimum is used

for the wing tip, where the load is greatly reduced

from its peak value, the optimum airfoil thickness

can be located at the spanwise station a small dis-

tance inboard of the wing tip where the highest

load is reached (Fig. 9).

Wind Tunnel Testing for Stalling Characteristics

Wind-tunnel testing on small-scale models for

the prediction of the full-scale stalling characteris-

tics is generally not entirely satisfactory be-cause it

is extremely difficult to reproduce the full-scale Rey-

nolds number without exceeding the full-scale Mach

number. This is particularly disconcerting when

testing in small, atmospheric tunnels during the

preliminary-design stage of a new-type aircraft, at

which phase accurate data for the estimation of the

full-scale stalling characteristics are most urgently

required.

I
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Some assistance, at least, on this perplexing prob-

lem can be gained from the CL max. vs. Reynolds

Number graph, where model Reynolds numbers are

used instead of full-scale values.

No general rule on the comparative character of

the stalling characteristics at model and full-scale

can be advanced but it is recommended that a pre-

diction of the model stalling characteristics be

made prior to the wind-tunnel test not only to test

the accuracy of the method, but also to uncover the

existence of any unforseen interference factors

on the stall characteristics.

Page 9 of 14

Conclusion

The adoption of a third controlled airfoil section

near mid-span permits the attainment of any desired

stall characteristics by eliminating the localized deep

stalls over the outboard panels.

A desirable apportionment of spanwise lift dis-

tribution at relatively high lifts and Mach numbers
can be determined for given stall characteristics,

because a satisfactory stall can be obtained with a

smaller spanwise variation of camber.

The method has been successfully tested on wings

with taper ratios up to 4:1 and leading edge sweep-

backs up to 15°. Because of military restrictions

the visual demonstration of stall characteristics on

a wind-tunnel model must be limited to photographs

of a non-confidential research wing with taper ratio

3:1 which is, however, fully representative of wings
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with higher taper ratios and greater sweepback. The

airfoils used are NACA 2518, 3515 and 4512, re-

spectively (Ref. 2). No aerodynamic washout is

incorporated. A theoretical comparison of the stall-

ing characteristics of this wing and a wing with

straight line fairing between a 2518 root airfoil and

a 4512 tip airfoil (no aerodynamic washout) is

shown in Figure 10. It is of significance that the

stall of the "tri-section wing" begins at a wing lift

coefficient of 1.5 against a stalling lift coefficient of

1.4 in a conventional straight-line faired two-section

wing. Photographs 1 to 5 substantiate the con-

currence of estimated and experimentally obtained

characteristics of the "tri-section wing."
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT E

Consolidated Viiltee Aircraft Corporation

General Offices, San Diego, California

19 December, 1944

Mr. D. A. Hall

Mr. M. A. Garbell

Disclosure of Method of Effective Control of

Stalling Characteristics of Highly Tapered and

Swept-Back Wings.

Enclosed is a copy of my paper on "Effective

Control of Stalling Characteristics of Highly

Tapered and Swept-Back Wings" for your infor-

mation and file.

Please consider this paper an official disclosure

of invention. I shall be glad to complete the dis-

closure with any additional material that may be

requested by you.

M. A. GARBELL.

[Stamped]: Patent Dept., Dec. 20, 1944. Con-

solidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation.

MAG :1m

Admitted November 22, 1950.
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT F

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

San Diego Division, San Diego, California

January 8, 1945

Dr. Maurice A. Garbell

R. Evers

Your Disclosure on Stall Characteristics on Vari-

able Section Wings

(a) D. A. Hall verbal request Jan. 1, 1945

It lias been brought to our attention that some

additional information would be desirable to further

clarify your subject disclosure.

Mr. D. A. Hall has requested that, if available,

the following data be sent to him:

(a) Curve showing reduction of drag co-

efficient (Cd) by your method over the conven-

tional design.

(b) A tabulation of symbols used in the

disclosure.

(c) Copies of N.A.C.A. references.

Mr. Hall should also be advised if you have re-

ceived the information you requested from Vultee

Field.

R. EVERS.
RE :mh

cc: R. Evers

Dev. Engr. File

Admitted November 24, 1950.
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT G

District Court of the United States, Southern

District of California, Central Division

Civil Action No. 10930-Y

MAURICE A. GARBELL, INC., a California

Corporation, and GARBELL RESEARCH
FOUNDATION, a California Corporation,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT COR-

PORATION, a Delaware Corporation, and

AMERICAN AIR LINES, INC., a Delaware

Corporation,

Defendants.

STIPULATION #11

It is hereby stipulated subject to proof of error

that the appended ^'Exhibit 125" is a reproduction

of pages 8 and 9 of Volume 8 of a printed publica-

tion "L'Aquilone" containing an article entitled

"Tre nuovi veleggiatori italiani per il 1938" pub-

lished and issued by Editorial Aeronautica in Rome,

Italy, in the year 1938, and that ''Exhibit 125a" is

a translation of said article (subject to correction

if any error is contained therein), and that said

"Exhibit 125" may be used in evidence with the

same force and effect as an original, subject to any
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objection which may be made thereto as irrelevant

or immaterial when offered in evidence, viz.;

LYON & LYON,
/s/ FREDERICK W. LYON,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

/s/ ROBERT B. WATTS,
/s/ FRED GERLACH,

Attorneys for Defendants.

Exhibit 125a

From L'Aquilone, Jan. 16, 1938, pp. 8 & 9

Translation from : Italian WB :GS

Three New Italian Soaring Gliders for 1938

The great advance which has recently been experi-

enced by Italian gliding in the 15th Year of the

Fascist Regime, as a result of the interest shown

by the executives of the R.U.N.A., has placed the

problem of soaring gliders on the agenda. In

Asiago, we saw Italian planes which had been con-

structed or else designed at least 3 to 4 years ago,

as well as the German soaring gliders })rought from

Cattaneo, namely the "Condor I" and the "Hutter"

17, which no longer represent the last word in the

construction of gliders.

This situation was well understood by the Gliding

Research and Experimental Center of the Royal

Polytechnicum and the G.U.F. of Milan and also

by the Societa Aeronautica Lombarda which, as is

well-known, has up to now^ supplied almost all the
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gliders to the motor-less flight schools of the Party.

Between the two organizations, the one of a scien-

tific technical nature and the other of a manufac-

turing nature, a fruitful agreement has been

entered into in accordance with which the S.A.L.

will greatly assist the Center in the construction

of its two models, while the latter agreed to grant

licenses for mass production.

In accordance with this agreement, which shows

a characteristically Fascistic spirit of cooperation,

and for the purpose of finally giving Italy the

models which the ability of the Italian pilots merits,

there were rapidly l^rought out the three models

which were to represent the three classical cate-

gories of the high-gliding school, namely the per-

formance-type glider, the secondary-type glider and

the primary-type glider. There should be mentioned

the extremely short time of construction: The

"Pinguino GP. 1," a high-class soaring glider, was

designed and constructed in 150 work days (during

the Asiago rally, the work was interrupted due to

the absence of the designers) ; the ^'Alcione BS 28"

and the "Asiago GP 2" Avere both i^orn in 100 days,

counting from the first rough sketch to the flight

test.

"L'Aquilone" has already related ("The Birth

of the Pinguino" and "At the Salon") the story

of the construction of the Pinguino and of the

"Asiago" and there will now be described briefly

(as we ourselves have seen it) the testing of the 3

planes. We now have a clear idea as to how these
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3 planes are made, how they were born and how

they will be used.

Let us follow the chronological order of the crea-

tion of the 3 planes; first of all, the "Pinguino GP
1," which did not see the light of day in the sub-

terranean darkness of the Milan Polytechnicum.

The "Pinguino G. P. 1"

The external lines of the "Pinguino" are those

characteristic of M central wing soaring gliders

C'Rhonsperber," "Tulak," etc.). The main techni-

cal specifications are:

Wing span 13.30 meters

Length 6.50 ''

Wing surface 15.20 m2

Aspect ratio 15

Deadweight 170 kgs.

Useful load 80

Total weight 250

Wing loading 15.2 kg/m2

Coefficient of strength 9

Minimum velocity of descent in

m/sec 0.69

Gliding angle 1 :25.3

The wing is completely of the cantilever type.

The plan of the wing is rectilinear in the central

portion and tapers towards the tip. In the central

portion, the dihedral of which is 6°, there has been

used the Gottinga G 535 profile which is constant

up to the bend. At the tip, however, the N.A.C.A.

23012 profile is used. The course of the profile in
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the tapered part of the wing is gradual and linear.

The geometrical warping (i.e., of the reference

chords) of the two airfoils is 0, but in view of the

difference ]:)etween the conventional reference chords

in the Gottinga and N.A.C.A. systems, the aero-

dynamic warping attains a value of about 3°. In

the first three ribs at the root of the wing, the G. 535

profile is not, however, maintained constant, but

passes with a parabolic course into an ideal

N.A.C.A. 0015 profile which, as is well known, is

symmetrical. The connection between wing and

fuselage is effected almost automatically, which

greatly improves the lift distribution on the wing

in the vicinity of the fuselage.

The wing is of the monospar type, with a small

false rear spar. The main spar is of the box type,

consisting of upper and lower cap-strips connected

with each other by means of the two plywood side

walls. The cap-strips are of spruce plywood, that

is to say they consist of many strips of a height of

about 1 cm. which are glued together. In this man-
ner, the spar is not only much stronger than a spar

made of a single piece, but it is also possible to

construct the spar without connection to the bend

of the M since the use of glued plywood does away
with the internal stresses coming from the ])ending

of the individual strips.

The leading edge contributes greatly to the re-

sistance, withstanding practically all the torsional

forces. It is therefore covered with birch plywood
of a thickness of 10/10, 15/10 and 20/10 mm. Need-
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less to say, all the i)lywood used is first-quality

wood, ai)X)roYed ]:)y the G.A. In order to maintain

the form of the torque tube which is the leading

edge, false ribs are interspersed between the ribs,

the 30 cm. distance between which appeared exces-

sive for this purpose. All of the ribs are of domestic

poplar of first-class quality, having normal panel-

work and reinforced with plywood gussets of a

thickness of 10/10.

The aileron is of a single piece controlled by two

levers, but at the present time it has been divided

into two parts of differential action in order further

to increase the efficiency. The transverse control has

a differential of about 1:2.5 and therefore one

aileron rises about 2.5 times more than the other

is lowered. As a matter of fact, it is known that

in order to obtain equal values of increase or de-

crease of lift, the aileron must have a greater travel

upward than downward. Furthermore, an excessive

lowering of the aileron is harmful in that the lower-

ing, in addition to increasing the lift of the wing,

also increases the resistance to forward motion. If,

for example, we give "contrary ailerons" while

banking, for the purpose of straightening the

ailerons, there takes place a braking of the inner

wing and therefore an action which tends to main-

tain the plane in the bank. This entire reasoning

has brought about the idea of applying differential

control to the ailerons.

The transmission of the torsional forces from the

leading edge to the fuselage occurs along the diag-
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onal which transmits them to the rear connection

of the wing to the fuselage. The metal connections

are of carl)on and chrome molybdenum steel and

the pins are of chrome molybdenum steel.

It is already known that on each pin there acts

about 19,200 kgs. compression or tension, which

justifies the use of steel of the highest strength.

On the upper surface of the wing, there is located

a CW type flap of 600 sq. cm. surface. The pur-

pose of this flap is to increase the velocity of descent

from 0.70 to about 2 meters per second and to

change the gliding angle to about 1:10. The flap

consists of a duraliuninum plate set normally to the

upper surface of the wing. By means of a simple

mechanism consisting of a few curved levers, a

cable and 7 rollers, the movement of the flaps is

controlled by a lever located beneath the instrument

board. It suffices for the pilot to pull this lever in

order to elevate the two flaps. Two torsion springs

return the flaps into the rest position as soon as the

pulling on the lever ceases. The CW flaps have

proven extremely efficient right from the first flight.

The progress realized, as compared with the old

Jacobs flaps which adhered to the wing along an

edge, is remarkable. The disturbing effect is con-

siderably greater but at the same time more regular.

In no case was there noticed any vibration or

shaking of the tail, which is so troublesome in other

gliders. The efficiency of the CW flap is of course

not as great as that of the double split flaps of the

Jacobs type, which however cost much more on
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account of the greater mechanical complication. In

any event, the results obtained up to the present

time are very encouraging.

The fuselage is of ovoid section generated by cir-

cular arcs. While in the rear part of the fuselage,

there are three circular arcs, leaving one sharp edge

below; in the rear part, the shape consists of four

connected arcs. With a somewhat simpler design,

there is thus obtained an excellent section. The

sharp angle keel which is present in the rear part

of the fuselage has an important stabilizing action,

especially during sustained flight. As a matter of

fact, it retards and hampers the side slip.

The fuselage consists of six spars and twenty

frames. However, the main purpose of these mem-

bers is to maintain the shape of the fuselage intact

inasmuch as the resisting member is constituted by

the plywood covering. We thus have a monocoque

structure.

The elevator consists of a fixed plane entirely of

the cantilever type connected to the fuselage by

means of four bolts and a movable unbalanced

plane. The control of the latter is effected by means

of a lever on the inside. Not even the rudder is

aerodynamically compensated.

The cockpit is very commodious. The adjustable

seat perfectly fits the shape of the human body.

The pedals consist of two wooden pedals hinged at

the bottom. The cowling is completely transparent

and offers optimum visibility in all directions, even

rearward.
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A normal ash skid covered with a thin strip of

sheet steel and made resilient by rubber absorbers,

absords the landing shocks. The tail skid consists

of a strip of duraluminum sheet metal below the

rear nose.

In the next issue, we shall publish the description

of one of the other two soaring gliders.

Translation of Captions

(A) These three photographs show the "Pin-

guino" just after assembly, top view; in the center

there is shown the statical testing of the wing, and

at the bottom there is shown the glider in flight.

(B) A view of the frame of the fuselage of the

^'Pinguino" during construction.

(C) The frame of the right half-wing of the
'

' Pinguino.
'

'

Admitted November 22, 1950.
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CONSOLIDATED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION— Son Diego, Colifornio

Employment Division
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1 ..

Rate 2 ..

3 ..
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•-
A •* Date .1.......

^rv ^i
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^ *
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A M
P M
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1-61-1082

(17?. SL) 162.40 B".;

TO

162.40 B".;
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GRADE AND
CODE NUMBER

iKJneer A 7 5^1

Order ;'35

INTER-DE»»T.
I—1 RECORD

TRANSFER I—I COHnECTION D

WAGE REVIEW

APpnovco

•^pnoyito--

rOKM I03»A

OBTAimtCNT TO

c^ ACCOUNTING

AOf>-

APPROveo'^v^l^^l^
>»^il«?HI3

t^r
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MAMS'"*"" KFFECTIVC ^

OAT. 'i'l'LL »

•AN OICOO DIVISION

Mi^

DEFAimiENT
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Sa£&£U.
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Sane
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RATE ami\ 2I.7>50 3M rSF l8t

^' JJ^'^ I

"^ Qroup Engineer 1160
COOK NUMBUI TO SEOie

267 > 50 ^ FST l3t
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•H>rr
CHAN<

FBMALBl PUU.
Tua

a
TUa TIMB I
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'iNTIR-DtFT. r—

I

TRANSFCR LJ
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RECOm> (—1
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I

iDzfess^ f9^'
^CCOUNTINO
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•AT« isauso

12-21-44
A.M

P.M

£r:^^y,' 379745
DAT! BrrBcnvB 2-1-46

S5^
rlUTE i SHiny^

FROM Hr^i^ i»i»ak to

DeT. Sngr, 661-1- Sam#
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COOK NUMBER

(267>$0)267*50Sil rSPlstl(28$,)285* at ^3P 1st
_ —

ri_

MINOR {)

FROM

TO°"aA^ "̂j^^jym.t\^^2t>jj

PItiConL

•IGNEQ

WAGE REVIEW \fi'^*i^Mt^yf*f

roAM ia»*eA ACCOUNTING DBPT. COPY
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»PORATION

•r '-rf-ysj^ff^'-^iruJF.-MPLOYEE'S status
»AN. OirOO. CAl IF

Garbell, Maurice A
EFFECTIVE

DATEll-lrAi_
A M.
P M

DEPARTMENT

Clock Numbcm

RATE a SHIFT
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1-61-1082
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GRADE AND
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162^40 BW
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TO Design Engineer 7610

TO

•Seoae

1-6L-155

REASON:

RATE
CHANGE

Merit Increase NO RED BADGE

D INTER-OEPT. I—I RECORD
TRANSFER I—I CORRECTION D

SIGNED-
CCPARTMCNT TO

LL^^<=d:^!^^^,fr1%

ACCOlWri'O '43 ADD
ADO : _ . /O .
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Garbell, M.A.
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EFFECTIVE 3.16-/^
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FSP 1st
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GRADE AND
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Same
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FROM Aerody. Engr. A,
TO Group Englne.gr li6u

JTMAliM WMAiJl PI

21il
PULIi I PART I ADULT
TIMB miB

fcHNen-

CHANai LJ X-^ANOE ^J CHANOB

SIGNED \n^\jy^i.QOi/% ^ |^__ „,f,

4

INTER-DEPT. r-| RECORD f—l
TRANSFER L—I CORRECTION LJ

OtFARTMtNT FRO!

WAGE REVIEW irANAOEMENT

AFH^Qvi

- -- Z^^^^-JaUi^:
ACCOUNTING DEPT. COI^

ACCOUNTINO muti

l£^H
I I S

A^dmitted November 22, 1950.
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT K
Contract No. W 535 ac-24664

(6731)

Contract

(Supplies)

MW:RH
ANMB Preference AA-1 & A-l-A

Allocation Classification System Symbols : USA-1.00

War Department

(Department)

Vultee Aircraft, Inc.

(Contractor)

Contract for 400 A-35B Airplanes, Static Test

Airplane, Spare Parts and Data. Amount, $34,-

034,840.00.

Place : Army Air Forces, Materiel Center, Wright

Field, Dayton, Ohio.

The Finance Officer, U. S. Army, Wright Field,

Dayton, Ohio, is designated as the officer to make
payments in accordance with this contract. The sup-

plies and services to be obtained by this instrument

are authorized by, are for the purpose set forth in,

and are chargeable to the Procurement Authorities

listed hereon, the available balances of which are

sufficient to cover the cost of the same.

AC 2312

P 12-09

A 0705-23 . . . .$24,339,000.00 Class. 01-A

AC 2382

P 82-09

A 0705-23 .... 9,695,840.00 01-Q

$34,034,840.00 AAF Stock No. 0103
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AFP: 194465

This contract suj^ersedes Letter Contract Special

Form dated January 16, 1942.

Approval recommended: September 22, 1942.

/s/ O. P. ECHOLS,
Major Gen., U.S.A., Commanding General, Materiel

Command.

Approved: Sep. 22, 1942.

By direction of the Secretary of War, under the

provisions of the First War Powers Act, 1941, and

Executive Order No. 9001, December 27, 1941.

/s/ PHILLIPS W. SMITH,
Col., A.U.S., Special Representative of the Under

Secretary of AYar.

Article 51

Approval.—This contract shall be subject to the

written approval of the Secretary of War or such

individual as said Secretary may designate and shall

not be binding until so approved. The date of such

approval shall be deemed to be the true date for the

purpose of determining all times of performance.

Article 52

Alterations.—The following changes were made in

this contract before it was signed by the parties

hereto : Articles 15, 15A, 16, 16A, 17 to 52, inclusive,

on pages 4a, 4a-l, 4a-2, 4a-3, 4a-4, 4a-5, 4b to 4n,

4n-l, 4n-2, 4n-3, 4n-4, 4n-5, 4o to 4s, inclusive, added,

all as approved by the Director of the Bureau of
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the Budget and/or the Under Secretary of War.

The letter " (a) " inserted after the heading "Taxes"

in the first line of Article 29 and paragraph (b)

added thereto.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have

executed this contract as of the day and year first

above written.

THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

By /s/ JOSEPH E. DERHAM,
Lt. Colonel, Air Corps, Con-

tracting Officer, U. S. Army.

VULTEE AIRCRAFT, INC.,

Contractor,

By /s/ y. C. SCHORLEMMER,
Vice-Pres.,

Downey, California.

(Business address)

Two witnesses

:

/s/ GLORIA WEAVER,
/s/ BETTY BROTHER.

I, T. C. Sullivan, certify that I am the Secretary

of the corporation named as contractor herein ; that

V. C. Schorlemmer, who signed this contract on

l)ehalf of the contractor, was then Vice President

of said corfjoration ; that said contract was duly

signed for and in ])ehalf of said corporation by
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authority of its governing l)ody, and is within the

scope of its corporate powers.

[Corporate Seal]

/s/ T. C. SULLIVAN.

I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge

and belief, based upon observation and inquiry,

, who signed this contract

for the y
liad authority to

execute the same, and is the individual who signs

similar contracts on behalf of this corporation with

the public generally.

>

Contracting Officer.

W 535 ac-24664
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Supplemental Agreement No. 1

to

Contract W 535 ac-24664

Contractor: Vultee Aircraft, Inc.

Vultee Field, California

X
X

X
X

X
Approval Recommended: December 15, 1942.

/s/ O. P. ECHOLS,
Major Gen., U.S.A., Commanding General Materiel

Conmiand.

Approved: Dec. 17, 1942.

By direction of the Secretary of War, under the

provisions of the First War Powers Act, 1941, and

Executive Order No. 9001, dated December 27, 1942.

/s/ PHILLIPS W. SMITH,
Lt. Col., Ord. Dept.

ALBERT J. BROWNING,
Colonel, General Staff Corps, Special Representa-

tive of the Under Secretary of War.
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In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have

executed this Supx^lemental Agreement No. 1 as of

the day and year first above written.

THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA,

By /s/ JAMES W. SHOCKNESSY,
Capt., A.C.,

Contracting Officer,

WM. MITCHELL,
Captain, Air Corps, U. S.

Army, Contracting Officer.

(Official Title)

VULTEE AIRCRAFT, INC.,

(Contractor)

By /s/ DAVID G. FLEET,
Executive Vice-President,

Vultee Field, California.

(Business Address)

Two Witnesses:

/s/ E. LAESAKU,

/s/ C. W. CROCKER.

I, 0. R. Stocke, certify that I am the Assistant

Secretary of the corporation named as Contractor

herein; that David 0. Fleet, who signed this Sup-

plemental Agreement on behalf of the Contractor,

was then Executive Vice-President of said corpora-

tion; that said Supplemental Agreement was duly

signed for and in behalf of said corporation by
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authority of its governing body, and is \vithin the

scope of its corporate powers.

[Corporate Seal]

C. R. STOCKE.

I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge

and belief, based upon observation and inquiry,

, who signed this Supple-

mental Agreement for Vultee Aircraft, Inc., had

authority to execute the same, and is the individual

who signs similar contracts on behalf of this cor-

poration with the public generally.

(Contracting Officer)

Page 8 of Supplemental Agreement No. 1 to Con-

tract No. W 535 ac-24664.
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Air Publication 2024A

Vol. I

Leading Particulars

Type Two-seater, single engined,

low wing, land monoplane

Duty Day and night dive bombing

Principal Dimensions

(Airplane in flying attitude unless otherwise stated)

Span 48 ft. in.

Length (Overall) 40 ft. in.

Height (Over radio mast) 12 ft. 0.69 in.

Length (Tail wheel on ground) 39 ft. 4.3 in.

Height (Over propeller tip, tail wheel

on ground) 14 ft. 6 in.

Wing
Airfoil Section:

At Wing Root NACA 14516-64

At Outer Panel Joint NACA 14516-64

At Tip NACA 20509-64

Chord at Fuselage Centerline 10 ft. 6 in.

Chord at Outer Panel Joint 7 ft. 6 in.

Chord at Tip 3 ft. 6 in.

Incidence 0°

Dihedral measured on chord plane of

Inner Panel 1° 33'36"

Dihedral measured on chord plane of

Outer Panel 7°

Sweepback at leading edge of Inner

Panel 16° 10'52"

Sweepback at leading edge of Outer

Panel 0°
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MODEL 72

//

REPORTA'^.2?_^^tJ[

DATE "^-le^l^r^t

TITLE

WING REPCKT

SUBMITTED UNDER

Contract No. 657

PREPARED BY: ^^$i^<4^

.

CHECKED BY:^^^^^^^ -

GROUP: _ Streaa
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT M
Contract No. DA-W 535 ac-46

Contract

(Supplies)

JKR:RC

ANMB Preference A-l-D

War Department

(Department)

The Glenn L. Martin Company
(Contractor)

Contract for 500 B-26B Medium Bombardment Air-

planes and Spare Parts Therefor and Data.

Amount, $

Place: Materiel Division, Air Corps, U. S. Army,

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.

The Finance Officer, U. S. Army, Wright Field,

Dayton, Ohio, is designated as the officer to make
payments in accordance with this contract.

The supplies and services to be obtained by this

instrument are authorized by, are for the purpose

set forth in, and are chargeable to Procurement

Authority AC 299 P 111-30 A 0021-13, the available

balance of which is sufficient to cover cost of same.

AFP: 171981

Letters : June 4, 1941, and June 6, 1941.

Approval recommended: June 24, 1941, for the

Chief of the Air Corps.

/s/ W. F. VOLANDT,
Colonel, Air Corps,

Asst. to Chief Mat. Div.
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Defendants' Exhibit M—(Continued)

Approved: Jun 26, 1941. By direction of the

Secretary of War under the provisions of Section

1(a) Act of July 2, 1940.

/s/ ROBERT P. PATTERSON,
Under Secretary of War.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have

executed this contract as of the day and year first

above written.

THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA,

By /s/ G. V. McPIKE,
Major, A.C., Contracting

Officer.

JOHN a. SALSMAN,
Major, A.C., U. S. Army,

Contracting Officer.

(Official title)

Two witnesses:

/s/ HARRY T. ROWLAND,
/s/ W. O. EAGER, JR.

[Seal] THE GLENN L. MARTIN
COMPANY,

Contractor,

By /s/ J. T. HARTSON,
Vice Pres.,

Baltimore, Maryland.

(Business address)

I,
, certify that I am the

Secretary of the corporation named as contractor

herein ; that
, who signed
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Defendants' Exhibit M—(Continued)

this contract on behalf of the contractor, was then

of said corporation ; that said

contract was duly signed for and in behalf of said

corporation by authority of its governing body, and

is within the scope of its corporate powers.

[Corporate Seal.]

I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge

and belief, based upon observation and inquiry,

J. T. Hartson, who signed this contract for the

Glenn L. Martin Company, had authority to execute

the same, and is the individual who signs similiar

contracts on behalf of this corporation with the

public generally.

/s/ G. V. McPIKE,
Major, Air Corps,

Contracting Officer.

Admitted November 24, 1950.

DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT N
Contract No. W 535 ac-31733

(8851)

Contract

(Supplies)

WD :jmn

ANMB Preference A-l-A

Allocation Classification System Symbols : USA 1.00

War Department

(Department)

The Glenn L. Martin Company
(Contractor)

Contract for 900 B-26B1 Medium Bombardment
Airplanes, Spare Parts and Data.
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Defendants' Exhibit M—(Continued)

Amount, $

Place : Army Air Forces, Materiel Center, Wright

Field, Dayton, Ohio.

The Finance Officer, U. S. Army, Wright Field,

Dayton, Ohio, is designated as the officer to make

payments in accordance with this contract. The sup-

plies and services to be o]3tained by this instrument

are authorized by, are for the purpose set forth in,

and are chargeable to the Procurement Authorities

listed hereon, the available balances of which are

sufficient to cover the cost of the same.

AC 2312 P 12-09 A 0705-23 $

AC 2382 P 82-09 A 0705-23 $

AFP : 216841 Class. 01-A AAF Stock No. 0121

01-K

This Formal Contract supersedes Letter Contract

Special Form dated July 25, 1942.

Article 52

Approval.—This contract shall be subject to the

written approval of the Secretary of War or such

individual as said Secretary may designate and shall

not l)e binding until so approved. The date of such

approval shall be deemed to be the true date for the

purpose of determining all times of performance.

Article 53

Alterations.—The following changes were made in

this contract before it was signed by the parties

hereto : Articles 15, 16, 16A, 17 to 53, inclusive, on

pages 4a, 4a-l to 4a-6, inclusive, 4b, 4b-l, 4c, 4d,

4d-l, 4e, 4e (cont'd), 4f to 4q, inclusive, and page 5,

added as approved by the Director of the Bureau
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Defendants' Exhibit M— (Continued)

of the Budget and/or the Under Secretary of War.

Paragraph (d) to Article 19 added on page 4b-l.

The designation ''(a)" added before the title

''Taxes" in Article 29, and paragraphs (b) and (c)

added to Article 29 on pages 4d and 4d-l. The words

"such date or dates . . . representative" in lines 7,

8 and 9 of Article 19 on page 4b hereof, deleted.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have

executed this contract as of the day and year first

above written.

THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA,

By /s/ L. S. ROBINSON,
1st Lt., Air Corps,

JOSEPH E. DERHAM,
Lt. Col., Air Corps,

U. S. Army,

Contracting Officer.

(Official title)

THE GLENN L. MARTIN
COMPANY,

Contractor,

By /s/ HARRY T. ROWLAND,
Vice President,

Baltimore, Maryland.

(Business address)

Two witnesses

:

/s/ W. G. EAGER, JR.,

/s/ G. C. WILLIAMS.
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Defendants' Exhibit M—(Continued)

I, M. G. Shook, certify that I am the Assistant

Secretary of the corporation named as contractor

herein; that Harry T. Rowland, who signed this

contract on behalf of the contractor, was then Vice

President of said corporation; that said contract

was duly signed for and in behalf of said corpora-

tion by authority of its governing body, and is

within the scope of its corporate powers.

[Corporate Seal]

/s/ M. G. SHOOK,
Ass't Sec'y

I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge

and belief, based upon observation and inquiry,

, who signed this contract

for the , had authority

to execute the same, and is the individual who signs

similar contracts on behalf of this corporation with

the public generally.

>

Contracting Officer.

W 535 ac-31733

Admitted November 24, 1950.

\



TRADE MARK

)'fficer, G.F.E.
old, Dayton, Ohio
DESTIN.-TION UNKNa'.'N

PILOT:-

DEFSI^TDANTS' EXHIBIT

THE GLENN L. MARTIN CO.
BALTIMORE. MD.

/I -^^'. r^^\s^

r^ //

81^!7/,

DATE /

^'

M0.1 -224 92
DA v/555

YOUR ORDER
ac-i46

OUR ORDER S-0550

'• B/LNo.

^- CAR No.

ATTACHING PARTS

IICPECTEI) BY THE OFFICE OF THE A.A.F. RESIDEiT FEPRE SEOTATIVE
C/O THE GLENN L. i.lARTIN COMPANY, BaLTI>;0T;E, MaRY ^JJD

R-3l4i4.000 Airplane, Martin Twin Engine Medium Bomba -dmont
Air Corps Model B-26-B35MA - Martin iiodel I79

M.RTiM No;3 7 7 8a.c. NO. Ui - 3 2 6 ^erl.l :o. fj- 9 9

In accordance with requirements of U.S. Air Corps Spec. C-213
dated January c:^, 1959 and Amendment iiorQ'JO and as amended
by The Glonn L. Martin Company. Spe c if i ;at ion ^^8831, revised
January 23, 19U3i including Change Ordjrs aid Engineering
Releases, as listed on Pa^ie Nos . 2, 3, h, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, ll; and I5 hereof and complete v/.th Govoriment

^ Furnished Equipment.

I

A.irplane completely setup, serviced an I ready for flight at
our field. Furnished and supplied all fuel, oil and cooling
fluid necessary for en-une tests, flight tests (to Sjec.
R-1880-D dated December 1, 1938) and anounb required for fly-
iway as desi.-^nated by ferry pilot. (Total number of engine
fuel not to exceed 3OO gallons). • ^

960 GALLONS a\SOLINE

'CERTIFIED IN ACCOPaj^CE V^TH CONTR/iCT DA7;535 r aoWiO
FECI FI CATION, DEVI--.TIONS aND CHiiNGE 0:®ERS' PERT..INIJG
HEi ETC .JJD TO INCORPOR..TE ALL ITEIjB 01' GCVi RTCIEKT
ATERI.iL LISTED KEr>20N."

THE GLE] iC»i^^ !ifroft'iMM^T': SBHTATIVB

CM^ I

;

^
I

'l CERTIFY TftlT I I'AVE EXERCISED DUE D]LiaS»CE /JID :

te^i50N TO BELIEVE TrT/.T THE J/'aTERLX LE TED KEFS ON HAS NOT
"^EN PROPERLY USED .^ CERTIFIEDTCY THE '^

A. A. F. I

%A^

, U.SLjAKIfr

IktB AC

TO) ASSEMBLY
riON-ARMY-NAVY SHUT NO. ISSOBDB.
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DSFENDAFTS' EXHIBIT AA

|

ff ' (TOR'S roi'YMOT TO an U|i.Tuluv,.,L

Of'tbtKoDIVacl. aiu' UHIGII
CODIraet onl.v Is ^i^n^d In ihe
parlies. SifriKiniips a,,, not
required on Oie cuuuttcior'i
OOVJ.

SmPUim^iiRY CCfrt'flaCT

nXFD PRICE COHTRACT

NAVy DFPARTHrNT
pn.>ir.n nr .qilPPI.T-^S AND ACCOOHTS

M»gotlated Contract

QLKNN L. -.!ARTIN COM?>-.try
(Contractor)

SEP. INSIDE Amount,

FOB CONTKACTOR'S S'LkNT iJALTIM'^F^-r "ARVT-ACTi

THIS CONTRACT, entered Into this

... the ONIT^O STATV. OP A.^^I^A, .erelnarter called the Co,ern.e„t, represented .. tHe contracting 0^0

corporation or.ani. ,d ,nd ..istln. under the la.s of the state of

an individual tradln

BALTIMORE
of the cUv of

,. .^ ,

hereinafter called the .contractor, wltnesseth t

ARTICLE 1. Scope of this

Ices described In Schedule A attached heret

„ .._...,- . j_ strict accordance with the s

e made o part hereol

he rlphts and obligft

contained In Article 1 to ^ of this c

, in the State of MARYLA.!,'!.!

ties hereto do mutuaU- acrce as follows:

ect to the provisl

Schedule A. In t

s of Scliedule A, the

ARTICLr 2. Chances . Where the Hupplic

snt and packinR of all supplle

eouitable adjustment shall be made

under this article must

s provided in

eeding with the

w..„f ., otherwise her-in provided, no charge for extra, will be allowed

'^red'ln w'rltinrbnhe contrsctln, officer and the price stated in such order.

continue until delivery is accompl 1 ihed

.

,e responsible for the articles

.cd point, but the contractor

,n. Where final inspection Is

itractor's responsibility shall

;lu . au « » » I n iinnii f a nturlnp
^^"^^^"'""'l^'iilMii^tiMl

upon the bond for the perfo

ety shall fall to fur

V, .„..w„( r,-r,m time to time to protect the interests of th

on. aupplyln^ la"r"rr ^^.IXllVlZ Toaecution of tL wor. contemplatad by the

mmmmsssRARTICLE 7. r,rr,M.1. not to benefit .- No Member of or Delegate to Confess or Resident Co

shalXlltted to any Share or part of this contract - to •^^^-
this provision shall not be constr^jed to extend to this contract If .

benefit.

. * «4„»,>r.« Cat --The contractor warrants that he has not e"

ARTICLE «. Covenant against contlnKent fees. "^ ""jrac
percentage, brc

person to solicit or secure this contract upon '"^
'^^/^^"^^^'^^J t^ ght o'.nnul the c<

'

contingent fee. Breach of this warranty shal give the
=°^»^^^^^ ^^ the amount of such co,

in Its discretion, to deduct rom
^/-^^ f,f^ ^.^s^ "^^t ap,

" '

""o^ro;t«rtr:r;alL"rcirM":r «de tl^'gh bon. n.. e.tabU..

Ined by the contractor for the purpose of securing business.

i tlil .i PIJjriM.lJWWCTfl

ARTICLE 9. DlaBut2,.--F^c.pt as otherwise specifically prov^

cemlog questions of fact arising under this contract »hall bo decl

to written .PP.«l.^.tJ^"°tr!!.T^f.lon"s^u'b: rinir.^d conclusive upon the partle. her.

ENTERED
a BlaiHar prorialon wltn reapect to n

APR 7 1943
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(b) The term "contracting officer" aa ua

Accounte, the Purchaalng Offlcera In such Bur
ureau of Supplle
nd duly authorlz

IB WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto har d year first abov

THE QLEI.I. L

G. C. 'ffilliama Harry T. 'Rowland, Vice Frtiident

i1. JB. Shook

PERFORMANCE BOND
(Conatnictlon or S„pply)

lodlfled for use hv the Narv De

(See Instnjctlons 2, 3, 4 and '^

eld and flrml- bound unto the Onlted States of li

f dollars lawful »ono7 of the Dnltod Stat

Ich sum well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, erecutore, admlnlstr

rs, jointly and aeverally, firmly by these presents.

IN WITNESS WHERFOP, the above-bminden

party being hereto affixed and these presents duly signed by Its undersigned repi

authority of Its governing body.

bond the lffld»Tlt«

Admitted November 24, 1950,





DiilFB^ND.&JTTS' ffiGTIBIT BB
\

p^?^K'!;i9er96RiR

PcJ^ted'Py«?'.*!r.A. Baltimore, USN

For Delivery to: Supply Officer,

Naval Air Station, Norfolk, Virginia

f>M

l^l^OOl

YOUR OROCRp. 1092:7

OUR OROCR S-1910

AIR TO DESTINATION

(PILOT -

loUAN I
PART No. DCSCNIFTION ATTACHINO PANTS

INSPECTED BY I.IJ.A. BALTIMORE

irplane. Class VPD , Model PBM-3, Mart:.n No J 2908, Nak;y No, 6/+55

1

:

1

£>^9^

ionstructed in accordance v/ith The Glei
letail Specification No. SD-250-3-1A, i

lureau of Aeronautics Specification SD-

nd revisions thereto, complete with G<

Iquipr.icnt •

irplane completely set up, ground tes1
aliens of Kasoline (100 Octane) and 8C

or fli£;ht at the Contractor's plant, c

ee P^ge No, 2 for record of Navy Chanj

irplane.

in L. Martin Conpany's
.nd requirements of
250-3-1 dated S June 19i

(vernnent Furnished

lod ar^d sernccti with 1 ,0(

I galJlons of oil reaay
ifter acceptancs of airpi^

;eg pretaining to this

Sr^

"*"-^,

.L STRAINERS aEANED IN THIS AIRPLANE PRIOlJ TO DELI\

HE SELF-SEALING FUEL CELLS IN THIS AIllpLAKI H/.VE KOtTkKI. SLOi.

OR USE ^TH AltOM^TIC FUELS - TO BE T^MEK Ci-tE OF LAT

THE (tt,ENN L. K:ARTim CO. INSPECTOR

BALTIMORE blSPECTOR OF NAVAL ,

'

I AIRCRil*^





THE GLENN L. MARTIN CO.
BALTIMORE. MD.

PACKING ORDER
TMAOK^ARK Packin{ Order No. 1^03-93

:i byi I.N^. Bc.lti::iore, USN '" "'\^y^ ^/^
ir-Av/ay Delivery ^^ 1 V '

<^ ^ '
' y^

« 44 37 89 6 IX
-to Desbinction (Piloti '

GLl' Suppl, No.

OUR ORDER

B/LNa.

CAR NO.

ATTACHINO FARTS

QUAN. FART NO.

IIS.'.^CTED BY I.IiJ^. EALTIiuORE

162D100 Airplane, Class VPB, liodel PBIi-3D

rARTIiJ K0.7 9 90 '%VY NO.^ ^ ^

17 r-1

!Diis airplane furnished, completely

ready for flirht in accordance "with

I or tin Company Specification SD-2i>0

2S, I9I1.I, as modified by the change

Sxliibit A of Contract (svch Specific

modified bc-inr hertin after called ,

8D-250-3-L'0 and complete vath Gove

Equip:;i©nt.

assembled and
Ihe Glenn L.
•3-lA elated Jure
} lis ed in
nation as ao'

5peci:'i cation
mmen': Furnish€d

Airplane serviced vdth 700 {.aliens jf gasoline

(100 Octedie), and 30 gallons of oil.

Auxiliary Boir.b Day Fuel Tfe.nks to be forv/iirded und<ir

separated Notice of Shipment

•

SOR^IiSHS CLuANED IN THIS AIRPL'J^ DELIVERY

IGrJlIURSai GLEM L. MARTIN COI

INkPECTOR 1

—BV"
TII.IORE dlSPBCTDR
NAVAL AlicRAFT

are void^uijlesa bigned by both OLMCft

and INA.

Adiaitted November 24j

Btf./«55!.5,W- SHEET NO ISSUED BY.^
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